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In 1980, the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Military
Services, in cooperation with the Department of Labor, sponsored a large-scale
research project to assess the vocational aptitudes of American youth. A
national probability sample of approximately 12,000 young men and women,
selected from participants in the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) of 
Youth
Labor Force Behavior, was given the military's enlistment and Job placement
test, the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). This research
endeavor, known as the "Profile of American Youth," marked the first time that
"a military qualification test--or any vocational aptitude test--had been given
to a nationally representative sample. The "Profile Study" thus offers an
opportunity to evaluate the "cross-sectional character" of military enlistees
3 'based on a national measure of vocational test performance.
This report describes the results of a research effort that evolved from
the "Profile Study." Since the "Profile Study" sample was nationally repre-
sentative, and it incorporated the scores of contimporary youth on a version
of the ASVAB parallel to that currently used to screen military applicants,
"•.j it was possible to estimate the numbers and proportions of American youth who
would be expected to qualify for military enlistment under existing stand-
ards. The military "participation rates" of American youth could also be
computed using enlistment eligibility rates for the general population in
combination with information on enlistment behavior.
The analysis of eligibility and participation rates in the all-volunteer
military represents an effort to put the "Profile Study" results in an
applied, operational context. This research provides the detense community
'i *a'
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with accurate information on the "quality" or "fitness" of American youth to
serve in the military; it also displays, in statistical terms, the impact of
aptitude standards on the employment opportunities of young men and women from
varied backgrounds. In addition, the data on participation present a picture
of the attractiveness of military service for minority youth over the past
V. several years.
Screening for Service is intended for a general audience, though one
•' which has a basic understanding of the standards of acceptance in the military
and civilian working environments. This document can be used by technical
personnel and policymakers alike, for it contains a wealth of information and
data upon which to draw.
The report is presented in four sections. Section 1 reviews briefly the
* history, purpose, and conceptual foundation of aptitude screening for enlist-
ment. Section 2 traces military testing trends over the past several decades
and attempts to uncover the relationship between applicant behavior, selected
recruiting market conditions, and the average aptitude level of new recruits.
The main body of research details the eligibility rates and enlistment experi-
Ie ences of American youth and appears in Section 3. In Section 4, the authors
discuss the implications of "eligibility" and "participation" research for
military testing and the establishment of appropriate entry criteria.
' . Dr. Mark J. Eitelberg served as principal analyst and primary author
of the report. Dr. Eitelberg was a Senior Scientist with HumRRO when the
"work was first undertaken, and is presently an Adjunct Professor in the
Department of Administrative Sciences at the Naval Postgraduate School,
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contributor to all phases of the research effort. Dr. Brian K. Watet-s,
Manager of HumRRO's Manpower Analysis Program, directed the research pr(,' ct,
ensured the factual integrity of the data, and was a primary contributor to
N, Section 2. Ms. Linda S. Perelman, a HumRRO Research Associate, participated
in the data collection, and in the presentation of results from Sections I and
2. The report also benefits from the editorial recommendations of Dr. Barbara
M. Means. Mr. Gus C. Lee provided valuable suggestions on the draft document.
Ms. Emma E. King and Ms. Dana E. Doran typed the manuscript and provided
invaluable secretarial assistance throughout the project. Graphic and type-
setting support were provided by Mrs. Alice H. Thompson and her staff in
HumRRO's Publication Support Group.
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The "Profile of American Youth" was a landmark study for both the Armed
Services and the general scientific and research community. In 1980, the
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)' was administered to a
nationwide probability sample of approximately 12,000 young men and women,
The "Profile Study," as it has come to be known, resulted from the cooperative
efforts of the Departments of Defense and Libor, the Military Services, sev-
oral independent agencies, and many individuals. The study was subjected to
the most careful scrutiny of some of the nation's leading experts in sample
. design,, psychometrics and general statistics, educational and psychologicAl
testing, survey research, population demography, and public policy analysis.
The ASVAB Itself was thoroughly examined by independent scholars, and was
found to equal or surpass the quality, fairness, and overall suitability of
commercial tests used to measure aptitude and achievement.
The "Profile Study" was the result of many years of planning and dili-
gent execution. It was a major research endeavor in its scope, objectives,
and final product, as well as Its value to military manpower policy and the
soc 4 al and behavioral sciences. The "Profile Study" marks the first time that
a vocational aptitude battery has been givti to a nationally representative
sample. Up to this time, such research has not been possible because of the
r great aifficulty In obtaining data on a nationwide scale and the prohibitive
costs.
The idea for producing the present monograph was first conceived in
early 1981 during the initial analysis of results from the "Profile of Ameri-
can Youth." Since the primary function of the ASVAB is "screening for
Xii
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service" and job placement in the military, an evaluation of population
eligibility for enlistment and assignmernt appeared as a logical, early
application of the new data base.
In the process of conducting the follow-up analyses of population
eligibility for enlistment, it was necessary for the researchers to first
delve into the modern history of applicant screening and to compile informa-
tion from the military's archives. It was during this preliminary research
phase that the authors discovered a need for a single document that would
bring together the historical records and recent statistics on personnel
selection for military service.
Screening for Service presents the results of a particular a: .lysis of
population eligibility and participation in the nation's military. However,
this monograph was additionally created to stand as a reference or source of
historical information for those who may wish to pursue the study of enlist-
ment standards and the tested abilities of persons examined for military wS.
service.
The monograph begins with a brief review of the modern history, purpose,
and conceptual foundation of aptitude screening for enlistment. The evolution
of current aptitude and education screens is examined and some general con-
cepts and principles are defined. Finally, in Section 1, the effects of war
and peace on military selection are explored and discussed. •
Section 2 follows with an examination of recruiting outcomes under var-
ous sets of historical standards. This section presents a brief review of the
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years. The test score trends of those who have taken military examinations
are traced in an effort to gain a better understanding of the relationship
between minimum standards and recruit "quality." The discussion also attempts
to explore the relative influene- of standards, compared with environmentalS~L@A
factors and other external conditions, on the qualitative character of new
recruits.
Section 3 presents the background, methodology, and results of the anal-
ysis of population eligibility for military service, based on the "Profile
Study" data and recent aptitude and education standards applied by each of the
Armed Services, This section also presents the results of a related study of
military participation. Using the enlistment eligibility rates for various
segments of the general population in combination with information on enlist-
ment behavior from the Defense Department's manpower data files, it was possi-
ble to compute the military "participation rates" of the so-called "qualified
and available" groups. This new statistic, available through the "Profile
Study," offers a striking picture of the attractiveness of military service
for minority youth over the past several years.
In Section 4, the authors discuss the implications of "eligibility" and
"participation" research for military testing and the establishment of
"appropriate entry criteria. Several varied, yet integrated issues are
.0 treated--including other considerations used in determining enlistment eligi-
bility, probltms related to the selection and classification of women and
minorities, ability levels and the future needs of the military, the effects
of using multiple aptitude standards, problems associated with the use of
educational standards, and the prospects for improvements in screening for
service.
xiv
Several appendices are offered for those readers who wish to use the
monograph as a technical resource for further research. Appendix A contains a
description of the minimum aptitude and education standards employed by each
* of the Armed Services over the past several decades. This information was
reviewed by the Services for accuracy, and it chronicles the flexible nature
of entry standards during the post-World War II period. Appendix B presents
historical statistics on the aptitude test scores of persons examined for
military service, with data extending back to the early 1950s. Apendix 
C des-
cribes the geographical variables used in the analysis, and Appendix D pro-
vides a summary of population eligibility for the Navy and Marine Corps under
their revised (1983) aptitude standards. In Appendix E, a brief supplemental
study is presented that analyzes population eligibility for enlistment under
various alternative or "simulated" sets of standards. Here, the reader can
see the effects of either raising or lowering aptitude standards (under
defined limits) on the eligibility rates of population subgroups.
Screening for Service represents an early attempt to put the "Profile of
American Youth" results In an applied, operational context. This research
offers the defense community accurate information on the "quality" or "fit-
ness" of American youth to serve in the military. In addition, the eligibil-
ity rates and participation rates reveal, In statistical terms, the powerful
influence of aptitude standards on the employment and training opportunities
of young men and women from varied backgrounds. This study holds importance
for military manpower oolicymakers and social planners alike. This study also
W, demonstrates the practical utility of a new data base that will hopefully
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SECTION 1
Entry Standards in the Modern Military: A Brief Historical Review
Minimum standards for acceptance into the American military are
flexible gates that open and close in reaction to the shifting needs of
national defense and manpower recruitment. Like finely engineered dams,
constructed to regulate the flow of a river and form temporary reservoirs,
the military's entry standards are designed to take the best available men
and women in the required quantities. Certain circumstances, such as a
recruiting drought or a need for mass mobilization, typically neces!,tate
less stringent physical standards, lower education and ability criteria,
and more lenient eligibility requirements in other areas. Conversely,
during periods of peace when the standing army Is streamlined to function
S as a "caretaker," or during periods of high unemployment when military
"Jobs" are relatively more attracttve to the youthful workforce, the Armed
Services are usually able to be more selective and the qualititi•ve barriers
to entry are strengthened. 1
One reason for personnel screening by the Army during the period just
prior to World War II was a reduction in the number of potential pensioners
(that is, men who were unfit physically for active duty and who might claim
Government compensation for a disability acquired while serving in the
military). The fundamental purpose of entry screening, however, was the
elimination of "bad risks" or mrn who could not meet the "severe demands of
lAt the samt time, standards are affected Indirectly by the prevailing
method of recruitment: in general, a military that depends largely on
conscripo.lon has greater flexibility in how it decides to apply acceptance
standards (assuming that draft deferments or exemptions do not severely
reduce the size of the manpower reservoir).
S~1-1
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war," and the selection of those who could be trained in the shortest
possible time.2 The Army General Classification Test (AGCT) of World War .;
II was thus described as & test of "general learning ability," aimed at
"reliably sorting new arrivals according to their ability to learn quickly
the duties of a scldier" while "keeping at a minimum items greatly
influenced by amount of schooling and by cultural inequalities." 3
The Military Services of the Second World War formally applied four
screens to those who were designated by the Selective Service as eligible
for induction: physical examination, aptitude testing, psychiatric evalua-
tion, and administrative review (moral character and history of arrest). 4
The specific criteria within the four categories were all subject to
modification, depending on the state of the war effort and the military's
capacity to accept less capable performers. Indeed, as pointed out in
Marginal Man and Military Service, expediency has periodically influenced
the Armed Services to draw from "marginal manpower," or those individuals ,,'
who may not meet the desired minimum qualifications, but are still capable
of serving in some (usually limited) position:
Experience in World War I, World War II, and to a lessI extent, Korea, demonstrated that when a shortage of
manpower developed, those responsible for procurement
"and maintenance of a proper replacement stream for
combat and combat support forces have turned to what-
ever resources might prove productive. Where existing Ag
2Eli Ginzberg et al., The Lost Divisions (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1959), pp. 30-31.
3Staff, Personnel Research Section (The Adjutant General's Office), "The
"Army General Classification Test," Psychological Bulletin 42 (December
1945): 760.
4See Ginzberg et al., The Lost Divisions, p. 33.
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standards left large numbers of physically and mentally
S1limited men in the civilian population, standards were
• . altered to obtain the numbers required. Even prison
populations were combed.°
The World War II mobilization perhaps provides the best example of how
entry standards can be shaped to cope with the particular circumstances and
needs of the military. When the nation's first peacetime draft law was
enacted In September 1940, for instance, the only literacy screen for new
draftees was the "ability to comprehend simple orders given in the English
language." Several months later--with about 66,000 illiterate inductees
and many unanticipated training problems--the War Department standard was
amended to prohibit the induction of those "who do not have the capacity of
reading and writing the English language as prescribed for the fourth grade
in grammar school." 6 The fourth-grade reading requirement, an operational
criterion of "literacy," was relaxed somewhat in August 1942, so that a V.."
small percentage of the illiterate pool could be inducted. By May 1943.
over 100,000 Illiterate men had been added to the Army's rank and file.
The following month, the policy on literacy was modified once again, and
the minimum aptitude requirement was set at a "capacity above the lower
three-fifths of Grade V," the lowest aptitude category (a percentile score
of about 5.5) on the AGCT. By the end of September 1945, records showed
that over 217,000 illiterate men (and another 82,000 scoring in AGCT Grade
V) had been drafted for wartime duty. 7
5Department of the Army, Marginal Man and Military Service (Washington,
D.C.: Department of the Army, December 1965), p. 31.
6 1bld., pp. 59-60.
7 1bid., pp. 74-75, 236.
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Needless to say, selection and classification procedures and methods
have evolved considerably over the past forty years. Broad education and
aptitude standards have given way to varying combinations of Interrelated
requirements--incorporating aptitude subtests and composites and diverse
education credentials and, in some cases, a range of background character-
istics--that have been Identified as important correlates of "successful"
service. Just as the changing demands of current military occupations and
the rising levels of education have operated to modify and fragment apti- ,.
tude criteria, advances in technology, shifting job requirements, and the
generally improved health of the American people have resulted in some
minor changes in medical or physical standards. 8  Even in the area of
"moral qualifications," the Armed Services apply a number of different 0'
criteria for eligibility based on the particular type of arrest or viola- ;L
tion, the severity of the offense, and the frequency of conviction. 9
It is probably true that the flexibility of standards--or the ability,"
oil the Armed Services to stretch or contract certain entry criteria to the
practical limits--has been constrained since the advent of all-volunteer
recruitment in 1973. In theory, each of the Armed Services is permitted to
3*A
establish its own entry standards based on its own manpower supply and
8Gus C. Lee, Review of Enlisted Medical Standards for Entry Into Military
Service, FR-MOXD-8O-3, (Alexandri'a, VA: HIjmRRO, June 1982.)
9 As observed in Marginal Man: "The history of admission of the morally
marginal individual into the Army follows fairly closely the manpower
demands made upon the Army at any one period. In times of less stress, ,
particularly during the absence of war, policies remained exclusive. When ,
emergency manpower measures became necessary, searches even extended to
convicts who could be parolled from penal institutions for induction into
the military service." See ibid., p. 211, and the entire chapter on "The
Morally Marginal Soldier" (pp. 211-219) for a summary of the early historyI and policies concerning moral standards.
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demand considerations. However, assorted critics of the all-lolunteer
military have been con~tantly on the prowl for evidence to prove that the
.Armed Services are incapable of attracting enough "quality" personnel
without conscription. The "volunteer experiment" is directed and held
under the microscopic glass of critics, legislators, the popular media, and
other public watch dogs with each passing year and periodic release of
recr',jiting statistics. Congress has reacted recurrently to indications of
declining quality by imposing its own minimum standards or guidelines for
screening applicants. In the fiscal year (FY) 1981 Defense Authorization
Act, for example, Congress responded to revelations that the Armed Forces
Qualification 'rest (AFQT) had been misnormed since 1976 (and, as a conse-
quence, many applicants in the below-average aptitude range were inadver-
tently permitted to enlist) by placing a ceiling on the annual proportion
of rwcruits without high school diplomas and with below-average test
scores*10
The results of military entrance examinations, as expressed In terms
of acceptances or rejections, are often grouped together within a parti-
cular historical context and then compared over time and national circum-
stance (such as war or peace, strength build-up or reduction). Table 1,
which shows the military service "rejection rates" for six distinct periods
beginning with World War I, exemplifies this type of comparison. The data,
-OThe standards required that all Services (combined) enlist no more than
25 percent of new recruits In AFQT Category IV (percentile score range of
10 through 30) during FY 1981. In FY 1982, each Service (separately)
was allowed to have no more than 25 percent of its new recruits In AFQT
Category IV; and the Category IV quota was lowered to 20 percent of annual
Intake during FY 1983 and succeeding years. Despite such Gongressional
limitations, there have been few, if any, periods in recent history when
the nation's legislators were altogether pleased with the military's
standards and the quality of new recruits.
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Medical or 11.1 14.7 14.4 16.5 33.4 11.1 9.4 12.0 9.9 9.1 10.?
Di squallification
11 Other Deficiency 0.4 0.5 0.1 1.3 1.6 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.6 3.0
~. AlRa 64 23.1 1. 45.1 44.4 24.9362.1 21.0 42.9 32.1 27.6
(in thousands) 1,000 13.000 3,100 1,343 4,303 414 603 769 8331 736 736
Sorces Statistics on World Wars I and 11 were extracted from 91i Ginsberg at mlIaufhiiU. (Now Yorki
Columbia University Press, 1313 ,p* 142.42. Korean Cunfi ict data are from lra fAeia
Youth for militar Service.' iatoa Wd ayr~i :18Jl 1960)1 220. Data an the peacetime draft period
adVietnam Conflict are from, uW a of egisa ns axamination for Idcin(MCX MID-4I.Office of the surgeon
Sneral ). Department of the AreO r 2nd 1368.1972, Data for 1973 arte from Bernard Do Karpinos. 1plcat
r Iniftant Reult afIX iNA0AM RP lijp 3rvjm~es 17 n 173), $4.9D.70-6 (Alexandria, VAi--HuM9U
Icrl 1 .911 a o Ali mr statisic for 01 A) s-ountaer oares were drived from data provided 4y the Defense
Mnpower Data Center.
lWorld War I population Includes primaril mno aged 10-36 In 19189 Parsons examined are comprised of all men Inducted,
S enlisted, rejected, or deferred as morally unfit. *
World War 11 population Includes men aged 13-37 as of 1 August 1941.
CoreAn Conflict poulation includes men who underwent A preinduction examination for the first time during JulIy 1950
through July 19613. The data do not account for enlistments or other manpower procurement apart from inductilns. The
aptitude test failure category Includes some persons who were also medically disqualified.
d.loacotim draft population Includes men who underwent A proinduction examination for the firs t time during Juý1959
GS'. through June 1961. The data do not account for voluntary enlistments. The aptitude test failure category Inc udes
some men who were also medically disqualified.
'.. Vietnam conflict population Includes men who underwenta preinduction examination for the first time during July 1966
XAI through June 1972. The date do not account for voluntary enlistments. The aptitude test failure category Includes
~some men who were also wedically disqualified.
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when presented in this manner, are intended to point out movements inIII*
policy or the shifting importance placed on different categories of screen-
ing criteria from one era to the next. One may conclude from Table 1, for
instance, that eligibility for military service was determined more by
tests of brawn than brains throughout the earlier times of limited
technology. This conclusion is drawn from both the comparative data and
the observation that minimum education and aptitude standards were all but
nonexistent until forty years ago (and very lenient for some time there-
after).
There are limits, however, on the extent to which comparative statis-
tics regarding rejections or acceptances may be used, especially when the
data are spread out over long periods of time. The rejection rates dis-
played in Table 1, for example, generally do not allow the identification
of specific trends for at least four major reasons:
(1) The characteristics of populations examined for military service
may be quite disparate from one era to another. Policies 6ur.ng
World Wars I and II placed quota restrictions on the proportion
of blacks permitted to enter the military. Similar quntas on
female recruitment were applied in differing magnitude during
each of the periods depicted. In addition, Selective Service
deferments and exemptions, as well as local draft board prac-
tices, operated to modify the demographic characteristics (e.g.,
socioeconootic status, race, age) of the segment uf the population
required to take the preinduction examination. Different methods
of recruitment also have affected the population of examinees:
in the all-volunteer situation, for instance, self-selection will
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usually create a more homogeneous group of applicants than the
more randomized mechanism of a Selective Service draft (assuming
there is equal liability of service for the general population).
(2) Military manpower needs may vary markedly across time with
concomitant effects on recruit quality. During mobilization for
expansive war--or any situation where the demand for manpower
strains the limits of population supply--the Armed Services are
usually compelled to trade soine quality for quantity. The size 'i
of the recruiting (or strength) objectives, combined with the
manner of recruitment and definition of the eligible population,
have a powerful influence on the requirements that are estab-
lished for filling the ranks. And the size of the recruiting
objectives for the periods shown in Table 1 are often quite
dissimilar: in June 1945, there were almost eleven million
enlisted personnel on active duty; one year later, military
strength stood at less than three million; today, there are fewer
than two million men and women in the active duty enlisted force.
(3) The size of tche traditional, "age eligible" manpower pool (18-23- ,
years old) has fluctuated considerably over the seventy years
portrayed in Table 1. Other population changes, such as an
increase in the median levol of education, have also affected the
size of the manpower pool deemed eligible for military service
during a given era, In the case of educdtion, an entry standard
applied in 1960 may be relatively less stringent than a require-
ment applied during 1980--but, because of an enlargement in the
size of the age-eligible population and a rise in the average
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"level of education, the higher standard of 1980 may actually
result in a larger pool of eligible applicants. If a similar
education requirement were applied in bath 1960 and 1980, the
rejection rate would probably be higher in 1960 because the
median level of education was lower at that time. Nevertheless,
the number of individuals in the eligible pool would probably be i.'4
larger in 1980 than in 1960, regardless of the quality restric-
tions used, merely because of the gross differences in population
"size. For example, the complete elimination of all aptitude and
education requirements in 1960 would have resulted in an eligible ',
pool of about 14 million men and women (18-23 years old); in
1980, if eligibility were limited to high school graduates only
with aptitude test scores above the 20th percentile, it is esti- •."
mated that approximately 15 million men and women in the same age
category would have qualified for military service.
(4) Different policies and procedures may be used during separate
periods concerning the categorization of disqualified examinees,
,-. ~and It Is not clear that the sequence of the several examinations ".
is consistent over time. For instance, at present, aptitude
antesting normalle precedes physical examination and, hence,
individuals who fail both screens are recorded as disqualified on
the basis of their performance on the aptitude test. In previous
eras, physical (or medical) screening was often conducted prior
"to aptitude testing. Thus, the order in which the examinations .'.
are conducted and the way in which the r.sults are recorded may .,'.%
influence the historical statistics and limit the comparison of '
data from different recruiting years.
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Table 1 serves the purpose of illustrating why certain comparisons of
enlistment screening results should not be made over time--unless, of
course, one also considers population demography, the various recruiting
or induction policies, and the particular screens in effect during the
separate oeriods being studied. A rigorous analysis of historical data
is beyond the scope of this effort. Still, an evaluation of historical
records--along with an understandiig of the changing nature of warfare and
military jobs--suggests that the primary focus of enlistment screening has
gradually shifted from physical/medical criteria to measures of aptitude
and education. Advances in science and technology have transformed the
structure and function of the military and added an ever-expanding need for
persons with mental as well as physical prowess. During World War iI, the
average footslogger could probably get through training if he could scale a
wall, lug a fifty-pound pack, shoot straight, keep his nose clean, and
salute at che proper moment. The "grunts" of the 1980s still have to be
physically fit and morally straight, but they may also be called upon to
operate sophisticated weaponry and perform duties that demand comparatively
greater skill in mechanical comprehension, aritninetic reasoning, problerm,
solving, and verbal fluency.
The statistics on military rejection rates may also reflect the fact
that the nation as a whole is in better physical condition than it was a
half-century agol1--but, even though the median level of education has
increased, there is no evidence that the intellectual ability of the
general populace has evolved to any higher stage. Indeed, median scores on
11United States Department of Health and Human Services, Health, United
States 1980, DHHS Publicaton No. (PHS)81-1232. (Hyattsville, MD: United
Oee partment of Health and Human Services, December 1980l,, pp. 137,
271.
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standardized aptitude and achievement tests dropped steadily from the
mid-1960s through 1981;12 and the implication is that average ability (as
measured by the tests) of the nation's younger generations has likewise
Sbeen in descent.
The Evolution of Current Aptitude and Education Screens
SConcise historical treatments of the military's aptitude and education
screens are available in a ntumber of official Armed Service and Defense
Department documents, textbooks on aptitude testing, and technical research
reports. 13
Aptitude Screening
The American military was a pioneer in the field of aptitude testing
3 during World War I. In 1917 and 1918, the Army Alpha and Army Beta tests
were developed so that (1) military commanders could have some measure
of the ability of their men, and (2) personnel managers could have some
12Brian K. Waters, The Test Score Decline: A Review ard Annotated Biblio-
Technical Memorandum 81-2. (Washington, D.C.: Office Of the
secreary of Defense, August 1981).
13The following represent a sample of available sources:
ASVAB Working Group, Histor, of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAS) 1974-1980, A Report to the Principal Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics)
(Washinton, D.C.: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense [Manpower,
Reserve Affairs, and Logistics] March 1980).
Department of the Army, Marginal Man and ilitary Service (Washington,
D.C.: Department of the Army, Decembor 1965).
Arthur R. Jensen, Bias in Mental Testing (New York: The Free Press, 1980).
Kwan H. Kim, et al., Research of the Proportion of the Total Youth
Population Which is Physically and Mentally Unfit for Military Service,
NOSC-7229-KK/MS/RS (Bethesda, MD: Mathtech, Inc., December 1978).
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objective means for assigning the new recruits. The Army Alpha test was
a verbal, group-administered test used principally by the Army for selec- .
tion and placement. The test consisted of eight subtests--including ,*.
verbal ability, numerical ability, ability to follow directions, snd
Information--and served as a prototype for several subsequent group-
administered intelligence tests. The Army Beta test was a non-verbal,
group-administered counterpart to the Army Alpha test. It was used to
evaluate the aptitude of illiterate, unschooled, or non-English-speaking
- draftees. The Army Beta test is recognized as one of the first important
non-language paper-and-pencil tests. (Some of its items still appear in
present-day intelligence tests.)
As observed in The Lost Divisions, the education screens of World
War II were designed to "select individuals for military service whose
Intellectual capacity was sufficient to enable them to adjust to the Army,
absorb military training, and thereafter perform effectively." The tests
used during the course of the war varied, but they were all "geared to
distinguish those who could read, write, and do sums at a fourth-grade
level from those who could not." Special tests were also used for illiter-
'V ates to determine whether they could reach the fourth-grade standard with
twelve weeks of special instruction.
14  7.
f,.-
The Army General Classification Test (AGCT) of World War II largely
replaced the tests of World War I. The AGCT was described as a test of
"general learning ability" and was intended to be used in basically the
same manner as the Army Alpha (i.e., an aid in assigning new recruits to
14 Ginzberg et al., The Lost Divisions, p. 151.
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military jobs). The so-called "rapid learners" (those achieving a standard
score of 130 or above) were ranked at the top in Army Grade I: the slowest
learners (those with a standard score of 69 or below) were placed in Grade
v.l 5
The AGCT was standardized in September of 1940 on white male military
personnel and civilian Conservation Corps enrollees between the ages of 20
and 29. To ensure that this sample was representative of the civilian
manpower pool; age, education, and geographic region distributions of the
general population were estimated from the 1930 census.
1 6
After the conclusion of World War II, the Military Services developed
their own separate aptitude tests for selection. A Karpinos observes:
"Though different In structure, primarily with respect to cut-off scores,
the tests were essentially the same with respect to content areas, relying
on the time-honored items of vocabulary, arithmetic, and spatial relation-
ships.' 17  a/.
In 1948, the Military Services convened a working group for the
purpose of developing a uniform aptitude test that could be used for
enlisted selection and classification by all components. The following
four points werq established as the basic requirements of the test:
o'U
1SAfter 15 July 1942, Army Grade V was narrowed by extending the limits of
Grade IV an additional half standard deviation downward (from standard
score 70-89 to 60-89). The standard score limits for Grade V were thus
changed from 0-69 to 0-59. Although this change had no effect upon the
distribution of scores, it did alter the grade distribution considerably.
1 6Staff, Personnel Research Section, "The Army General Classification
Test," p. 761.
17 Bernard D. Karpinos, Male C.argeable Accessions: Evaluation by Mental
Categories (1953-1973), SR-ED-i5-18 (Alexandria, VA: HumRRO, January 1977,
p- V1
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1. The test should represent a "global" measure of ability.
2. The test should contain items in vocabulary, arithmetic
reasoning, and spatial relations.
3, The test should minimize the importance of speed so that
slow performers would not be penalized.
4. The test should minimize the difficulty of verbal
instruction relating to test items. 18  V-
Through the combined efforts of the Military Services, the Armed
Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) was developed and introduced operationally
in July 1950, in conjunction with the reinstitution of the Selective
Service draft.1 9  The new test was modeled after the AGCT and statis-
tically linked with its predecessor In the following manner:
1. In 1949, the AGCT was administered to representa-
tive samples of groups of youths (voluntary applicants) at
various recruiting stations throughout the nation.
2. A subsample was then selected from the representa-
tive groups with a score distribution that corresponded to
18Bernard D. Karpinos, "The Mental Qualification of American Youths for
Military Service and Its Relationship to Educational Attainment," in
Proceedings, The American Statistical Association, 1966, p. 96. (reprint)
19The 1950 Selective Service Act reestablished military conscription after
a brief period of all-volunteer recruitment that began in January 1949.
S~~1-14.,
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the World War II "mobilization distribution" used in
ft standardizing the AGCT.
3. The matched subsample was subsequently tested with
the new AFQT.
4. Finally, the AGCT and AFQT distributions were
equated (using an equipercentile method) so that AFQT scores
would relate to the World War II mobilization population
(the presumed pool of civilians available to serve in the
military). 20  A given AFQT percentile score therefore
describes aptitude level relative to the 1944 mobilization
population rather than to a current youth population.
Unlike the AGCT and the aptitude tests of World War I, the AFQT was
specifically designed to be used as a screening device. Thus, the AFQT
was established for the purpose of both (a) measuring the "examinee's
general mental ability to absorb military training within a reasonable
length of time, so as to eliminate those who do not postess such ability";
and (b) providing "a uniform measure of the examinee's potential general
usefulness in the service, if qualified on the tests."'2 1  A
2 0 Bernard D. Karpinos, "The Mental Qualification of American Youths for
Military Service and Its Relationship to Educational Attainment," in
Proceedings, The American Statistical Association, 1966, p. 96. (reprint)
2 1 Ibid., p. 96. See also J.E. Uhlaner and D.J. Bolanovich, Development of
the Armed Forces Qualification Test and Predecessor Army Screening Tests, ""
1945-1950, PRS Report 976 (Washington, D.C.: Personnel Research 5ection,
Department of the Army, 7 November 1952).
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Since its introduction in 1950, the AFQT has undergone several modifi-
cations in both its character and usage. For example, the origioal version
(as noted) included items to test verbal skills, arithmetic reasoning, and
spatial relations; a tool functions subtest was added in 1953 and then
dropped in 1973; and, since 1980, the AFQT no longer includes spatial
relations, but places increased emphasis on verbal and quantitative items.
Further, the number of items comprising the AFQT has varied over time,
and scoring procedures and the ordering of items have changed.
In the course of the past thirty years, the Military Services have
also used a variety of other aptitude screening tests for the supplementary
evaluation of applicants and draftees. The Army Classification Battery
(ACB) and a subsequent, shorter version, the Army Qualification Battery
(AQB), were used from the late 1950s to early 1970s by all Services except
the Air Force. The Air Force, in the late 1950s, introduced the Airman
Qualification Examination (AQE) as an enlistment screening device. The
Navy has used the Applicant Qualification Test (AQT), the Short Basic Test
Battery (SBTB), and the Basic Test Battery (BTB) for the same purpose. All
of the Services have also used and continue to use the Enlistment Screening
Test (EST), an abbreviated AFQT as needed, for preliminary screening at
recruiting stations (prior to formal examination). In addition, alterna- -
tive tests have been used for a "special aptitude testing" of female appli-
cants. The Armed Forces Women's Selection Test (AFWST), for example, was
administered to female applicants in lieu of the AFQT from 1956 to 1974.
Each Service was permitted to develop conversion tables from its own
test battery as a basis for estimating an individual's AFQT score from t4
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"1973-1975. In 1974, vh. Department of Defense decided that all of the
Armed Services should use a single test battery both for screening enlist-
ass and for assigning them to military occupations. By coumbirning selection
"and classification testing, the testing process was made much more expedi-
ant. It enabled the Services to improve the matching of applicants with
available Job positions, and allowed job guarantees for those qualified.
The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) was selected for
this purpose since (a) it was already being used in the Department of
Defense High School Testing Program, and (b) at the time, the Air Force
and the Marine Corps were administering a parallel form of the ASVAB in
their own operational testing programs. A revised form of the ASVAB was
installed as the DoD-wide aptitude test of enlistment eligibility on
January 1, 1976. i
Education Screening
Minimum aptitude standards that differed according to educational
attainment were first introduced on a trial basis by the Air Force in June
1950. High school dropouts were required to have a higher minimum AFQT
score than their counterparts who finished high school. In November of the
same year, the Air Force discontinued formal use of a separate education
requirement and returned to a minimum aptitude score standard for all
applicants. Ten years later, in consideration of research showing A sub-
stantially greater rate of first-term attrition among men who failed to
complete high school, the Air Force ruintroduced the education differen-
tial: high school graduates were required to score no lower than 26 on the
AFQT; nongraduates were required to have an AFQT score of at least 31.22
2 2See Eli S. Flyer, Factors Relating to Discharge for Unsuitability Among
1956 Airman Accessions to the Air Force, WADC-TN-S9- OI (Lackland AFB, TX:




The Army started to combine education and aptitude criteria in 1962:
high school graduates with an AFQT score of at least 31 were "fully quail-
fled"; graduates who scored between 21 and 30 could qualify if they had
standard scores (mean of 100 and standard deviation of 20) of 90 or higher
in three AQB aptitude areas; and nongraduates were required to have AFQT
scores of 31 or greater. Education differentials based on high school
graduation were likewise established as entry standards for the Marine
Corps and the Navy in 1965. Varying aptitude standards continue to be
linked with high school graduation status in all Services. In the Army,
Navy, and Air Force, separate aptitude criteria (higher than graduates,I.• but lower than nongraduates) have also been established for applicants U
with General Educational Development (GED) certificates of high school
equ i va lency.
The formal aptitude and education standards (for male applicants
N., without prior service) applied by the military appear in Appendix A,
arranged by Service over the following periods: Army, 1946 to present;
:,.•,Navy, 1953 to present; Marine Corps, 1953 to present; Air Force, 1946 to
present; and general military induction, 1940 to 1973. The points at which
each Service introduced different aptitude standards based on education,
age, and length-of-enlistment (for the Army) are highlighted.
Son General Concepts and Principles
The fundamental objectives of military "quality" standards are
summarized in a recent Department of Defense report to Congress:
Proper enlistment screening and job placement areprerequisites for efficiencies in training, retention
of skilled personnel, and mission performance. Any
deficiencies in the selection and classification system
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lead to increased training times and cost, dissatisfied
personnel with concomitant decref.jes in morale, pro-
ductivity, and retention, and critical shortages of
skills caused by failure to achieve optimal assignment
of available manpower into the various occupations.23 ".
The military's task in screening potential recruits is complicated by
the fact that the available manpower pool Is composed predominantly of
young men and women who have never held a "permanent," full-time job. The
median age of new recruits each year is ju3t over 19 years, and mo%t of
the individuals who are screened for enlistment are recent high school
graduates or dropouts. In civilian employment selection, past job perform-
ance and specialized postseconidary training are important criteria in
evaluating applicants. But military applicants, for the most part, do not
have job histories of any length, and the Services must depend mainly on
indicators of potential performance such as relevant aptitudes, level of
education, background characteristics, attitudes and interests, personal
interviews, and evaluations or recommendations from various sources.
2 4
ýV The current aptitude test used for screening applicants (ASVAB) is
administered yearl.1 G nearly two million applicants and high school
students, making it %he largest-volume employment test in the United
States. With the exception of school-level, state-administered proficiency
examinations, only the Schol$stir. Aptitude Test (SAT) and the American
2 30epartment of Defense, nlepartment o, Pefense Efforts to Develop Quality
Standards for Enl stment, A 'eport to the House and Senate Committees on
Armed Services (Washington, D.C.: Oflca of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense [Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and ,ogibhics], December 1981), p. 5.
24 See Ibid., p. 7.
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College Testing Program (ACT), which account for virtually all undergradu-
ate college admissions testing, even approach the annual volume of ASVAB
tests.2 5
The ASVAB is alsu used by the Military Services in assigning new -,
recruits to jobs and placing them in the appropriate skill-training
courses. Because the military encompasses a wide range of occupations, the
ASVAB consists of ten subtests that measure a variety of abilities. 2 6
Four of the ASVAB subtests--Word Knowledge, Paragraph Comprehension, Arith- , ri.
metic Reasoning, and Numerical Operations--are currently combined to pro-
duce the AFQT score. The four Services use various combinations of ASVAB Y,
subtest scores to develop aptitude composites (e.g., mechanical, clerical,
general-technical) for assigning new recruits to specific training courses.
For reporting purposes, scores on the AFQT traditionally have been
grouped into five broad AFQT categories (formerly called "mental catego- :,4 "
ries"). Persons who score in Categories I and II tend to be above average
in trainability; those In Category III, average; those in Category IV,
below average; and those in Category V, markedly below average (and
typically not eligible for enlistment). The range of percentile scores for
25Approximately 1.5 million young men and women take the SAT at least once
each year, and just under 1 million take the ACT. Many college-bound high
school students take both tests. See Rodney Skager, "On the Use and
Importance of Tests of Ability in Admission to Postsecondary Education,"
Ability Testing: Uses. Conseguencls. and Cgntroverlies, Part II, edited by
alAL. Wgdor and W.R. Garner (Washington, U.C.: National Academy Press,
1982), pp. 286-314.
2 6The ten subtests appearing in the 1983 versions (Forms 8, 9, and 10) are
Arithmetic Reasoning, Numerical Operations, Paragraph Comprehension, Word
Knowledge, Coding Speed, General Science, Mathematics Knowledge, Elec- ,




the AFQT categories and the percentage of the "World War II reference
population" with scores in each category are as follows:
lable 2
Armed Forres Qualification Test Category Ranges and
ý lWorld War 11 ReferentR Population Distribution
Percentile World War II Reference








Source: Department of Defense, 1982.
*The "World War II reference population" approximates the aptitude score
distribution of males on active duty (Including 12 million officers and
enlisted personnel) as of 31 December 1944.
In addition to assessing recruit quality via AFQT categories, educa-
tional level is also used to indicate quality--albeit on a different
dimension. As noted, high school graduation status has been used by the
Military Services in combination with aptitude test standards for over
twenty years. High school graduation is not viewed in this context as
evidence of an individual's intellectual capacity, nor is it perceived as a
surrogate measure of aptitude. The AFQT is used to measure aptitudes.
Education level evolved as a screening tool mainly because of its recog-
nized value in predicting a new recruit's chances for "adapting to military
11fe." The personal attributes that allow or encourage certain teenagers
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to follow through and finish high school--whether maturity, motivation,
ambition, strength of character, determination or persistence, or, as some
contend, the ability to tolerate boredom and routine--apparently help to
make them more successful members of the nation's military.
The Armed Services thus place a high premium on completion of high
school, since "poscession of a high school diploma is the best single
measure of a person's potential for adapting to life in the military."
2 7
Male enlistees who have not completed high school (at time of entry), for
example, are about twice as likely as are high school graduates to leave
the military before finishing their full first-term of active duty. In
addition, non-high school graduateý characteristically experience more
disciplinary, administrative, and retraining actions. 28  Consequently,
"the active force recruiting programs have concentrated on enlisting high a.-'
school diploma graduates" through the use of recruiting quotas, educational
benefits and enlistment bonuses (in specific, occupational categories), and
other special incentives;29 and "the Services compensate for the high
attrition rates of high school non-graduates by requiring that they achieve
higher test scores to qoialify for enlistment." 30
2 7Department of DeFense, America's Volunteers (Washington, D.C.: Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense LManpower, Reserve Affairs, and
Logistics], December 1978), p. 30.
28See Department of Defense, Defense Manpower quality Reqirements, Report
to the Committee on Armed Services o the U.S. Senate (Washington, D.C.:
Office of the Assistant SecreLary nf Defense [Manpower, Reserve Affairs,
and Logistics], January 1974); and General Accounting Office, Problems
Resulting From ManagSment Practices in Recruiting, Training, and Usin
Non-Hi h School Graduates and Mental Cateaory IV Personnel , FPCD-76-Z4
(Washigton, D.C.:" General Accounting Uffice, 1z January TM76).
29Department of Defense, America's Volunteers, p. 30.
30Department of Defense, Efforts to Develop Quality Standards, p.2.
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It should be observed at this point that the minimum education and
Saptitude standards established by the Armed Services each year represent
"the formal limits (or absolute "floor") used in determining applicant
eligibility. As a rule, informal limits can be raised at any time, how-
ever, to reduce further the pool of eligible applicants and focus recruit-
ing efforts on those with higher test scores and special abilities. During
an especially good recruiting year, for example, the Services may find that
the number of above-average applicants is large enough to warrant the
establishment of "tighter" eligibility standards. The administrative
workload can thus be reduced by limiting enlistment eligibility to, say,
only high school graduates or only those who are able to score above the
i ~ 30th percentile on the AFQT.
Consequently, the formal minimum standards instituted by the Armed
Services during any particular period may not be a tr•n reflection of the
actual "operational standards" used for determining who gets in and who
stays out. The minimum "cutting" score on the military's enlistment test
may be adjusted up or down (but not below the formal minimum requirements)
in response to periodic changes in manpower retention and the recruiting
,market. These temporary modifications are intended to increase recruiting
efficiency by regulating the flow of applicants and skimming only the cream
of the crop of otherwise qualified recruits. The impermanence and
changeable nature of operational criteria have usually functioned to keep
them from general public view.
"Cutting scores" are established on the basis of three major factors:
(1) the manpower uuantity needs of the Armed Services; (2) the manpowerr.
quality needs of the Armed Services: and (3) determination of the status of
_" '-• .1-23
the recruiting market and the ability of the Armed Services to draw from
the available supply of qualified youth. In addition, "cutting scores" may
be influenced directly by the actions of Congress. In the past, for
instance, Congress has enacted minimum eligibility requirements on entrance
test scores (e.g., no enlistees or draftees with scores below the 10th
percentile) and restrictions on the proportion of oelow-average recruits
during a given year (e.g., no more than 25 percent of all new enlistees
with scores between the 9th and 31st percentiles).
External factors (such as manpower supply) and organizational needs
(such as manpower demand) largely determine Department of Defense policies
and the minimum standards established by the Armed Services. Recruiting
outcomes and reenlistments are then monitored closely to ascertain whether
the operational standards should be modified in some manner. Numerical and
recruiting efforts, as well as ongoing programs to retain capable person-
nel. Iongressional actions (such as changes in budget levels or the
impu.ition of "quality" restrictions and quotas) are likewise influenced by
recruiting results and manpower retention from one year to the next.
A simplified model showing the interaction of the principal factors
(policy, standards, and outcomes) Is presented below (Figure 1). It should
be noted that the various determinants of Congressional action and the
perceived needs of the military are not enumerated here. A complex
arrangement of economic, social, political, and organizational factors,
both in the domestic and international domain, may be said to determine the
size and content of the nation's Armed Forces. A complete treatment of
these factors and their relative influence on enlistment standards is
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beyond the scope of this volume. However, one major aspect of the environ-
ment--that is, movement between states of war and peace and the concomitant
effects on enlistment eligibility--is examined more closely to illustrate






Figure 1. Simplified Model of the Inteamction Between
Manpower Determinants, Military Policy,
Selection Standards, and Recruiting Outcomes
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War and Peace: Effects on Military Selection Criteria, 1940-1973
Wartime mobilization typically gives priority to abundant manpower
quantity over manpower quality; the old adage of conventional war is that
strength lies in numbers. So, with each mobilization for war or other
national emergency, voluntary enlistment and induction standards usually
have been lowered. 31  When the minimum aptitude standard was raised from
"ability to comprehend simple orders in the English language" to "ability
to read and write English at the fourth grade level" just prior to World
War I1, there was some uneasiness about the overly restrictive elimination
of illiterate manpower. Concern over possible manpower shortages, coupled
with pressure from certain southern Congressmen (whose constituents were
being rejected at relatively high rates), eventually led to a softening
of the aptitude restriction and an allowance for the induction of some
(10 percent) illiterates.
32
Following the end of the Second World War, the draft tapered off and
peacetime enlistment standards were raised. All Inductions were halted
between November 1945 and October 1948. In 1948, new Selective Service
legislation was enacted to bolster America's defense. The draft law estab-
lished an aptitude standard that was somewhat more restrictive than before:
conscripts were required to achieve a standard score of at least 70 on the
AGCT. (This corresponds to a percentile score of 13 on the AFQT.) The new
31The reader is reminded that a full description of the minimum aptitude
and education standards (formal limits) for each Service over selected
periods can be found in Appendix A.
32Harold Wool, The Military Specialist: Skilled Manpower for the Armed
Force (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkirs Press, 19g8).
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aptitude standard for draftees was the same as the standard being applied
for Army enlistees, and it operated to "weed out" many men who would have
qualified for induction during the earlier mobilization.
Just prior to the Korean Conflict, the minimum aptitude standard
for voluntary enlistment in the Army was set at a percentile score of 31
(or standard score of 90) on the AFQT. In July 1950, the minimum required
"AFQT percentile score was lowered to 13 (standard score of 70); and, then
again, one year later the minimum percentile score was reduced to 10
(standard score of 65), affirming the nation's commitment to Korea and full
involvement in the Cold War. The aptitude standard for induction similarly
fell from an AFQT percentile score of 13 to a score of 10, in an effort to
widen the pool of potential conscriptees.
The Department of Defense adopted a "qualitative distribution policy"
from 1951 through 1958, so that low-aptitude personnel would not be concen-
trated in the Army (the only Service using the draft). This policy set all
voluntary enlistment standards at the same level as those for induction and
additionally directed that each Service establish a quota for new recruits
in AFQT Categories I through IV. Over the period of the qualitative dis-
tribution program the quotas for low aptitude personnel (AFQT Category IV)
ranged from a high of 27 percent to a low of 12 percent of all new
recruits.
The standards for draftees were relatively lenient at this time so
"that the widest pool of eligible recruits could be assembled. In addition,
for reasons of "equity," all but the most "untrainable" were deemed accept-
able for service; a citizen's duty to defend his country, it was felt,
should be a univer3al principle that reaches into all strata of society
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(notwithstanding draft deferments, which are a subject for treatment else-
where). The shorter tours of duty required of men who were conscripted
provided some assurance that the so-called marginal performers would not
compromise the long-term quality of the enlisted force (though it also
assured that bright draftees wouldn't serve very long, either).
The years between Korea and Vietnam were comparatively calm, and man-
power strength gradually declined throughout this period. Minimum aptitude
standards were set under Department of Defense oversight in accordance with
the particular needs of the Services. The trend at this time was to gradu-
ally raise the caliber of new recruits by reducing the percentage of
persons in AFQT Category IV that the Services were required to take. After
1958, the standards were somewhat more "sophisticated," with supplemental
:• ~test requirements and other criteria added to filter further the pool of •
Seligible recruits. In the early 1960s the Cold War intensified, the
nation's collective consciousness of defense issues was again aroused, and
the Berlin Crisis along with Soviet actions in Cuba prompted an expansion
of the military's actlve-duty force (as well as substantial Reserve
recalls). 33  The Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force lowered their standards
slightly (Army induction standards were already sufficiently relaxed), and
end strength increased.
In August 1964, Congress approved the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution,
authorizing the President to take necessary steps to "maintain peace" in
Vietnam. Approximately 23,000 American "advisors" were committed to combat
during the summer of 1965; six months later, the number of U.S. troops
33 Department of Defense, Reference Materials Department of Defense Study
of the Draft (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower), July 1966), p. 1.b.
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exceeded 184,000, and all signs pointed to an even greater involvement in
the Asian conflict.
In the fall of 1965 the Department of Defense directed that Army and
Marine Corps aptitude standards for voluntary enlistment be set at about
the same level as the standards for induction. This move was intended to
promote volunteer recruitment for the Vietnam mobilization. Supplementary
test requirements--such as the minimum scores on aptitude composites or
subtests for high school graduates with AFQT percentile scores between
16 and 30--were also waived. By 1968, the U.S. had over 500,000 troops
stationed in Vietnam, and the active duty enlisted force reached a post-
Korean-era peak of 3.1 million, an increase of 45 percent over the enlisted
"strength levels at the turn of the decade.
During the course of the Vietnam war, aptitude and education standards
for induction were lowered four times, and all Services except the Air
Force loosened their formal minimum requirements for volunteers. In addi-
tion, "Project 100,000" opened the doors to mitltary service for many young
men who did not qualify under existing standards. "Project 100,000" was
related to President Lyndon Johnson's "War on Poverty" program. It was
created to provide "a more equitable sharing of the opportunities and
obligations for military service among the nation's youth," 34 and it
called for the recruitment of about 100,000 "New Standards Men" (as they
were later named) each year. The Department of Defense concurrently
directed that each Service admit an annual quota of recruits with test
34 Department of Defense, Project l100,OO: Characteristics and Performance
of "New Standards" Men (Washington, D.C.: offlice of the Assistanc Secre-
tary of Defense LManpower and Reserve Affairs], December 1969).
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scores in AFQT Category IV (ranging from a high of 25 percent in the Army
to 15 percent in the Air Force).
Table 31 r •
Comparison of Minimum Aptitude/Education Standards for Enlistment
by Service During Two Periods: October 1996 (Vietnem Transition)and July 1066 (Vietnam Early Mobilllzttlon)
October 1966 JulYgd 1-6
(Vietnam Transition) (Vet l [ry Mobilization)
SERVICE Mianimm Additional Ninisse Additional .
AFQT Testing Education AFQT Testing Education
core) Hequirig 3 ed Seer** Requsr ) Required
""rmy - 31 None Any level 31 None Any level
21-30 AQo (3 reas) High school 16-30 AQB (R areas) Any level
graduate and OT
16-30 None High school
graduate
Narn op-.--- 31 None Any level 31 None Any level
21-30 None H(gh a )hool 16-30 AQ5 (2 areas)graduate and ST '
21.30 None High school
graduate
Marine Corps-- 31 None Any level 31 None Any level ;
k1-30 AQB (3 arenas) Any level 16-30 AQB (2 areas) Any level'.
16-30 None Hi gh school
graduate
Alr Force---- 31 AQ (I area Any level 31 AQE 1 area Any levelS
21 AQI (1 area) High school 21 AQ1 R area) High school
graduate graduate
WOTts KF is the Armed Forces Qualification Test. A2g Is the ArnP Qualification Battery. OT Is the General-
Tea nical composite of the enlistment test batle-y. LI ti the Airman Qualifying Examnnation. Minimum
AFQT standards are expressed In percentile scores.
Sour:% United States Congress, iy of $he Administrgtion Ind Ooeration ot the SeleS$ive Service System
(No. 75), Hearings before the ,ommittee on Armd Services. House Of Representatives, [1shay.NinthCongriess 1966. •
The extent of the initial reduction in aptitude and education stand-
ards durinn the Vietnam mobilization is illustrated in Table 3. In October
1965, as troop levels in Vietnam were just beginning to increase, the Army
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considered high school graduates with AFQT percentile scores of at least 31
as "fully qualified" for enlistment; those with scores between 21 and 30
could qualify if they also achieved an acceptable score in one of three
Army Qualification Battery (AQB) aptitude areas. By the start of the next
fiscal year (July 1966) high school graduates with AFQT percentile scores
of 16 could meet the Army's aptitude standards without additional test
requirements. At the same time, the Army's minimum standard for nongrad-
uates was lowered from an AFQT score of 31 (in October 1965) to either
(a) a score of 31 for full qualification or (b) a score between 16 and 30
4 with acceptable scores on the General-Technical aptitude component and two
other aptitude areas from the AQB. The minimum aptitude and education
standards in the Navy and Marine Corps were similarly lowered during the
early stages of the Vietnam mobilization.
As the war in Vietnam subsided during the early 1970s, quantitative
manpower requirements dropped, active duty enlisted strength was cut, and
the military's entry standards were again raised. "Project 100,000"
officially ended in December 1971. The last draftees were delivered by
Selective Service in December 1972, as the nation's defense establishment






Standards and Recruiting Outcomes: The Quality of Military
Examinees and New Recruits Under Various Conditions
I,:.
The history of aptitude and education standards is not complete without
a rrief review of the types of people who have been screened by the military
during recent years. Section 1 focused primarily on the minimum requirements
for entrance over time, including the conceptual premise for aptitude screens
1 and the dependence of eligibility criteria on the defined needs (mostly in '.
terms of strength objectives) of the military at any particular moment. This ,-secton cor
section traces the test score trends of those who have taken military examina-
tions in an effort to gain a better understanding of the relationship between
minimum standards and recruit "quality." What is the average ability of these
candidates for military service? Who among those examined, minimum standards
notwithstanding, is able to gain entry? What is the relative influence of
standards, compared with environmental factors and other external conditions,
on the qualitative character of new recruits?
The answers to these questions are sought In Department of Defense dataIN ,35 along with some specu-
on the test scores of "examinees" and "accessions,
lative reasoning about the effects on recruiting of selected factors such as
mobilization, unemployment, and the presence of conscription. Before review-
Ing military test score dimtl, however, it is important that the reader be
acquainted with the selection process and certain technical terms used by the
r!.! : q Armed Services. le
36"Ex amin es"" inci,,d& all persons (unlecs otherwise restricted)who are
examined for the pirpose of induction (as a draftee) or enlistment (.is a
volnteer) into military service, regardless of acceptance or rejection.
' -. h "Accessions" are new recruits (enlistees or induct'-es) without prior military,.•,' service."
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The Military Selection Process for Enlisted Personnel
Figure 2 depicts the military enlisted selection process. The malpower
pool consists of men and women between the ages of about 17 and 15. The
"primary" or "preferred" pool is generally limited to "military-dye youth," or
young men and women in their late teens to early twenties. At times, the mi-
power pool Is improperly referred to as the "mobilization populatitin." -he
mobilization population is that portion of the general population (or manp,,wer
pool) that could be called for military duty in time of national emergency.
This group commonly Includes =1 of appropriate age, nOnce women are
barred from combat-related occupations and excluded from participating in the
draft. It should b6 noted that the figures and tables in this section (as
well as most of the data presentations In the following sections) include data
on males only. Since females were not inducted and generally comprised such a
minuscule proportion of recruits prior to the AVF, quality trends are statis-
tically more pure and more easily analyzed and interpreted when the data are
limited to males only.
Historically, as shown in Figure 2. members of the manpower pool can
anter the enlistment selection process as either (lA) pre-inductees who have
been direc:ted to undergo examination for military induction (during time of
draft), or (iB) applicants for voluntary enlistment. Local draft boaras
typically determine the eligibility of pro-inductees, 4nd recruiters provide
initial screeninq for applicants. Individuals who pass the preliminary
se.reening may continue In the examination process. Those who progross to step
2 of Figure 2--the complete assessment of medical and moral fitness, aptitudu,
educatlon, and other qualifications for military service--arc called "exam-
inees." "Examinees" may be either accepted or rejected at this point; those
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who aefound to be fully qualified for military service are then inducted or
permitted to enlist voluntarily. Currently, persons who are eligible for
enlistment may postpone entry into active duty for up to a year through the
Delayed Entry Program (DEP). Stage 4 signifies formal entry into active duty








. It should be noted that some persons who successfully pass the examina-
tion phase never follow through with induction or enlistment. Selective
Service registrants, for example, may still be deferred from military service
at a point following the examination. Similarly, volunteers may decide to
withdraw their application for enlistment after being examined; ever those who
decide to enlist under the DEP may renege on their agreement and never
actually enter active duty. The fact that a large segment of those who
": qualify for enlistment never enlist (37 percent in 1977) and a number of
people who enlist na enter active duty (4 percent in 1977) should be kept
in mind when comparing examinee and accession data.
3 6
Military Examinees: Test Score Trends
Since the early 1950s, intellectual aptitude, or militAry "trainability,"
has been measured by the Armed Services with a composite of verbal and
K quantitative subtests (spatial and tool knowledge subtests were also used
formerly) known as the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT). Scores on the
1'. , I ,
AFQT are traditionally reported as percentiles; and, as observed in Section 1,II they are statistically related to the aptitude -..ore distribution of men on
active duty during World War It. The use of a World War II "reference popula-
tion" provides the Armed Services with a baseline for comparing and evaluating
the test scores of individuals over time. In this manner, military psycholo-
gists have attempted to hold constant the relative aptitude of an individual
with a particular percentile score, even though the tests used to calculate
AFQT scores have changed frequently over the past 40 years. Consequently, it
3 6Sue E. Berryman. Robert M. Bell, and William Lisowski, The MilitarX Enlist-
ment Process: Wha, HaeDens and Can It Be Improved? (Santa Monica, CA: The
Rand Corporation, May 198U).
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is presumed that individuals who earn AFQT percentile scores of 60 in, say,
1983 would also earn percentile scores of approximately 60 on whatever test
was used during any period since World War II.
Table 4 shows the percentage of male examinees (without prior military
* service) who achieved AFQT percentile scores of 50 or higher while processing
for induction or enlistment between FY .1964 and FY 1982. The 50th percentile
-- or the median of the reference population score distribution--is often used
as a dividing line of aptitude "quality" by the Armed Services. Indeed, the
.'i• Army currently separates AFQT Category III into two subcategories for adminis-
* ,trative and reporting purposes: AFQT IIIA includes percentile scores from 50
to 64, and Category 111B includes scores between 31 and 49 Inclusive. For
,! convenience, then, individuals who score in AFQT Categories I through IIIA
(particularly high school graduates) are frequently combined and simply called
the "top half" (of the population), the "high quality" group. "preferred
recruits," or the like.
It can be seen in Table 4 that the annual percentage of male examinees
,who score at or above the 50th percentile on the AFQT has generally declined
during the past decade. In fact, the data suggest the existence of two
distinct periods: the Vietnam-era draft, when the annual proportion of exam-
inees in the AFQT SO-and-above range (for all Services combined) approximated
50 percent; and the all-volunteer era, when the annual proportion of male
"examinees in this score range was usually below 40 percent.
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Table 4
Percent of Mate Examinees Who Achieved AFQT-
Percentile Scares of 50 or Hi gher ~(Categories I-lIIa)
by Service, FY 1944-83
Percent Who Scored APOT 50 or HlherI
Fiscal
JAL AMft Marie Corpsa Airforceb Total DoD %
Uri' 39.7 ...... 41.9
1961 41.3 .... . 43.7
1966 48.0 ...... 48.2 .
1C67 49.5 49.6 A.
losee 47,3 .... 47.8,'
1963 43.0 .3.4.1 44.31970 51.4 .... 51.0,, i
1971 $0.0 .... 60.0 .,
1973 43.8 50.9 34.2 19.7 49.7
.................... :. -ALL -VOWNTUER FORCE TRANStTIONC ........ . ................
Seu Dat for as.3 6 1 .d us.t r1.8 examin
1974 39,6 6636. :39 91.6 45.1•
1976 37.3 45.2 36.5 64.9 41.7 F" w
1976 32.2 39.7 40.3 42.5 36.4 -
1s77 2s.1 42.3 33.i 4f.4 34.8 14,, i1078 as's 44.8 33.7 40.8 7.4 ;
1271 13,3 41,1 31.7 47.4 34,7 ki
aono o3.0 so's M." Sg o 7 9 7.1 :at11111 2662 45.g 40,5 $1,? 38.1,o" "1
1959 36.4 49.3 41.4 $1.1 43.3 •• •
1983 43.7 65.8 49.2 5i0.7 50.1 •: '
SomCN Dte for years 1704-11 are paoed upon adeuetns MapowrnData d aimnr.
c s carpp ear accopr d in Office of the Surgeon a 
n:esrtle ,1 t 0ee i 3neIX
the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fr pup0eo43.st.t#rinutin
bSepre rdita ronan tied by O Othee Suervic ae v
period 1954-71.
cW0ohfngnthe.d;f curr• o n on 30Jenl9 1The -71). b an ia
for y1972 i elast dr pall vis ed y fene Manpoer iData Cn O 1s7,
TPheceer aget apt ear according to the Armed S trvice that tested the nismet e
hIisinses include only mes without prior tilitary service who were testar for a'nwithe purpose of oelistemnt or induction. .' •
bonpgrlte dttre on Cmami etssof t hae Servdct n are 4ot fvelxabll for the vaJp~riod 1964-71.
cThe official end of the draft occurred on 30 June 1973. Tho drawdown began In ,' •.
July 1972. with the last draft call Issued In Decorber 1972. .' :
The average ap•titude of young men tested for enlistment eligitilltty
,ncreased considerably during FY 1982 ard particularly during FY 1983, but :'
:his sudden shift upward may be an anomaly rather than the start of a new,
;ong-term trend. Closer study of the data in Table 4, for example, reveals a -'
'Astinctly dramatic drop in the average aptitude of young men tested by the
rmiy over the past ten years. During the Vietnam era, no fewer than two out
4 every five Army examinees scored at least 50 on the aptitude test. In
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contrast, only about one out of three or four Army examinees typically scored
in the "top half" of the population distribution during the all-volunteer
era. The nadir was reached in 1979 and 1980, when 23 percent of all young men
applying for enlistment in the Army attained a percentile score of 50 or
higher--compared with a peak level of almost 52 percent during the transition
to all-volunteer recruitment. The aptitude level differences between the
draft and All-Volunteer force periods may be partially explained by the fact
that the former period was a time of high draft calls and restricted
deferments. A higher aptitude force would be expected under such draft
conditions, particularly since there tends to be a greater proportion of
Scollege educated persons who enter the screening process than under
all-volunteer conditionh.
The change that occurred in the average aptitude level of examinees afterlb= the end of the draft is emphasized in Table 5, which contrasts the median per-
centage of male examinees who scored at or above AFQT 50 during the 1964-72
and 1974-83 periods.
rnI Toble 5
M edian Percent of Male Examinees Who ScoredAFQT 50 or Higher, FY 1964-72 and FY 1974-83a
Service in Vietnam-Era Draft All-Volunteer Force
SWhich Tested (FY 1964-72) (FY 1974-83)
'"Army 48.0 32.2
All Services Combined 48.2 38.1
a Excludes FY 1973, the AVF transition year.
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Unfortunately, separate statistics are not available on examinees tested
by the Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force between 1964 and 1971. However, the
data for these Services after 1971 reveal general consistency in the annual
"proportion of male examinees who score AFQT 50 or above. For instance, during
.I*the eleven-year period (1972-82) shown in Table 4, between 45 and 50 percent
of all young men applying for enlistment in the Navy characteristically scored
at or above the 50th percentile. The Marine Corps experienced somewhat more* ..~I.
variability from year to year, but the annual proportion still remained In a
range between 30 and 40 percent. Young men examined for enlistment by the Air
Force tended to have higher average scores than those examined by the other
Services; but the annual proportion of "high quality" examinees during the
five-year period of 1977 through 1981 was consistently around 50 percent. A
large increase in all Services' percentages occurred in FY 1983. -
Table 6 offers a different view of the aptitude test performance of
male examinees (all Services combined). The consistency in test performance
from one year to the next is even more apparent when examineeý are arranged
according to AFQT Category. With amazing regularity, the annual proportion of
examinees within each AFQT category hardly varies--even though there are size-
able differences in the number of applicants for enlistment each year. The
AFQT category distributions for 1977 through 1981 display virtually no vari-
ance. Indeed, a difference of only one percentage point in Categories IIIB
and V distinguishes the distribution of 1978 from that of 1900; yet, the
number of examinees Jumped from 453,000 in 1978 to 612,000 in 1980 (an
increase of 35 percent). 3 7
37The percentage distributions of male examinees by AFQT category were
tabulated for each of the Military Services (FY 1972-82) and appear in
Appendix B.
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"Table 6
Percent Distribution of Male Examinees
by AFQT Cateyory, FY 197143
SPeret Distribution of malt Examineosv
.. , AII-Volu _r. FOCI& Tranaltt b . ll-Volunilir ForCe
NO AlAPP sI kI ni•,• 112,61strants Ajolleants IM R MitatINES
16 4 6 3 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 a 3 3
II3t is 36 is 316to241121 219I 2i ?32623o
lIlA 17 is 13 t 10 203314 14 14 14 14 14 I16I8
Ills Is Ii 10 23 21 30 22 l 1is to 19 0 21 22
IV 1? to is Is 201016363 JO 53? 31 33 29 14
Percent 100 to to 100 100 to 100 log 10000 100 to0 100 100
hibexre 2 493 344 411 431 366 441 W 413 406 612 064 636 1099-
(In thousands),,
Ileurees Derived from data provided by the Defense Manpower Data Center. ki
'i : aincludel male examinees without prior military service who were tested for lhi purposo of induction or
enlistment by the Armd Forces during the Indicated fiscal year. APQY ditributions for I Y 1076-60 incorporatereforlmad scares.
bThe last selective service draft call was Issued in December 1372 (the middle of FY 1373), but some Inductions
alse occurred during the subsequent months. 
4
CUnknown cases were deleted from calculations. The AQT icores for approximately 14 percent of all examineesduring 1376 and 1976 were unknown. Unknown cases for other years averaged about 3 percent of examlnees,
The data on AFqr test scores of male examinees suggest two general
-It conclusions: (1) there are discernible differences in average aptitude
between young men examined during the Vietnam era and those who have applied
(so far) for enlistment under the all-volunteer format; and (2) there is a
remarkable consistency or similarity in the aptitude levels of those who were
examined within each of the two periods. At the same time, the statistics on
examinees imply that the Vietnam-era draft brought a "higher quality" group of
potential recruits to the doors of the military: since conscription was
V phased out in 1972-73, the average aptitude of examinees (primarily in the
Arniy) has declined, and it has remained at a relatively lower level throughout
*: ". most of the all-volunteer period.
The main reason for observed differences in the average aptitude of




(or environmental) factors and in the types of people who are inclined to
volunteer without the threat of conscription. Still, it is astounding to
find so much consistency in the aptitude levels of examinees within the two
periods--and especially during the All-Volunteer Force, when changes in ".
enlstment inducements, military budgets, and national economic trends so
strongly influenced the quantity of military applicants. -
Military Accessions: Test Score Trends ,
Most military manpower studies disregard AFQT data on examinees and
deal with quality considerations only as they relate to new recruits or
"accessions." After all, it is observed, the quality level of applicants is
inconsequential as long as the Military Services are able to enlist enough
young men and women in the desired numbers and cross section of ability.
As shown in Table 7, there Is a relationship between the average aptitude
of new recruits and that of examinees (see Table 4) with corresponding
increases and decreases from year to year. Generally, "better"' examination
years result in "better" accession years. However, many applicants for
enlistment enter the DEP and hence may not begin active military service
during the same fiscal year In which they were examined; thus, year-by-year
comparisons of examine@ and accession data should be made cautiously. The
following example illustrates the problem in comparing test score data for
examinees and accessions on a yearly basis: "'
~ISN
e It Is assumed that the degree of improvement in the
test scores of recruits over those of examinees between 1973
and 1983 is dependent largely on the total number of young
men who apply for entry--since a larger pool of applicants





Percent of Rile Recruits Who Achieved AFQT Percentile
sores of 50 or Higher by Service. FY 1951-63
Percept Who lered tAPOT 0 or Highearl
F11seal
1051 39.1 50.1 39.0 48.3 43.2
1953 42.7 64.0 41.6 54.7 46.8
S1954 50.6 56.7 40.6 52.1 50.5
1955 51. 47.0 61.6 52,0 50.6
lo56 51.7 50,. 41.4 15.5 Ill
19746.5 61.2 46.5 59.6 52.7
B 1956 49.8 47.7 14.6 67.8 56.5
LOBO 53.0 69.1 84.5 67.1 58.8
1960 14.4 61.1 49.0 65,.0 6,7?
1961 56.7 66.0 18,3 62.2 60.1
lo6e 51.5 66.7 56. 70.6 59.0
1163 51.1 71.6 63.5 66.1 60.1
IMe Ito$ 05.0 foot 49.1 69,. 2
1955 52.6 71.2 57.5 71.1 19,9
1947 51.5 76.M 54.2 67.5 57.6
S1966 49.6 72.9 49.1 64.6 55.1
l1oo 951.0 6.1 46.6 54.0 55,.
1970 51.0 70.0 40,0 65.0 86.0
1971 51.0 70.6 46.7 59.9 56.0
Ills 13.7 loll 47.6 $5.8 66.5••.
........................... A0LUVOLUNIR f0RC9 TRANSI1*ONb .......................
1073 IM $~~~9.2 636076.
1374 47.9 60.9 41.9 69.1 56.6
1973 1i.1 64.5 54.6 74.4 61.1
1976 45.9 57.5 65.3 7,.6 59.2
1977 32.4 55.9 47.3 72.7 47.3
1976 34.0 58.9 44.1 69.4 49.2
1979 20.5 55.4 42.6 03.6 44.1
1950 21.9 19.9 43.3 59.9 44.0
1931 39.9 61.9 54.8 67.7 54.5
1952 51.4 62, 9 56.5 6,.0 66.7
1953 59.3 63.6 58.4 72.3 63.0
Sources, Percentages for FY 1952-70 were derived from data appearing in
Department of Defense, Annusl Roportl of the ualitative Distribu-
"" W , w ,• Percentagel er FT 1171-53 were cilcu-
p e y the Dfeonse manpower nita Center.
*Male recruits include persons without prior military iervice who were inducted or
nlisted and entered active duty during the Indicated fiscal year.
bihe official end of the draft occurred on 30 June 1973. The drawdown began In
July 1972, with the lasl draft call Issued in December 1972.
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number of individuals in the nigher aptitude categories from
whom to choos" (as long as average aptitude and strength
requi-ments remain fairly constant).
e During FY 1978, about 466,000 young men were examined
for enlistment (Table 6) with just over 37 percent scoring
at or above AFQT 50. About 270,000 young men enlisted that
year (a ratio of six accessions per 10 examinees) and Just
over 49 percent achieved a score of AFQT 50 or higher.
s During FY 1980, the Services examined 624,000 appli-
cants with an almost identical aptitude score distribution
as that recorded in FY 1978. About 307,000 young men
enlisted in FY 1980 (a ratio of 5 accessions per 10 appli- 041
cants) and the proportion who scored at or above AFQT 50 was
44 percent--surprisingly lower than the average aptitude of 4
new enlistees two years earlier.
In summary, examinee and accession data should probably not be compared except..
for the purpose of viewing long-term trends.
Table 7, when studied in isolation, also reveals a drop in average
aptitude (mostly in the ArPW) after the end of the draft. Yet, once again,
there is a limitation on how the data may be employed: during FY 1976-80, the
Armed Services were using a version of the enlistment test that was calibrated :.
incorrectly (that is, there was an error in the method by which the test raw
scores were converted to percentile scores). Because scores in the lower-
ability levels were being overstated, far more low-scoring enlistees were
admitted to military service than would have qualified otherwise on the basis
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of their "correct" aptitude test results. The Department of Defense and Lhe
* Armed Services mistakenly observed "marked and steady improvement" in the
average test scores of their recruits during the late 1970s.38 Subsequent
recomputation showed that, in fact, a considerably higher proportion of new
enlistees were below-average (and many even below minimum entry standards) in
tested ability. 3
9
The downward shift in recruit aptitude test scores across DoD can also be
seen when the data are displayed according to AFQT Category (Table 8). During
"," the all-volunteer era, there has been a decline in the proportion of Category
Z,- I recruits (all Services combined). In fact, during 1979 and 1980
0 proportionately fewer male recruits scored in AFQT Categories I and II
i*' ~ (combined) than in any other single year during the three decades depicted in
Table 8.
Test Score Trends in Historical Context
As previously observed, some analysts contend that the downward trend in
military aptitude test scores can be partially attributed to a nationwide
decline in scholastic aptitude and achievement test scores of young men and
,•,itd \
38 Department of Defense, America's Volunteers (Washington, D.C.: Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense Lmanpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics],
December 1978), p. 3. For a more technical discussion of the problem and
chronology of events, see Department of Defense, Aptitude Testing of Recruits
(Washington, D.C.: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense Manpower,
Reserve Affairs, and Logistics], July 1980).
',.- 3 9AI1 tables and figures in this report use test scores that were recomputed
to correct for calibration errors during 197b-80. There is no reason to
suspect that the test scoring problems strongly affected the number or
character of persons who applied (as opposed to those who were accepted) for
",: "" military service--unless, of course, simolar versions of the wer sca trated
H ttest were employed extensively for prescreening purposes and more persons in
the low-ability range (than otherwise) were allowed to process a formal





Percent Distribution of Pale Recruits (All Services CombinedI)
By AFQT Category, FY 1911-63
.*Peret Dtatrlbutiom if IHal1 Eeruita
_t_ C1gZ I ILCatj•l Catesorv III tLwdory IV Ttl~ b
lis! 4.4 32.0 31.3 39.2 100.0
13 7.1 14.1 31.1 37.2 100.0
04 M.1 25.3 36.9 t9.6 100.0
ls9 7.6 36.3 36.1 18.6 100.0
s6 7.1 15.9 40.1 10.6 100.0
37 7.8 15.1 41.1 14.2 100.0
Is 6.7 26.1 4701 18.0 100.0
s9 9.1 17.5 47.7 15.4 100.0
1960 6.1 26.9 61.3 13.6 100.0
41 6.1 31.3 4907 li9 100.0
of $,$ 31.k 41.7 16.3 100.0
63 6.0 31.5 47.8 13.7 100.0
64 6.3 32.1 47.1 14.1 100.0
116 5.5 31.3 4108 14.4 100.0
66 5.4 33,6 43.1 16.6 100.0
67 6.6 33,1 36.7 21.6 100.0
a I6. 31.6 37.6 24.6 100.0
69 6.2 31,7 37.7 34.4 100.0
1970 5.3 30.5 41.0 13.2 100.0
71 6.1 30.0 43.1 21.0 100.0
71 4.2 30.2 48.1 17.1 100.0
........................... ALL-VOLUNTER FORCE TRANSITION ......................
73 307 30.1 51.1 14.1 100.0
74 3.0 33.3 14.1 10.1 100.0
1l7l 3.1 34.0 56.3 6.1 100.0
76 3.9 33.9 5117 10.5 100.0
77 4.3 28.2 30.6 27.9 100.0
76 3.6 17.3 42.1 27.0 100.0
7N 3.0 13.6 41.0 31.6 100.0
1980 1.l 13.6 41.6 31.6 100,0 %
lI 2.0 30.2 47.0 19.1 100.0
of 3.1 33.4 49.4 14.1 100.0
33 3.7 36.7 50.1 9.8 100.0
0oureeA: Data for FYI 1912-70 were calculated from Annual Rrlorti ofh
?J111 tetU ps OI~j trj! 4 0to of llýXjrg IBOHinigg i O Dat for Y
Deifense manpower Center.
amile recruits include persons without prior military sorvice who were inducted
or enlisted and entered active duty (all Services combined) during the Indi-
cated fiscal year.
bmow totals may not equsi 100 due to rounding.
€The official end of the draft occurred on 30 June 1973. The drawdown began in
July 1972. with the last draft call Issued In December 1972.
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... women over the past two decades. 4 0  Others believe that the drop in "quality"
is primarily a consequence of all-volunteer recruitment. A detailed explora-
tion of the causes of changes in average aptitude from one year to another is
", beyond the scope of this research. Nevertheless, some light may be cast on
the subject of possible causes by viewing the data within the context of
selected, external events and shifts In policy.
In the past, certain changes in selection policy have been aimed speci-
fically at modifying the qualitative mix of recruits in the lower-ability
region. For example, it can be seen in Table 8 that the proportion of new
recruits in AFQT Category IV was noticeably higher during the years between
S• 19s2-58 and 1967-71. (Table B-5 in Appendix 8 shows the AFQT category distri-
butions of new recruits by Military Service from 1952 through 1983. Table
B-6 compares the AFQT category distributions of Army enlistees and draftees
Sbetween 1956 and 1983.) In fact, during most of the 1950s the Military
Services were directed by the Defense Department to select a particular pro-
portion (or quota) of new recruits in Category IV; and a similar policy was
enforced throughout the 1967-71 period under "Project 100,000."
The effects of "quality quotas" in the 1960s and "Project 100,000" in
the late 1960s are portrayed graphically in Figure 3. As the quotas for new
;• /•recruits in the 1960s were gradually reduced and manpower strength require-
ments were cut, a steady increase in average aptitude (or the percent of male
i recruits scoring at or above AFQT 50) can be observed. A drop in average
4 0 See, for example, Department of Defense, Profile of American Youth: 1980
Nationwide Administration of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery.
(Washington, D.C.: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense LManpower,
Reserve Affairs, and Logistics], March 1982), p. 16: Also, see Advisory Panel
on Scholastic Aptitude Test Score Decline, On Further Examination. (New York:
College Entrance Examination Board, 1977).
2-.%..' -, .- ,U . ; ~ C





'1160190 1 111701966217 we M
*Mse er Ofincle pofin wtheugont penrilormii IOry uResuhlwets nuce of ehidi lonAmm tioe nd ente
&&%# ecrit mias Include persons without prior military sevice who were Indua for th prjlod of etee
enlistment or Indiction. .
OAPCIT 10 is the median for the "World War 11 reference population." 18e text for deflnlivor'.l '1lumII point IAPQT 531 Is the median smoars saolbneted with the World War 11 raferanee poisulationi for a
nationwilde probability somple of maie youth 11643 years) who were tested In 1040.
dNOT.: Vertlool comparisons between rectuliw and examinees since PY 1975 should "lag" the recruit
plot in aveagep of approximately ona-hoif year to meount for the Vloaiaed entry Program (DIFI,
Por example, the average January examines would not actually enter the milhitet service until the
following summer under average conditions In the DIP.
WI'Figure 3. Percmnt of Male Recruits end Exermlieesi Who
Achieved AFOT Percentile Scorels Of 50 or Higher
By Selected Historical Event, F'4 1952-8311
Z't"Sit
aptitude coincided with the institution of "Project 100,OOf" and the nation's
entry into the Vietnam conflict.
The end of the draft, as seen in Figure 3, witnessed another rise in
recruit aptitude levels despite a markedly downward shift in the average test
scores of applicants. By the mid-1970s, the aptitude levels of both recruits
,and examinees were declining in parallel fashion. Test miscalibratlon in 1976
Sapparently accelerated the drop (not recorded at the time of testing) in the
average test scores of new recruits; at the same time, the scores of examinees4; exhibited periods of modest decline and improvement within a fairly small
range.
Taken as a whole, the most substantial changes in the average aptitude of
new recruits occurred during twu periods: (1) 1952 through the end of the
p dwcade, when aptitude level s increased; and (2) 1975 through 1980, when apti..
tude levels dropped drastica',ly and remained relatively low until 1981-83,
when they surged upward, The proportion of new recruits with test scores
equal to or above AFQT 60 remained reasonably steady throughout most of the
"'*• 1960s and early 1970%, with a smill drop In average aptitude coinciding with
the Vietnam-era draft and "Project 100,000,"
Historical events offer an important backdrop for viewing test score
• 'trends and for understanding the external factors or conditions that influence
recruiting outcomes, This brief discussion of external factors would not be
complete, however, without mention of the national economy and its presumed
•s •(though still uncertain) effect on all-voluntoeer recruitment. Changes in the
national economy cannot be considered "events" In the strict sense applied
here unless these changes result in Identifiable periods of recession,
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depression, recovery, growth, or other conspicuous shift in the business
cycle. Yet, it is possible to juxtapose the average aptitude levels used in
Figure 3 and the unemployment rate for "military-age" males in an effort to
detect the relationship between "quality" trends and economic conditions.
Figure 4 compares the annual proportions of male recruits and examinees
who had test scores of AFQT 50 or higher between 1952-83 with the annual
unemployment rate for males between the ages of 18 and 24 during the same
years. Figure 4 also shows the proportion of male recruits who were high
school graduates during each fiscal year period (except where data were
unavailable) .41
Logic suggests that civilian labor market conditions have a strong impact
on the number and character of young men who apply for military enlistment.
Yet, the results of several studies undertaken since the end of the draft on
the effects of unemployment are still inconclusive--and most results thus far
(with the exception of two studies) show only a very minor interaction between
shifts in the civilian Job sector and the flow of qualified recruits. 4
2
S..
41This comparison of "quality" trends and national economic conditions first
appeared in Janice H. Laurence, Brian K. Watvrr, and Linda S. Perelman,
"Enlisted Military Selection: Impacts of Changing Aptitude Standards Since
1940." Paper presented at the 24th Annual Conference of the Military Testing
Association, San Antonio, TX, November 1982.
42For a brief summary of studies concerning the effects cf civilian labor
market conditions and related literature, see Charles Dale and Curtis Gilroy,
"The Effects of the Business Cycle on the Size and Composition cf the U.S.
Army," PPRG Working Paper 82-1 (Alexandria, VA: U.S. Army Research Institute
for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, n.d.), p. 1. The authors of this "
particular study (preliminary) find that "the rise in the unemployment rate
has led to a substantial increase in Army enlistments of male nonprior service
high school graduates" (p. 10). And, conversely, "a drop in the national
unemployment rate from 9 percent to 8 percent could cause Army enlistments of
mn.le nonprior service high school graduates to fall sharply by about 8.8
percent--or at the rate of over 7,000 per year." See also Linda S. Perelman,
A Review of Military Enlistment Supp1 Models: In Search of Further Improve-
ments, IR-PRD-83-16. (Alexandria, VA: Human Resources Research Organization,
Juy 1983.)
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•2=L3 Unemployment rates were derived from data provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistios. Data
on military recruits end examinees were obtained from Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defenae
(Manpower, seeerve Affairs, and Logistics) and the Defense Manpower Data Center.
OMIoe rarwite Inolude persons without prior military service who were Inducted or enlisted and
entered &otlve duty (all Services combined) during the Indicated fiscal year.
bMale examinees Include persons wlthout prior military service who were administered an operational
version of the Armed Porces Qualification Test (APOT) regardless of whether or not they actually
entered one of the military services
0 ¢Unemployment rate was calculated as yearly average of all men (18-24 years) who were available for
work but not working during the designated period (al defined by the Bureau of Labor Statisties).
Figure 4, Percent High School Diploma Holders and AFOT Category I.IIIA&
Among Male Examinees and Recruits Compared with National
Unemployment Rate for Meles (Ages 18-24), FYs 1952 - 83
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No attempt is made here to detail statistically the relationship between
unemployment and the average aptitude or educational level of new recruits.
Indeed, a proper analysis of this relationship would also have to identify
and measure several associated factors such as military/civilian pay compara- ..
bility, military benefits and enlistment incentives, attitudes of youth toward
military service, the national spirit or patriotism of the times, service
advert;sirn and recruiting budgets, and assorted other variables tha t might
in'luerce the quantity and quality of volunteers. Nonetheless, the parallel
form of nmovement in unemployment and the composition of examinees and
mecruits, as displayed in Figure 4, generally suggests the influence of the
former on the latter. 4 3  Figure 4 also implies that, at certain times during
the all-voluiteer era, the Military Services have emphasized the importance
.)f high echoul qraduation over aptitude test scores. (Though the reader is
",eminded that officially the Services were unaware of the extent of the drop
In aptituide levels until the test miscalibration between 1976 and 1980 was
first detected and then corrected. There is however, anecdotal evidence to
;ugghst that field commanders had noticed a drop in tho quality of rer ,
;arlier than 9i80.)
;ome General Observatluns
Recruit "quality," when viewed in an aggregate form combining multi-year
eriod., anpears strikingly consistent. Table 9 compares thc AFQT category
.'Istributions of male military recruits during three per'iods--the modern draft -
:1953-1972), the All-Volunteer Force (.19i3-1983), and the entire period since
ý953--with the distributions of the 1944 "World War II reference population"
30ne recruiting official poirts out that the Military Services are more
nclined to take qualified ýnpllcants "&s they come" during recognized periods --
f low unemployment or a depression in recruiting. Conversely, when applica-
Ions for enlistment ar'e aL & pelak, recruitars can "pick and choose among the
ot" jr "opt to wait uttil the. better kids apply."
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"and the 1980 male youth population. It can be seen that male recruits during
the all-volunteer era are very much like their draft-year counterparts, with
the only noteworthy difference between the two groups being a moderately
greater proportion of all-volunteer recruits within AFQT Category III. At the
same time, compared with male youth as a whole, military recruits have tended
to be concentrated in the average aptitude range (Category III); and, as a
group, they are characteristically more similar to the 1944 reference popula-
"tion than to the 1980 group in terms of the proportion of above-average Indi-
viduals (Categories I and II combined).
Table 9
Percent Distribution of Hale Recruits (All Services Combined)
and the General Population of Male Youth by AFQT Category
1944 Male Recruitsa 1960
AFQT Reference DRAFT AVF DRAFT/AVF Male Youth
Category .P opulation. ___ _ 1_73-_ T9531983 Population
I 8 6.5 3.2 6.8 5
II 28 29.6 29.5 29.S 35
III 34 42.6 49.1 44.2 29
IV 21 21.3 18.2 20.b 23
V 9 o.Ob O.Ob O.Ob 8
Source: AFQT distributions for 1953-73 were derived from data in Bernard D.
Karpinos, Male Chargeable Accessions: Evaluation by Mental Categories
(1953-1973), SR-E•-75-18 (Alexandria, VA: Human Resources Research
Organization, January 1977). All other data on male recruits are from
the Oefense Manpower Data Center.
aMale recruits include persons without prior military service who were inducted or
enlisted and entered active duty (all Services combined) during the indicated
* fiscal year. Draftees who failed the aptitude test out who were declared adminis-
tr~tively acceptabie (on the bas.is of personal interviews and some additional
aptitude testing) are included in AFQT Category IV.
bpersons with scores in AFQT Category V are not eligible for military enlistment.
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These aggregated statistics, however, mask some of the differences in
general "quality" during the 20-year draft period--including the fact that, in
terms of average aptitude, the All-Volunteer Force of the 1970s often looks
more like the draft-era military of the 1950s than that of the 1960s.
Furthermore, statistics for test scores in all Services combined hide the
several variations that have taken placo in each of the separate Military
tervices.
Indeed, although the average aptitude of the Vietnam-era military was
approximately equal to that of the All-Volunteer Force, the end of the draft
has been followed by "quality" decrements in the Army and Navy, and
improvements in the Marine Corps and Air Force. As shown in Table 10, the
drops in average aptitude for the all-volunteer Army and Navy have been
considerable--with just under 46 and 65 percent of male enlistees scoring AFQT
50 or above, compared with nearly 52 and 70 percent of all Vietnam-era
recruits, respectively.
Table 10
Median Percent of Male Recruits (Nonprior Service)
Who Scored AFQT 50 or Higher by Service,
FY 1964-72 and FY 1974-83a
Vietnam-Era Draft All-Volunteer Force




Marine Corps 49.1 54.8Air Force 65.8 69.1
TOTAL 56.5 56.6
a Excludes FY 1973, the AVF transition year.
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"The reader should note that the median percent values in Table 10 were
affected by the ASVAB miscalibratlon results in FYs 1976-1980. It is not
clear what Table 10 AVF data would have looked like if the equating error had
t:* not occurred.
It is clear from the abundance of statistics on aptitude test scores, the
review of historical events, and the history of selection criteria presented
In Section 1, that minimum aptitude and education screens are less related to
average quality levels of recruits than has been commonly assumed. The mech-
anism of the draft largely dictates who gets in and who stays out during a
mobilization for war or national emergency. The draft is equipped to take the
best or the worst of the general populace, or whomever the nation's leaders
'• 'i decide to send to arms. During all-volunteer periods (or lulls. in the draft),
external factors largely determine who applies for military service, but the
pool nf volunteers appears to be pulled from the very same "quality" sector of
society each year. Even though there have been wide variations in the number
of persons who apply to enter military service, numerous permutations In
policy and practice, along with a full range of historical events and changes
I,, recruiting conditions, the qualitative profile of applicants has remained
Sremarkably similar throughout the ll-volunteer period.
The suggestion here is that changes in the econony, recruiting incen-
01 tives, and policy during the AVF have not operated to alter the "attractive-
ness" of military service for any one particular aptitude category over
another; all categories have been equal :y affected by the influencing factors
of the 1970s. The recruiting successes of the past two years, so it follows,
are not a direct consequence of having proportionately more high-quallty
applicants--but, more precisely, a result of having numerically more high-
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quality applicants fromii whom to choose. With alarger pool of high test-
scorers, the Armed Services have been able to tighten their cutting scores and
raise the average aptitude of their new recruits. When the total number of
applicants drops or the ratio of applicants to recruits falls from one year to
the next, it appears likely that quality will suffer in a parallel fashion.
The "AVF experiment" of the 1970s compelled the Armed Services to locate
their "true volunteer" recruiting market for the first time after 30-odd years
with a draft. The all-volunteer era was consequently characterized by a
probing for the proper minimum standards and a search for screening criteria
flexible enough to bend with the frequently unknown effects of external
factors while ensuring that qualitative and quantitative recruiting objectives
could be accomplished. It was also a time, as observed in test score data,
when the average aptitude of examinees sank to a lower level than that
experienced under the draft.
The evidence implies that aptitude and education Service screens are
highly reactive to changes that occur in the recruiting environment. Stand-
ards do not dictate who applies for military service, how many apply, or
even the qualitative complexion of new recruits who place above the minimum
criteria. Returning to the metaphor of the dam, the flow of applicants is
constantly affected by unpredictable environmental forces; but the entry
screens of the military, like the gates of the dam, compensate for these
forces by opening and closing in reaction to the flow and the needs of those
2-24
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Recent survey results and related data on the test scores of a natic~ially
representative sample of American youth now offer manpower analysts the
opportunity to study the effects of aptitude and education standards on
population eligibility rates and participation in the all-volunteer military.
This source ofinformation casts a new light on the statistics normally used
to descrihe recruiting outcomes. The data on eligibility and participation
%I \should additionally help manpower managers reach a more complete understanding
"of the effects of raising and lowering standards on the supply of capable
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SECTION 3
irAmrican Youth and Military Service: Qualification and Participation
This section presents the results of a preliminary effort to estimate the
eligibility for military service of various segments of the general popula-
tion. The discussion first focuses on the common perception of military
i "qualification" from the standpoint of manpower administrators. It then
. traces the various attempts that have been made to estimate, from historical
h information, the military "qualification rates" of young men. As an introduc-
tion to the results of the present analysis, the primary data resource (the
! "Profile of American Youth") is described and briefly evaluated. Population
eligibility, as determined from the "Profile Study" (nationwide administration
j of the ASVAB), is then explored in some depth. The discussion subsequently
turns to actual participation in the military by selected subgroups of Ameri-
., can youth. A new statistic, the participation rates of potentially qualified
youth, is introduced and presented In several tables showing racial/ethnic
I*4 •U'groups at different levels of education.
The Department of Defense states that "entrance standards are set so as
V to enlist the largest possible number of individuals who will be eligible for'
several types of training, who will successfully complete training courses,
4 •who will complete their first term of service, and who will be qualified to
Senter the career force.,"4 4  This is the fundamental purpose of screening for
4 4Department of Defense, Department of Defense Efforts to Develop Quality
Standards llor Enlistment, A Report to the House and Senate Committees on Armed
T Services (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
[Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics], December 1981), p. 3.
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military service, expressed in positive terms. The nepartment of Defense
could say alternatively that entrance standards are established to eliminate
the largest possible number of applicants who would fail to complete training,
would leave before finishing the first term of service, or would be disquali-
fled in the future from reenlisting. The latter statement is probably more
accurate today since the military's entry standards are less a hurdle for all
who are capable of serving successfully than an impassable barricade for those
who are least likely, on the averige, to perform at a predetermined level of
competence.
This is not just an exercise in semantics. Education and aptitude stand-
ards in the military have been analyzed and reanalyzed actively since the end
of the draft. The motivation for conducting such research has usually re-
volved around budgetary matters--that is, reducing the high costs associated
with first-term attrition, training failures, and delinquent behavior by new
recruits. As one study points out, "the military training of youn g, unskilled "
people" is an "investment." And
the underlying purpose of the screening process is to
reduce the risk that an investment will be made in per-
sons who are unable or unwilling to perform their duty.
In times when the number of applications exceeds the
manpower needs of a service, the screening process
serves the additional function of identif ing which can-
didates are likely o be more productive.i
The authors of a study of enlistment standards in the Air Force similarly
observe:
4 5Kwan H. Kim et al, Research of the Proportion of the Total Youth Popula-
tion Which is Physically and Mentally Unfit for Military Service, Volume 1A:
MinRepot, NOSC-72Z9-KK/MS/RS (Bethesda, Md.: 'Mathtech, Inc., December
T9797 1-1 (emphasis added).
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In the accomplishment of its mission, the Air Force
Invests millions of dollars in training to improve the 0.1
skills of the men and women who are accepted for enlist-
ment. Air Force personnel planners seek ways to reduce
costs associated with attrition from training programs
'an-,at the same time, maintain the highest quality
potential possible. This objective has been sought
through imposition of stringent qualifications for ini-
tial enlistmenV in an effort to raise the quality of the
basic recrult.46
The belief that standards are intended primarily to eliminate "poor
risks" (screening out as opposed to screening in) Is a vestige of the modern '1
draft when the Army could fill its ranks with involuntary recruits and the
other Services could pick and choose from a cache of draft-avoiders (or the so
called "draft-motivated" enlistees). Congress has also been responsible for
encouraging this outlook, mainly because "failure" is perceived more easily
and clearly than "success" in this context. Personnel performance failures,
for example, appear in the military's reports to Congress as premature dis-
charges (historically, for almost two out of every five first-term recruits),
"disciplinary actions, skill qualification failures, training losses, deser-
tions, and the like. Personnel performance successes, on the other hand, are
not quantified with the same categorical precision as their counterparts;
indeed, personnel successes are viewed and counted mainly as the opposite of
fal1ures. 4 7
.'.> ;'
4 6 Bart M. Vitola et al., Impact of Various Enlistment Standards on the
Procurement Training System, AFHRL-TR-77-16 (Brooks AFB, TX: Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory, April 1977), p. 5 (emphasis added).
4 7 Certain measures of success, such as reenlistment eligibility and paygrade
"achieved after a specified period of time, are commonly used. However, most
analyses of success In terms of personnel performance center on the individ-
ual's ability to be a "completer," or one who simply receives a passing mark
(as opposed to a grade of high achievement) and finishes the full term of
obligated service without getting into trouble.
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the 'Various attempts have been made over the years to ascertain the size of
the so-called "eligible" youth population, or those who have a relatively low
probability of failure, based on educational level and aptitude test scores.
"Many of these research efforts have focused on the young men who were summoned
to take a preinduction examination, assuming that preinductees are approxi-
mately representative of the general population (in similar age groups).
There are some obvious methodological problems involved in using preinductees
as a substitute for the general population--such as the dissimilarities
"between the two groups that resulted from disqualifications before examina- ..
tion, and draft deferments favoring certain segments of the general popula-
tion--but the young men who took the draft examination were the closest thing
to a representative sample that was readily available for statistical study.
In 1960, Bernard D. Karpinos examined the "Fitness of American Youth forII mMilitary Service" during the Korean Conflict (July 1950-July 1953) and found
that 91.3 percent of all young men were able to pass the minimum aptitude
"standards for induction. Karpinos concluded that, since all men between 18
and 26 years of age were equally liable for military service during the war,
the results of the preinduction testing presented a reasonably accurate pic-
ture of the general "fitness" of American youth for military service. 48
48Bernard 0. Karpinos, "Fitness of American Youth for Military Service,"
Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly 38 (June 1960): 213-247. Karpinos notes,
however, that the data are disproportionately weighted by youths who could
not qualify for voluntary enlistment or other reserve programs, but weresubsequently examined for induction, arid, conversely, the data do not includepersons who were able to discharge their military liability tr, a "nondraft
method." Overall, 76.4 percent of the young men examined were able to qualify
for induction (including the additional rejections for medical and moral
unsuitability). See also Bernard D. Karpinos, Draftees: Disqualificationsfor Militar Service for Medical Reasons - An Analysisyof Trends Over Time,
Report-No. MA-72-1 (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Assistant Secretary of






A study of the "niental qualification" of American youth for military ser-
vice in 1960 showed that preinductees (young men ordered to report for the
Induction examination) were distributed according to AFQT Category as ro1-
lows: 4 9
Table 11










*Less than 0.5 percent.
Source: Karpinos, 1966.
alncludes all racial/ethnic groups other than black.
In response to a request by the General Accounting Office, historical
data on the AFQT scores of preinductees were compiled ana analyzed by the
Department of Defense during the early days of the All-Volunteer Force.
Specifically, the data were requested so that changes over time in AFQT scores
4 9 Bernard D. Karpinos, "The Mental Qualification of American Youths for
Military Service And its Relationship to Educational Attainment," Proceedings,
American Statistical Association, 1966. (Reprint.) See alsoBernard D.
Karpinos, Qualification of American Youths for M111tarX Service (Washington,
D.C.: Office of the Surgeon General, Department of the Army, 1962).
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could be evaluated. The distributions of preinductees by AFQT Category none-
theless provide an approximation of the general pnpulation who could probably
qualify for induction during the indicated periods. As shown in Table 12,
about 80 percent of preinductees scored AFQT 10 or above (Categories I-IV) in
the 1958-64 period and thus "passed" (or were not routinely disqualified) the
aptitude test, compared with about 90 percent during the late 1960s and the
transition to all-volunteer recruitment.
Toble 12
Percentage OtDtribution of Preinducteat by AFQT
- Category During Settered Tim Poriods, 1 258-72 '.7
1 9.0 6.7 6.2 6.,
I1 23.2 27.1 29.5 31.7
[it 2S.4 32.0 34.5 34.9 ,.
IV -U&9- 20.6U-14
Sultotal R's 86.8 00.4 9o,9
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
SSou' lv Derived from data in Bernard 0. Karpinos, AFR"I U1l1orieAl lots
I1 5-1021 SA0-75-12 (Alexondrta, VA.: M:UMRK, dune HO)
Pe I&*
Table 13 presents the percentages of white and black preinductees who
achieved scores of 10 or higher on the AFQT during each year between 1953 and
1971. It can be seen here that the proportion of white preinductees who
'"qualified" on the basis of the aptitude test remained between about 88 and 90
percent from 1953 through 1964. In 1965, the proportion of white pretnductees
scoring above Category V edged above 90 percent for the first time; it then
increased again the following year and stayed In the range of 94 to 96 percent
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Table 13
•~. 'Percentage of Pretnductees Who Achieved
AFQr Percentile SLores nf 10 or Higher During
Initial Examination by Race, FY 1953-71
"Percent of Preinductees Who Scored-,~AQ 10• o r Hiohed''
•', ~Fiscal"




1950 87.5 53.5 L







Sources Derived from data In Bernard 0. Kar pe rft.st0 AF T Failure
(Alexandria, VAt HumRRO, February 1973), p.•. (*roceiu.1.)
aFrom 1953 through 1971, approximately 11.4 million preinducteem were examined--
SIncluding 9. millon white oand oher) y ung men and 1.0 million black young man.
bWhits category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black.
There is considerable variability in the proportion of black preinductees
scoring AFQT 10 or higher between 1953 and 1965, with the appearance of espe-
cially low "passing" rates in the 1955 through 1959 time period (ranging from
a low of 39 percent In 1955 to a high of 46 percent In 1956 and 1959). In
1966, an increase similar to that seen for whites occurred in the proportion
of black preinductees scoring In AFQT Categories I through IV. Between 1965
S',and 1966, the proportion of black preinductees with initially "qualifying"
scores Jumped from 58 percent to 67 percent. In 1967, it increased again to
72 percent, then declined below 70 percent for the next two years, and rose
a',.
again above 70 percent fori the final years of the draft. It may appear that
.1....
these black test score trends are inconsistent with overall national trends.
The general trend of increasing black test scores reflected in these data also
appeared in national black aptitude test score data. 50  The overall national
trends increased from the 1950s until 1964 and decreased further until the y
late 1970g. 51
The percentage of preinductees with AFQT scores of 10 or higher are
arrayed by Census region and division in Table 14. For both white and black
preinductee%, "qualifying" rates are noticeably lower in the South. The mag-
nitude of the difference between rates in the South and those in other
regions, however, is much greater for black preinductees than it is for
II
whites. In 1971, for example, about 98 percent of all white preinductoes frcm
areas outside the South achieved AFQT scores of 10 or higher, compared with
between 91 and 94 percer.t within the South. For black preinductees outside
the South, the "passing" rate ranged between 79 and 89 percent, while the rate .
for those in the Southern divisions was around 60 to 67 percent. 5 2  .-
In 1972, the Defense Department's Directorate for Manpower Resedrch
attempted to determine the military qualification rates for different catego-
ries of young men (white and black by state, area, and region of the country) -
5OCollege Entrance Examination board. National college bound seniors. 1982.
(Princeton, NJ: Admissions Testing Program, 1982). *' "
5 1Brlan K. Waters, The Test Score Decline: A Review and Annotated Biblio- -,
praphy, rechnical Memorandum 81-2• Washington, M.C.: Directorate for
Accession Policy, Office of the Secretary of Defense, August 1981.
52There are also large differences on the level of the individual states.
For example, the rates in 1971 were lowest for blacks in Louisiana and _
Mississippi, where less than half of the preinductees achieved AFQT scores of
10 or above. The rates for blacks were highest in Oklahoma, with 94 percent
"1"passing" the test. See Karpinos, Draftees: AFQT Failures, pp. 7-8.
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* Table 14
Perceiitage of Preinductees Who Achieved
AFQT Percenl.le Scores of 10 or Higher During
Initial Examination by Race and Census Region•,• and Division, FY 1953-11
*'. Percentase of Draftees Who Scored AFO? 10 or Hiaher
Wh 'P1 Black
C , .enrus qegion 193- - 1AM 'to 1953- 9 1)9' .....
adL_0g 15 195 1969 1970 1971 198g9ig16 1970 1971
"NPw 'r1iland 92.5 90.5 93.8 96.0 98.1 59.8 69.2 77.2 82.8 83.1
. i dr11p Atlantic 90.2 87.9 92.5 94.4 96.9 65.0 60.8 75.3 78.1 79.4
* E. iN-th Cqntral 93.1 93.8 96.5 97.4 97.7 62.4 71.7 78.3 81.2 79.1
"W. 'I. th Central 95.5 95,5 97.7 98.6 98.3 62.1 66.0 79.5 81.1 79.B
-- Mour.fln 90.9 93.0 95.2 g9,s 97.3 57.9 68.3 73.3 80.6 83.1
8.P5 I ! ic 9. 92.2 95.3 96,3 98.0 71.6 79.8 84.5 88.6 89.1
Sowth Atlantc 81.5 85.9 81.2 94.1 94.3 36.1 49.4 10.7 65.1 66.5
'• *E. ';t;,ith Central 75.5 8t.4 69.5 93.9 90.7 33.1 44.9 58.18 63.9 59.7
;•• i W. '.. ith Central 86.3 90.0 94,2 95,1 94.3 40.2 Sol? 67.1 72,7 63.3
Tot;1! 88.7 90.0 94.1 95.8 96.4 43.9 56.3 81,0 72.3 71.0
'". S.irce: Dorived from date In Bernard 0. Karpinos, Draftees: AF2T Failures (Alexandria. VA; HumRRO. February
1973), p.d. (Prucessed.)
S Whot; *ategory includew all racial/ethnic groups other than black.
sing seven different combinations of minimum AFQT scores and educational
ev,.1s. The data base included men who were examined for either voluntary
_j nlistment or Selective Service induction during FY 1971 (a total of over one
Illion cases), and it incorporated the results of aptitude testing as well as
edical examination and moral review.53
,3 DeparLment of Defense, "Geographic and Racial DOfterencns Anong Men Quali-
--d for Military Service," Manpower' Research Note 72-16 ,Washington, DXC.:
w. ,ctorate for Manpower Rkesearch, Office of the Assistant Secretary of
ense for, Manpower and Reserve Affairs, July 1972).
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Table 15 shows the military "qualification rates" for white and black
young men from the various Census regions and divisions. The qualifying
requirements shown here include four different sets of minimum standards or
conditions: (1) medically and morally qualified, minimum AFQT percentile
score of 10 (AFQT Categories I through IV); (2) medically and morally
qualified, minimum AFQT percentile of 21; (3) medically and morally qualified,
high school graduates with a minimum AFQT percentile of 16, and nongraduates-
with a minimum AFQT percentile of 31; and (4) medically and morally qualified,
high school graduates with a minimum AFQT percentile of 21, and nongraduates
with a minimum AFQT percentile of 31. (The third set of standards is roughly
Table 11
Percent of Mena ualified for Military Service Under
Selected Minima Standards by Race and Census Region
end Division, FY 1911
Percent of Hen Qualified for Military Service
Under Selects1 Minim Sandards
• Census
* Region anddConditiondI to $ Coditio[#ciOvilian whi, •te electe •lt, elect WIt _SEiT 04W9et %id
"Now England 32.3 08.3 17.9 41.7 Sd.6 40.1 05.8 36.7 7.
Middle Atlantic 54.1 73.4 69.3 49.A 17.8 47.7 56.0 42.7
ald 2Ma $0.3 10.5 6a. 415A 0 j !?j ~ 4
' E. North Central 73.0 71.9 68.0 49.9 64.1 47.3 65.0 42.4
W. North Central ?2.6 70.2 69.2 03.6 68.1 50.5 67.4 47.8
Mountain 69.0 61.9 64.9 42.3 63.6 43.7 62.5 40.2
Pacific 70.3 19.8 55.6 49.5 54.3 11.1 63.2 41.1
IA658.5 -6Jj- 60.6 W3a.1 I WO -si 56-35 za.
South At'.ntlc 69.0 65.5 61.6 37.0 59.3 39.5 58.0 32.8
E. South Central 67.2 64.6 58.1 33.6 56.6 37.4 54.1 29.6
W. South Central 58.5 62.9 60.7 35.1 58.3 39.1 56.9 31.3
IL! 67.1l RIOi MA~ 60.8 !1.8 %-1 21-
Source: Department of Oefense, "GeographWc and Racial Oifferencea Among Men Qualified for Military Service.*
Manpower Research Note 72-16 (Wthi ngton. D,., nirector for Manpower Research. Office of the
Assistant 5ecreotry of Defense for Manpower and Reserve Affairs, July 1972).
0i4inlmum Standards include medical and moral 4uallfication as well as the following minimum AFQT percentile scores:
Cine1ton |-AFQT 10; C ond -2AFQT 21; Congiti 3-high school graduates with AFQT 16 and nongraduates with




equivalent to present minimum standards for the Army, and the fourth set is
similar to the current minimum standards for the Marine Corps.)
The "qualifying" rates shown in Table 15 are somewhat inconsistent with
the previous statistics on preinductees. For instance, the "qualifying" rates
for blacks in the Northeast and North Central regions are generally higher
than those for whites under the first set of standards (AFQT 10), At the same
time, the rates for whites are lowest In the Northeast rather than the South
under all sets of standards (though the "qualifying" rates for blacks are sub-
stantially lower in the South than in any other region). These differences
and other inconsistencies in the data on preinductees may be attributed to the
fact that Table 15 includes voluntary applicants for enlistment (a self-
selected group) as well as the men summoned by Selective Service.
In 1964, the President's Task Force on Manpower Conservation evaluated
the military service examination process and the statistics on rejections.
The Task Force found that one-third of all young men in the nation turning 18
would be found unqualified If they were to be examined for induction Into the
Armed Forces. Of those rejected, about one-half would be turned down for med-
ical reasons, and the remainder would fail throuyh the inability to qualify on
the aptitude test (about 16 percent of all la-year-old males throughout the
nation). In a nationwide survey conducted by the Task Force, it was also Jis-
covered that a major proportion of the young men who failed the aptitude test
were "the products of poverty"--the poor, the unskilled, the jobless, and the
uneducated. 54  "
5 4The President's Task Force on Manpower Conservation, One-Third of a Nation:
A Report on Young Men Found Unqualified for Military Service (Washington,;,C,: GiovernmentPrinting Office, January 1, 1964).
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In a study of the total youth population (17 to 24 years old) considered
physically and mentally unfit for military service, carried out 14 years after
the Task Force research, Kim and his associates estimated (a "reasonable esti-
mate") that about three-quarters of all young men and women who apply for
enlistment would probably be found acceptable under the current medical, men-
tal and moral standards. Using data obtained through the Department of
Defense High School Testing Program between 1974 and 1976, the research anal-
ysts also developed estimates of the populatiun distribution by AFQT Cate-
S~ gory." 6'
Table 16 displays the AFQT distributions by educational level, sex, and
race that were used to determine the "fitness" of American youth for military
service. These estimated test score distributions were also arrayed by Census
region and division and then combined with statistics on physical and medical
disqualifications, diagnostic indicators, and various other demographic infor-
mation to project disqualifications among the relevant age groups through the
year 1995. It is impurtant to note that the data on AFQT scores were estimat-
ed mainly on the basis of the scores of high school seniors who decided on
their own to take the ASVAB. Since there were no comparable data on nongradu-
%'.4
ates (assuming that practically all seniors eventually graduated), it was
necessary for the researchers to make several additional assumptions concern-
ing the population, to accommodate for missing data through other sources, and
to make assorted statistical adjustments. The percentage distributions shown
in Table 16 were derived from some of the best available information at the
time, but the distributions are very rough estimates nonetheless.
55 Kim et al., Research of the Proportion of the Total Youth Population,
Volume IA, P. 1-12.
%4P 4
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Table 16
PercentaDstrbueo of Amserican Youth (17-24 Years)
by Ed. uTiona, Level and AF. T Category. Sex, and Race, 1974-76
Iducational
AFQT
I0.7 b 0.7 b
11.2 0.7 3.1 0.6
lia13.3 2.1 12.1 2.0
Ifb23.5 9.8 26.7 6.1
IV 33.1 3nq.1 39.1 40.0
~..V 1014 1051 3
1 4.8 0.2. 2.7 0.1
e 32.1 4.1 24.1 1.,
1118 21.6 7.3 20.7 4.4
11111 23.0 18.6 ?6.6 14.9
IV 16.6 57.4 23.4 56.0'•• V 1a.W A4 23. 23.0',
T UM 44 Twx
l Sources Derived from data In 'in Ho. Kim et al.0 lch ,1 to# PrODOtnf"the otalYouh ?oullto hie.l Is Phjsical and NIlOtll14 UMf4 fo1...
LE V
'.: Nat e.-, ng, eceM I.78), pp.*-1c1de,
&White category I ncldee all racial/ethnlc groups other than black.
bLeas then 0.06 percent.
In the final analysis, neither the population of preinductees, the popu-
lation of voluntary applicants, nor the group of high school students who
elected to take the ASVAB can ?e considered a representative sarmple of the
general population from which trley came. Preinductees represent only the
group of young men who did not have draft deferments or exemptions, did not
satisfy their military obligation by alternative means, and were not dismissed
"from being examined. Applicants for enlistment and students who take the mil-
itary's test are much more homogeneous, as a rule, than their contemporaries
In the community at large. Up to this tim,), manpower analysts had to accept i" I
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these limitations and make as many statistical and conceptual concessions as
necessary in estimating the "fitness" or military qualification rates of Amer-
ican youth. Now, with the "Profile of American Youth," it is possible to
estimate with scientific acruracy the numbers and proportions of young men and
women from varied backgrounds who would be expected to qualify for each of
the Armed Services.
The "Profile of American Youth": Summary of the Study and Selected Results
In 1980, the Department of Defense and the Military Services, in coopera-
tion with the Department of Labor, sponsored a large-scale research project to
assess the vocational aptitudes of American youth. A national probability
sample of about 12,000 young men and women, consisting of participants in the V.
National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) of Youth Labor Force Behavior, was
designed to yield a data base that could be statistically projected (within
known confidence Intervals) to represent the entire national population born
between January 1, 1957 and December 31, 1964.56
This project, known as the "Profile of American Youth," marks the first
time that a vocational aptitude test has been administered to a nationally
representative sample. The "Profile Study" thus offers an unprecedented
56 See Martin R. Frankel and Harold A. McWilliams, The Profile of American
Youth: Technical Sampling Report (Chicago: National Opinion Research •;:'.er,
University of Chicago, 1981). The sample contained individuals from urban and
rural areas, youth from all major Census regions, and approximately equal
proportions of males and females. Certain key groups such as Hispanics,
blacks, and economically disadvantaged whites were oversampled, allowing for
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opportunity to evaluate the "cross-sectional character" of military enlistees
based on a national measure of vocational test performance. In addition, the
Military Services have, for the first time, a valid means for (a) detailing .. J
the specific attributes and "trainability" of the military-age population, by
* geographic area and social category (for recruiting purposes or possible
future mobilization); (b) estimating, with a greater degree of precision, the
* effects of various modifications in aptitude/education standards on recruiting
outcomes (under a variety of conditions); (c) tracking (through the linkage
with the main NLS data bases) the labor -force behavior of American youth '".
according to measured vocational aptitudes and attitudes toward the military;
and Wd) gauging the comparative aptitudes of different demographic subgroups
of American youth. '""
The finctngs from initial analyses of the "Profile Study" are presented
in Profile of American Youth: 1980 Nationwide Administration of the Armed
!qt Services Vocational Aptitude Battery. 5 7  The "Profile Study" report describes
the project, presents a comparison o. the aptitude test scores of military
recruits and contemporary youth, and evaluates the performance of selected
"population subgroups on the AFQT, ASVAB subtests and composites, and a reading
grade level estimate derived from the Adult Basic Learning Examination
(ABLE). Since the Military Services recruit primarily individuals who are at
least 18 years old, the report focuses on persons who were 18 to 23 years old
C.2
et the time of testing (bir'h years 1957 through 1962). The restriction on .%.
a;a reduced the sample size to 9,173.
IN 65 7Department of Defense, Profile of American Youth: 1980 Nationwide Admini-
stration of the Armed Services Vocational tude Battery (Washington, D.'.: S
Office of thi Assistant Secretary of Defense JMinpower, Reserve Affairs, and
Logistics), March 1982).
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A major part of the initial analyses was devoted to a comparison of the
test scores of selected subgroups within the 1980 youth population. The deamo-
"graphic variables used to differentiate population subgroups were age, sex,
race/ethnicity, lovel of education, socioeconomic status, and geographic
region. The results of the subgroup comparisons were generally consistent
with the findings of published research on aptitude and achievement tests. 58
For example, the "Profile" study results revealed the following differences in
test performance among the several demographic categories:
e Age. Average AFQT scores and estimates of reading
grade level increased with age.
,'Sex. The average AFQT scores of males and females
5.
were similar. However, sex differences in average
.-- test scores were found on the aptitude composites--
with males scoring higher on the Mechanical, Electron-
N'-", ics, and General Composites, and females outscoring
males on the Administrative Composite.
9 Race/Ethnicity . AFQT scores for whites were higher,
on the average, than those recorded for either His-
panics or blacks. Hispanics, in turn, scored higher
% .%
58 See Mark J. Eltelberg, Subpopulation Differences in Performance on Tests of
Mental Ability: Historical Review and Annotated BibliograDh., TechnTi,"
Memorandum U1-3 (Washington, D.C.: Directorate for Accession Policy, Office 'S
of the Secretary of Defense, August 1981).
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than blacks. This pattern of racial/ethnic group per-
formance was the same on estimates of reading grade
level and on the four aptitude composites examined
(Mechanical, Administrative, General, and Electron-
ics).
4.4 e Level of Education. Aptitude test performance was
strongly correlated with amount of formal schooling
(based on high school graduation status). Non-high
school graduates had the lowest average AFQT scores,
and high school graduates had the highest scores. GED
recipients scored between these two groups, .'
e Socioeconomic Status. Individuals achieved higher
scores on the AFQT in direct correspondence with
advances in the amount of formal education completed
by their mothers. 5 9
1 Geographic Region. Average AFQT scores were highest
for youths in the New England and West North Central
regions of the country, and lowesL in the three south--Ow P1
erm divisions. Persons in the East North Central,
Middle Atlantic, Mountain, Pacific, and West South
Central divisions scored approximately at the level of
the overall population median.
591"he socioeconomic status of children and adolescents is typically indexed
using mother's education, father's education, average family income, and
father's occupational status. Recent analyses of profile study data sujgests
that the measured effects of mother's education on ASVAB performance
I,., approximate the mea.ured effects of all four variables combined. For the
profille study analyses, then, mother's education was used In place of a
socioeconomic status index as a general indicator of family background.
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Tables 17 and 18 give some idea of the extent of the differences in test
score performance between the sexes, racial/ethnic groups, persons from dif-
ferent sections of the country, and persons with different levels of educa-
tion. From these scores one can Infer the probable effect that the military's
education and aptitude standards have on persons with different backgrounds.
Table 17 "
Mean AFQT Standard Scores of American Youth
(18-23 Years) by Sex, Racial/Ethnic Group, and Educational Levela
a./
Educational Level
Racial/lEthnic Non-High School GED High School High School Diploma
Group and Sexb Graduate Equivalency Graduate and Above Total
White d
Male 438 1, 5647 623
Female 437 513 639 621
Total 438 512 543 622
a, Slack
Male 341 407 430 396
Female 333 417 432 406
Total 337 412 431 401
Hispanic
Male 368 461 4g9 434
Female 356 433 468 423
Total 359 442 481 429
TOMN
Male 420 493 528 601
Female 418 495 520 499
Total 419 494 524 500
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
@Scores were standardized to a metric with a mean of 500 and a standard deviation of
100.
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Table 18
Mean AFQT Standard Scores of Anerican Youth (18-23 Years)
by Sex, Racial/Ethnic Group, and Geographic Rogton,
Geooraphic Region (U.S. Bureau of Census)
Racial/Ethnic North South
GrouD and Sex Northeast Central Central vest
L*,1 White
Male 635 529 Soo 522 -1
Femsal 534 621 509 529
Total $35 525 09 $625
Male 405 422 383 40,
Female 424 400 401 426
Total 41b 411 392 416
Male 420 430 468 426
Female 368 441 430 430
Total 404 436 444 425 ,
male 510 Soo 488 0oo
Female 509 500 489 SO8
Total 510 504 469 504
Source: Werived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
&Scores were standardized to a metric with a mean of 500 and a standard deviation
of 100.
Methodolog Employed in the Present Study
The "Profile of American Youth," as noted, contains ASVAB performance
measures for a nationally representative sample of American youth. For the
* purposes of previous analyses, this sample was statistically weighted to
q3.19
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"correspond with the 1980 national youth population. Since the "Profile Study"
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incorporated the scores of contemporary youth on a version of the ASVAB
similar to that used currently to screen military recruits, it is possible to
estimate, with reasonable precision, the numbers arid proportions of young men
and women who would be expected to qualify for military enlistment under
current standards.
The minimum education and aptitude standards applied by the Armed Ser-
vices during FY 1981 were selected for use in the present study because this
period (October 1980 through September 1981) coincided roughly with the point
of educational attainment established for the "Profile of American Youth" pop-
ulation (that is, September 1980, or the start of the 1980-81 school year).
Table 19 shows the FY 1981 aptitude standards for enlistment by Service, sex,
and educational level. It should be noted that the minimum standards are the
operational criteria empljyed during most of the year; and minimum scores are
expressed as percentile scores on the AFQT and as standard scores on aptitude
cnmposites. In FY 1981, these scores were derived by combining subtests
appearing on ASVAB forms 8, 9, or 10. ""
It is obvious from Table 19 that each Military Service applies Its own
aptitude standards in determining eligibility for enlistnert. These aptitude
standards reflect the diverse requirements of the separate Services, and they
typically vary according to educational attainment (high school graduation
status) and, at times, sex. For example, individuals wishing to enlist in the
Army are required to achieve a minimum AFQT score of 16 and a score of at
least 85 on ori of nine Army-specific aptitude composites. In contrast, Air





1N S Fliscal Year 1981 Mlnami n Aptitude Standards for EnlistmntBy Service, Sea, and Educational Loyola,'
Male Apollcang_ Female Applicants
Educational AFQT Aptitude AnQT Aptitude
Level Score Composite Score Composi te
"Score Score I
AMYL
H.S. Diploma Graduate 16 86 on Any 1 16 85 on Any 1
GDE 31 86 on Any 1 31 85 on Any I
Non-H.S. Graduate 31 86 on Any 2 31 65 on Any 2
NAVY
H.S. Diploma Preduat. 17 b School Eligiblec
EtD 31 b School I ligblec
Non-H.S. Graduate 38 b Not Eligible
H.S. Diploma Graduate a1 GTd.60 so b
Non-H.S. Graduate
(Including QED) 21 CTd.9S Not Eligible
H.S. Diploma Graduate 21 G43O4 MAGEIIk'•O 21 GO30; MAGEfuI20 I"
OQD 50 00:30; W4AUEN120 1o0 G::30; MAGOf.20,
Non-H.S. Graduate of GO341 MAGf-I2O 66 G '301 MAGEf.120
Sourcei Derived from special tabulations provided by thc Offlcq of the Assistant Secretary of,•. ~Defense (Mlanpower, Iss'iSlations and Logitics~).•',"
iMinimum aptitude standards (operational) are expressed as percentile scores on the Armed Forces Ike
Qualification Test (APOT) 3nd standard scores on the aptitude composites. In 1981, thege scores
were derived from combinations of subtec•i. appearing on Armed Sev"ices Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASYAB) Forms 8, 9, or 10.
bie minimum aptitude composite standard.
-A C'School eligible* as defined In Department of the Navy, 'Criteria for Selection of Recruits and
New Accessions for Formal School Training," NAVMILPERSCOM Instruction 1636.1A (Washington, D.C.:
Navy Milltary Personnel Command, January 1981).
dGeneral-Technical (GT) aptitude composite.
"@General (G) aptitude composite.
fCombined acores.on the Mechanical (M), Administrative (A), General (G), and Electronics (E) apti-
tude composites:
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school graduates achieve a minimum AFQT score of 21; in addition, prospective
recruits were required to attain a combined Air Force specific-aptitude corn-11 posite score (including the Mechanical, Administrative, General, and Electron-
ics composi-tes) of no less than 120 and a General composite score of at least
30.
The component ASVAB subtests (forms 8, 9, and 10) for the aptitude corn-
posites listed specifically in Table 19 (under Marine Corps and Air Force
standards) are:
Mechanical. (M): Mechanical Comprehension, Automotive-
Shop Information, and General Science.
Administrative (A): Coding Speed, Numerical Operations, ..
Paragraph Comprehension, and Word Knowledge.
General (G) and General Technical (GT): Arithmetic
Reasoning, Paragraph Comprehension, and Word Know-
ledge.
Electroio± (E) Arithmetic Reasoning, Electronics
Information, General Science, and Mathematics Know-
ledge.
The enlistment standards for the Army shown in Table 19 require that
applicants attain a standard score of at least 85 on "any 1" (for high school
diploma graduates) or "any 2" (for all others) of the Army's apti~tude c~ompos-





Combat (CO): Coding Speed, Arithmetic Reasoning, Mechan-
ical Comprehension, and Automotive-Shop Information.
Field Artillery (FA): Coding Speed, Arithmetic Reason- AAH tng, Mechanical Comprehension, and Mathematics Know-
ledge.
Operators/Food (OF): Numerical Operations, Paragraph
"Comprehension, Word Knowledge, Mechanical Comprehen-
sion, and Automotive-Shop Information.
Surveillance/Communications (SC): Numerical Operations,
Coding Speed, Paragraph Comprehension, Word Knowledge,
and Automotive-Shop Information.
General Maintenance (GM): General Science, Automotive-
Shop Information, Mathematics Knowledge, and Electron-
ics Information.
Mechanical Maintenance (MM): Numerical Operations, Elec-
tronics Information, Mechanical Comprehension, and
Automotive-Shop Information.
I "Electronics (EL): Same as Electronics (E) above.
Clerical (CL): Same as Administrative (A) above.
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Skilled Technical (ST): Paragraph Comprehension, Word
Knowledge, Mathematics Knowledge, Mechanical Comprehen-
sion, and General Science.
,..*
General/Technical (GT): Same as General (G) and General -1
Technical (GT) above.
The Navy did not have an enlistment eligibility requirement for minimum
scores on specific aptitude composites other than the AFQT during FY 1981. :1
Nonetheless, aptitude composite standards were used by the Navy in determining
the eligibility of applicants for Job training and assignment and in
determining "school eligibility" (and basic enlistment eligibility) of female *:
applicants. The Navy's aptitude composites are similar to those presented
above, though structured and weighted to fit the particular training and skilll
demands of occupations in this Service.
The aptitude standards established for males and females with different
levels of education were transcribed into selection algorithms fir each of the
Armed Services. A computer program was created to identify both qualified and
unqualified participants in the "Profile of American Youth" data file.
The subgroups selected for the present study were limited to gender, the
three racial/ethnic categories analyzed in the Defense Departn,,ý,t report 'A
(white, black, and Hispanic), 6 0  the three categories of high school
graduation status Identified by the Armed Services in their standards (below
60 For the purpose of this analysis, the white category includes all
racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic; and the black category does
not include persons of Hispanic origin. .5..
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high school graduate, General Educational Development [GED] high school equiv-
alency, and high school diploma graduate and above), and the four regions and
nine divisions established by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. 6 1
4i
SThe base population used to derive the "qualification rates" is shown in
STable 20. This population--presented by racial/ethnic group, sex, and educa-
tional level--includes all (approximately 25 million) residents of the United
States who were born between January 1, 1957 and December 31, 1962. The
educational level of a very small proportion of the "Profile" study sample
(about 1.4 percent of all participants) could not be determined at the time of
% j the data analysis. Since educational level is an important criterion of the
individual's ability to qualify for enlistment, "unknown education" cases were
excluded from computation of the subgroup qualification rates. This procedure
reduced the total base population by about 350,000 persons, with proportional
decreases in each of the subgroup categories. 6 2
Study Results
Eligibility for Enlistment: Selected Subgroups
Two sets of tables were produced to show separately (1) the estimated
enlistment qualification rates (percent) among the various selected subgroups
for each of the Armed Services and (2) the corresponding numbers of American
youth in each demographic category who would be expected to meet the minimum
6 1 A list of the states that comprise the geographic regions and divisions
appears in Appendix C.
6 2There were slight variations among the subgroup categories in the propor-
tion of "unknown education" cases. For example, "unknown" cases occurred most




Base Population Used to Derive Qualification Rates
By Racial/Ethnic Group, Sex, and Educational Levela
Educational LevelC
Racial/Ethnic Below High School GED High School High School Diploma
Group and Sexb Graduate Equivalency Graduate and Above TOTAL ,.
hA"
Male 2,099,387 367,081 7,789,050 10,255,518
Female 1,603,759 336,062 7,932,781 9,872,602
Total 3,703,146 703.143 15,721,831 20,128,120
W,
male 629,951 65,118 1,000,534 1,695,603 .
remale 438,642 59,963 1,207,289 1,706,894
Total 1,068,593 125,081 2,207,823 3,401,497
Hispanmic
Male 329,486 25,312 414,104 768,964
Female 294,535 27,031 433,562 755.118
Total 624,021 12,343 847,719 1,524,082
Male 3,058,824 457,511 9,203,750 12,720,085
Female 2,336,936 423,056 9,673,622 12,333,614
Total 5,391,760 880,567 18,777,372 25,063,709
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
absse population includes residents of the United States born between January 1, 1957 and December
31, 1962. BSes population figures in this table exclude persons for whom education was unknown.
Exclusion of these persons reduced base population figures by an average of 1.4 percent below
Bureau of the Census estimates. Unknown cases occurred most often among black males (2.2 percent)
and least often among Hispanic and white males (1.2 percent).
4 %..,b~htte category Includes all racial/ethnic gro.ups other then black or Hispanic. Black category does"-
not include Hispanics.
Ciducation as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 school year).
aptitude standards. The qualification rates for the four Services appear In(
Tables 21 through 24. The corresponding estimates of the numbers of young men I
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Table 21
Estinated Percent of American Youth
-,• (13-23 Years) Who Would Qualify for Enlistment
By Educational Level, Racial/Ethnic Group, and SexA
- AMY -
Iducati1onal1 Levelc
Racial/Ethnic Below High School GED High School High School Diplom
Group and SexIb Graduate Equivalency Gradoate and Above TOTAL
Whited
-Male 42.4 73.0 96.6 83.9
"Female 40.8 79.2 95.4 86.0
Total 41.7 76.0 95.5 84.9
Male 8.9 37.7 61.0 40.7 ,
Female 4.6 32.4 61.1 45.5
Total 7.1 35.2 61.0 43.1
Hale 11.6 48.7 06.8 62.8
Female 15.3 31.8 79.1 52.5
Total 13.3 40.0 82.4 52.7
Male 32.2 66.6 )1.4 76.3
Female 30.8 69.6 90.3 78.3
Total 31.6 68.0 90.8 77.3
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
acstimates of the percent of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the
basis of results from the *Profile of American Youth" (administration of the Armed Ser-
vices Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVABD to a national probability sample in 1990) and
the 1981 education/aptitude standards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted
that eligibility for enlistment would also depend on other factors--including medical and
moral requirements.)
bAmerican youth population includes all persons born between January 1. 1957 and December31, 1962.
CEducational level as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 school year).
dWhite category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.




Estiated Percent of American Youth
"(18-23 Years) Who Would Qualify for Enlistmnt
By Educational Level, Racial/Ethnic Group, and Sexa
-NAVY -
I Educational Leveic
Racial/Ethnic low High School BID High School High School Diploma
Group and Seob Graduate Equivalency Graduate and Above TOTAL
Hale 31.2 73.0 95.5 82.3
Female 0.0 67.6 79.7 66.4
Total 19.9 70,4 87.5 74.5
Hale 6.4 37.7 63.7 41.4
Female 0.0 14.6 30,6 22.1
k.16.6 Total 3.8 26.6 45.6 31.7
Hale 9.1 48.7 85.1 51.3
Female 0.0 23.6 45.4 26.9
Total 4.8 35.7 64.8 39.2
male 26.4 66.6 91.6 76.0
Female 0.0 57.2 72.0 57.8
Total 16.0 62.1 81.5 66.6
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant $ecre-
tary of Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
AEstimates of the percent of youth quallfied for military service were calculated on the
basis of results from the *Profile of American Youth' (administration of the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASYAS] to a national probability sample in 1980) and the 1981
education/aptitude standards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligi-
bility for enlistment would also depend on other factors--including medical and moral
requirements.)
bAmerican youth population includes all persons born between January 1, 1957 and Decembqr31, 1912. ',
ccducational level as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 school year).
dWhito category Includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.





W Estimated Percent of Amerisan Youth
(18-23 Years) Who Would Qualify for Enlistment dBy Educational Level, Racial/Ethnic Group, and Seax
- MAAINE C('PS -
Sduciognal Lgvelc
Raciel/Ethnic Below High School GED High Schjnl High School Diploma
Group ald Seib Graduate Equivalency Graduate ant Above TOTAL
39.7 67.2 92.1 80.5
Female 0.0 0.0 67.7 54.4li '"Total 22.6 36.1. 79.8 67.7
-- m• e 6.$ 28.7 52.1 34.2
Female 0.0 0.0 18,S 13.1
Total 3.9 13.9 33.8 23.6K 10.5 38.9 79.0 48.3
Female 0.0 0.0 31.5 18.1
Total 56. 18.8 54.7 33.3
'Ta 29.7 66.6 87.2 72.4
Female 0.0 0.0 59.8 46.4
. Total 16.8 31.1 73.2 $9.6
Sourcet Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
aEstimates of the percent of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the
basis of results from the *Profile of American Youth" (administration of the Armed Ser-
vices Vocational Aptitude Battery [ASVABI to a national probability sample In 1960) and
the 1981 education/aptitude standards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted
that eligibility for enlistment would also depend on other f-ictors--including medical andmoral requiromafnts, )
bAmerican youth population includes All pes (ns born between January 1, 1957 and December
"" 31, 1962.
Ciducational level as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 school year).
dWhIte category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.




Estimated Percent of American Youth
(18-23 Years) Who Would Qualify for Enlisteent
By Educational Level. Racial/Ethnic Group, and SaxA
AIR FORCE -
Educational Levelc
Racial/Ethnic Below High School QED High School High School Diploma
Group and Sexb Graduate Equivalency Graduate and Above TOTAL
88.1
Malo 11.8 66.3 8e.1 71.3 ,..
Female 10.4 6.8 82.2 69.6
Total 11.2 66.1 86.1 70.5
Male 0.8 10.6 34.9 21.3
Female 0.7 11.9 29.9 21.7
Total U.8 11.2 32.1 21.5
LLamIc•
Male 0,7 19.9 67.8 37.5
Female 2.3 13.8 46.1 27.9
Total 1.5 16.6 56.7 32.7
Male 8,3 47.8 81.4 62.6
Female 7.6 46.9 74.0 60.4
Total 8.0 47.4 77.6 61.5
I
Sources Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (MAnpower, Installations and Logistics).
tEsImates of the percent uf youth qualified for military service were calculated on the
basis of results from the "Profile of American Youth" (administration of the Armed Service
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASYABS to a national probability sample In 1980) and the 1981
education/aptitude standards used by the Armed Services, (it should be noted that eligi-
bility for enlivtment would also depend on other factors--including medical and moral
requirements.)
bAmerican youth population Includes all persons born between January 1, 1967 and December
31. 1962.
CEducational level as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-8I school year).
dwhite category Includes all racidl/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.




Estimated Number of American YouthBy (18-23 Years) Who Would Qualify for Enlistment
*,.,By Educational Level, Racial/Ethnic Group, and Se*,
- ARMY -
Educaijonal Lovelc
Racial/Ethnic Below High School QED High School High School Diploma
Group and Sexb Graduate Equivalency Graduate and Above TOTAL
,'.4
Mal* 890,887 267.927 7,444,014 8.602,828
"Female 654,437 266,308 7,565,616 8,486,361
Total 1,545,324 534,235 15,009,630 17.089,189
Mile 66,261 24,546 610,009 690,806
Female 19,941 19.453 737,083 776,477
Total 76,192 43,999 1,347,092 1,467,283
Hispanic
Mal* 38,211 12,328 365,255 405.794
Female 46,040 8,591 342,931 396,862
Total 83,251 20,919 698,186 802.366
Hale, 98q,149 304,801 8,409,278 9,699,428
Female 719,418 294,362 8,645,630 9,659.400
Total 1,704,767 599,153 17,054,908 19,358.828
I.,,
Sources Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Asiistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
&Estimates of the number of youth qualified for military service were calculated oil the basis
of results from the 'Profile of American Youth" (administration of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery CASVAB] to a national probability sample in 1980) and the 1981 education/apti-
tude standards used by the Armed Services. (it should be noted that eligibility for enlistment
would also depend on other factors--Including medical and moral requirements.)
bAmerican youth population includes all persons born between January 1, 1967 and December 31,
1962..,9
"cEducational level as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 school year).
dWhite category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.






Estimated Number of American Youth
(18-23 Years) Who Would Qu&lify for Enlistment
By Educational Level, Racia€l/thnic Group, and Seoa
"-NAVY -
Educational Love.lc
Racial/Ethnic elow High School QED High School High School Diploma
Group and Sexb Graduate Equivalency Graduate and Above TOTAL d
;X4,
Mal! 738,580 267.927 7,437,623 8,444,130
0 227,017 6,326,289 6,553,306
Total 738,180 494,944 13,763,912 14,997,436
Mal* 40,302 24, S44 637,372 702.220 ..
N Female 0 8,767 368,827 377,5S94',•
AV Total 40,302 33,313 11006,199 1,079,814
Male 29,861 12,328 352,662 394,841
Female 0 6,372 196,981 203,353
Total 29,861 18,700 549,633 598,1.'4
Hale 800,743 304,801 8.427,647 g,541,19.
Female 0 242.157 6,892,097 7.134.253
Total 808,743 646,968 15,319,744 16,67S,444
Source 0 Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, tostalletions and Logistics), -
&astimates of the number of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the basis of
results from the "Profile of American Youth" (administration of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Beattery CASYAB] to a national probability sample in 1980) and the 1981 education/
aptitude standards used by the Armed Services, (It should be noted that eligibility for enlist-
ment would also depend on other factors--including medical and moral requirements.)
bAmericen youth population Includes All persons born between January 1, 1957 and December 31,
1962.
cEducational level as of September 1980 (start of the 1900-81 school year),
dWhite category Includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.









-aEstimated Number of American u.oth
(18-23 Years) Who Would Qualify for EnlistmentBy Educational Level, Racial/Ethnic Group, snd SexO
S- PMARINE CORPS -
Educational Levelc
;,iRacial/Ethnic Below High School QED High Sehool .4tgh School Diploma
. Group and Sexb Graduate (quivaefteny araduate and Above TOTAL
Ha~le 832,483 246,544 7,172,505 8.251,535
Female 0 0 5,368,571 5,36571
Total 832,483 146,544 12,539,079 13,618,106
Male 41,203 17.417 521,595 580,215
v .emale 0 0 223,886 223,885
Total 41,203 17,417 745,480 804,100
Mali 34,434 9,849 327,180 371,463
,Feale 0 0 136,638 136,638
Total 34,434 9,849 463,818 508,101
* Mile 9O0,120 273,810 8,021,293 9,203,213
Female 0 0 5.727,094 6.727,094
"" Total 908.120 273,810 13,748,377 14,930,307
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
aEstimates of the number of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the bazis of
results from the 'Profile of American Youth" (administration of the Armed Services VocationalStAptitude Battery (ASYAB] to a national probability sample in 1980) and the 1981 education/
aptitude standards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlist-
ment would also depend on other factors--including medical and moral requirements.)
bAamericen youth population includes all persons born between January 1, 1967 and Oscember 31,
*.. 1962.
CEducational level as of September 1900 (start of the 1980-81 School year).
Nlhite catagory includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.
8lack cateqory does not include persons of Hispanic origin.
%%
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Table 28
Estimated Number of American Youth
(18-23 Years) Who Would Qualify for Enlistmnt
By Edw.ational Level, Racial/Ethnic Group, and Seax
-AIR FORCE -
Educational Levelc
Racial/Ethnic Blkow High School GED High School High School Diploma
Group and Seib Graduate Equivalency Graduate and Above TOTAL
Male 246,996 206,817 6,862,037 7,315,849
Female 167,447 187,377 6,519,427 6,874,251
4 Total 414,442 394,194 13,381,464 14,190,100
Blacke
Kale 5,098 6,839 348,906 360,842
Female 2,957 7,163 360,802 370,922
Total 8,055 14,002 709,707 731,764
Hispanic
Male 2.316 5,043 280,986 288,344
Female 6,774 3,737 199,812 210,323
Total 9,090 8,78w 480,797 498,667
TOTA
Kale 254.409 218,699 7,491,927 7,965,035
Female 177,178 198,277 7,080.041 7,455,496
Total 431,587 416,976 14,571,968 15,420,531
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (manpower, Installations and Logistics).
AEstimates of the number of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the basis of
results from the "Profile of American Youth" (administration of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery [ASVAB] to a national probability sample In 1980) and the 1981 education/
aptitude standards used by the Armed Services. (it should be noted that eligibility for
enlistment would also depend on other factors--including medical and moral requirements.)
bAmerican youth population includes all persons born between January 1, 1957 and December 31,
1962.
cEducatlonal level as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 school year).
dWhlte category Includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.




It should be noted again that the percentages and numbers presented here
are estimates of the portion of the population that would have qualified for
enlistment based only on the education/aptitude criteria applied in FY
"" 981.63 Eligibility for actual enlistment would have depended on the indi-
vidual's ability to satisfy certain other requirements, including standards
that relate to physical fitness, medical condition, and background and behav-
ior (i.e., the so-termed moral standards).
* ,Higher minimum aptitude scores, as seen above in Table 19, were required
ordinarily for male non-high school graduates and recipients of GED high
school equivalency certificates in each of the four Services. The "Profile of
American Youth" revealed that aptitude test scores tend to increase, on the
average, in direct correspondence with advances in an individual's level of
education. The combination of higher minimum aptitude standards and lowerI m average scores for high school dropouts reduced considerably the number and
percentage of nongraduates who would have been eligible for military service.
Restrictions on women (e.g., Congressional restrictions on women in combat)
V . likewise diminished their relative eligibility compared with males in allF
educational categories. In FY 1981, for instance, female non-high school
graduates were not eligible to enlist in either the Navy or the Marine Corps;
17.1 -63The minimum education and aptitude standards applied in FY 1981 are the
same as those applied in FY 1982. Beginning in FY 1983, the Navy and the
Marine Corps modified their minimum standards as follows: (1) in the Navy,
differential standards for females were eliminated, so females at all educa-
tional levels required to meet the same standards as those established
for males; (2) in the Marine Corps, males who did not possess a high school
"diploma were required to attain an AFQT percentile score of no less than 31
;,.i (instead of 21) and a standard score of at least 105 (instead of 95) on the
" General-TechnIcal composite. All other minimum standards in the Armed
Service. were the same in FY 1983 as in FY 1981. Tables C-2 through C-5 In
I "Appendix C display the effects of the FY 1983 minimum education and aptitude
standards applied by the Navy and thte Marine Corps on the selected population
"subgroups.
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females with GED certificates also were barred from joining the Marine Corps;
I #
and female high school graduates wishing to enter the Navy or Marine Corps
were required to meet higher minimum aptitude standards than those established
for male graduates.
In general, proportionately more young men and women--wlthin each level "
of education and racial/ethnic category--would have been able to qualify for
enlistment in the Army than in any other Service. The overall effect of mini-
mum aptitude standards on the comparative ability of persons to qualify for
enlistment in the other Services may be summarized as follows:
4..,
9 The proportion of males (regardless of racial/ethnic
group) with GED high school equivalency certificates
and of males with high school diplomas who would have
qualified for enlistment is largest for the Navy and
Army, next largest for the Marine Corps, and smallest
for the Air Force.
Young men without high school diplomas or equivalency
certificates would have found it comparatively easier
(but just slightly) to qualify for the Marine Corps
than for the Navy, and most difficult to have quali-
fled for the Air Force.
Females with high school diplomas would have found it
most difficult to qualify for the Marine Corps in FY
1981. For white female graduates, the next lowest
qualification rate was that for the Navy and then the ""
Air Force, while for black female graduates the quali-
.4
fication rate for these Services was reversed. Because
of the bar on women who did not possess diplomas, the
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overall proportion of females eligible to enlist in
the Marine Corps was the lowest of all the Services.
The Navy's aptitude requirements for women with equiv-
v.4
alency certificates were slightly more lenient than
those of the Air Force.
It is quite apparent from the results presented here that enlistment
"selectivity" varies from Service to Service. About three out of four young
men, on the average, would have qualified for the Army (76.3 percent), Navy
(75.0 percent), or Marine Corps (72.4 percent) in FY 1981, compared with fewer
than two out of three (62.6 percent) for the Air Force. Just over three out
of four (78.3 percent) women would have been expected to meet the Army's
minimum requirements, compared with about three out of five for the Air Force
(60.4 percent) and the Navy (57.8 percent), and fewer than one out of two
(46.4 percent) for the Marine Corps.
Even more dramatic, however, are the effects of aptitude/education stand-
ards on the enlistment eligibility rates for the three racial/ethnic groups.
For example, approximately four out of five white youth would have been
expected to qualify for enlistment in the Army during FY 1981. Just over half
S~(54.6 percent) of all Hispanic youth, and just under half (48.1 percent) of
all black youth, would have met the minimum aptitude standards established by
the Army. And the disparity between racial/ethnic groups is even wider In the
other Services. About three out of 10 white youth (29.5 percent), for
instance, probably would have failed to qualify for entry into the Air Force,
based on FY 1981 minimum education/aptitude standards; in sharp contrast,
!•Ialmost four out of five (78.5 percent) black youth would have been rejected by
the Air Force for aptitude test score or education level disqualifications.
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"Differential ?ptitude standards had a pronounced effect on the eligibil-
Ity rates for American youth in three education categories, both within and .-
between the separate racial/ethnic groups. The enlistment eligibility rates
for non-high school graduates, regardless of racial/ethnic group, were consid-
erably below the comparable rates for persons with equivalency certificates Gr
high school diplomas (who could qualify with lower test scores). Minorities
who were high school dropouts (without GED certificates), in fact, had little
or no likelihood in FY 1981 of being able to meet the minimum aptitude score
criteria established for enlistment in the Armed Services. This was especial-
ly true for black nongraduates. In FY 1981, about 7.1 percent probably could
have passed the Arny's standards, compared with still lower proportions in the
Navy and Marine Corps and less than one percent in the Air Force. -*
Tables 25 through 28 display the estimated numbers of young men and
women--by educational level, racial/ethnic group, and sex--who would have been ,,,
expected to qualify for enlistment into each of the four Military Services
during FY 1981. These data are presented here to give some idea of (1) the
approximate number of youth, by selected demographic subgroup, affected by the 741
eligibility rates shown above, and (2) the diffewintial impact of Service
standards on the supply of qualified applicants.
EliglIbility for Enlistment: Regional Differences
The results of the "Profile of American Youth" revealed regional differ-
ences in the test performance of young men and women. These differences are
related to other factors, such as urban-rural composition, quality of educa-
tion, and socioeconomic and subcultural differences. Nevertheless, the varia-
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'' available" population in, say, Mississippi or Georgia may Le quite unlike its
counterpart in Maine or New York. And these variations in aptitude test
scores from one region to the next hold some bearing on the allocatio.i of
resources for recruiting, on Issues concerning future mobilization of
manpower, and on other policy or program decisions that are connected with
regional recruiting or draft quotas.
Table 29 shows the estimated percent of American youth who would have
been expected to qualify for enlistment in FY 1981 by Census region and divi-
sion and Military Service (Appendix table C-1 displays Census regions and
Divisions by State). Table 30 displays the corresponding numbers of eligible
young men and women from the four regions and nine component divisions. (It
should be noted that persons outside the major regions--such as those In out-
lying areas, bordering nations, and countries and dependencies of special
sovereignty (n,233)--were excluded from the analysis.)
The results presented In Tables 29 and 30 demonstrate that there are sub-
stantial differences in the "qualification rates" for designated geographical
areas both within and between the Military Services. In the three divisions
Z•. in the South, for instance, fewer than three out of four young men and women
probably would have been qualified for enlistment into the Arnly during FY
1981; in the Northeast and North Central regions and part of the West (the
Mountain states), on the other hand, it is estimated that better than four out
of five individuals would have passed the Army's education and aptitude stand-
ards.
The proportions of "qualified" American youth who reside in the South--
the traditional recruiting base for the Armed Services, where pro-military
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Table 29
Estimted Percent of American Youth (18-23 years) Who Would Quality
for Enlistment by Census Region and Division, and Military Services
Census Region and
Divisioeb ARMY NAVY MARINE CORPS AIR FORCE
m, 1 I I I•l
Northast li Ud •
Now England 06.1 76.3 70o6 72.3
Middle Atlantic 79.7 71.1 62.8 61.1
fl h 1,I ! ,-..i L 6.
t. North Central 81.3 69.3 62.3 64.9 a
W. North Central 83.8 77.4 72.2 72.7
mountain 63.6 69.3 66.6 62.2
Pacific 76,5 66.4 66.9 63.2
South Atlantic 69.4 57.4 10.6 62.7
1. South Central 69.2 64.7 44,2 49.0
W. South Central 72.0 63,1 61. 564.0
TOTAL 77.3 66.11 s9.61 61.3
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
aEstimates of the percent of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the basis '
of results from the "Profile of American Youtho (administration of the Armed Services Voca-
tional Aptitude Battery (ASVA83 to a national probability sample in 1960) and the 1981
educmtion/aptitude standards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility
for enlistment would also depend on other factors--including medical and moral requirements.)
bkmericen youth population includes all persons born between January 1, 1917 and December 31,
1962. Estimates of American youth qualified for military service use educational lyael as of





Estimated Numer of American Youth (18-23 years) who would Qualify
tfor Enlistent by Census Region and Division, and Military Service'
Census Regi a and
Divtsio ARMY NAVY MARINE CORPS AIR FORCE
oSrtheaut 4,130.79 3J62,,803 3.315.M 3.475.271
New England 1,110,402 980,376 906,592 928,289
Middle Atlantic 3,120,477 2,178,427 2.419,400 2,546,982
SNorth Centre1 11,011,003 1.22,424 4.136.764 89,3
E. North Central 4.646,381 3,95719(6 3,567,471 3,710,230
W, North Central 1.365,622 1,264,4568 1,179,313 19186,609
Ad• M.UM.? 1.80.34 1.5182.11 2,614.1188
Mountalin 1,092,463 905,544 873,068 812,740
Pacific 2,172,644 1,901,823 1,688,473 1,811,848
POug 1,10,4 4,414,16i4 4,114,920 4,38514.4
South Atlantic 3,303,921 2,739,381 2,494,732 2,114,407
E, South Central 966,701 764,8653 618,167 686,543
W, South Central 1,5216,842 1,337,330 1,11,8021 1,185,454
TOTAL 13,311,413 16,634,1U 14,889,117 16,314,101
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
&Estimates of the number of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the basis of
results from the *Profile of American YouthN (administration of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVASJ to a national probability sample in 1980) and the 1961 education/aptitude
standards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for ealistment would
also depend on other factors--including medical and moral requirements.)
bAjsricin youth population includes all persons born between January 1, 1957 and December 31, 1962.
Estimates of American youth qualified for military service use educational level as of September
1960 (start of 1960-81 school year).
CTotals may differ slightly from those presented In other tables due to exclusion of persons from
areas outside the four major Census Regions and nine divisions listed here.
3-.
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sentiments are said to be the strongest. and where most military installations
are situated--appear especially low when compared with the qualification rates
in the other geographical areas. Indeed, less than half of all young men and
women living in the East South Central division (Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,
and Mississippi) would have been able to meet the FY 1981 education and apti- j
tude standards established by either the Marine Corps or the Air Force. By
comparison, the Marine Corps and Air Force would have found that about two out
of every three young residents in the Northeast and North Central divisions
qualified to join their enlisted ranks.
The geographical statistics on youth who were potentially eligible to
enlist in the Navy or Marine Corps during FY 1981 obviously reflect the tnflu-
ence of restrictions on females who did not possess a high school diploma.
The aggregate geographical statistics are Influenced also by differences in
the average educational level of individuals from different parts of the
country. Tables 31 through 34, which present the estimated numbers and per- IN
cent of "qualified" youth by educational level and sex, provide a more de- I
tailed view of the population and the effects of Service standards on specific
categories of potential recruits within separate geographical areas.
Of particular note, perhaps, Is the fact that there are certain regional
differences in the relative proportion of males and females who would meet
minimum aptitude standards for enlistment in the Arny or the Air Force. For
example, in the ArVy, the relative proportion of female nongraduates exceeded U..
the proportion of male nongraduates in three divisions (East North Central,
South Atlantic, and West South Central); female high school graduates had
.tA
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higher eligibility rates than their male counterparts in four divisions
(Middle Atlantic, East South Central, Mountain, and Pacific); and, overall,
"the proportion of eligible female youth exceeded that of males in the Middle
Atlantic, East North Central, South Atlantic, East South Central, Mountain,
and Pacific divisions. In the Air Force, the proportion of all "qualified"
females exceeded the comparable proportion of "qualified" males in the same
SCensus divisions as the Army, with the exception of East North Central and
Pacific.
During FY 1983, the Navy modified its minimum education and aptitude
',-,.standards (as noted above) so that the same criteria applied to both women and
men, This change resulted in a sizeable increase in the population of poten-
tially qualified females at all three levels of education, In addition, in a
pattern similar to the results In the Army and the Air Force, the proportion
of females who would be expected to meet the Navy's educatior, and aptitude
. " ~ criteria surpassed the comparable proportion of males in several geographical
areas. The estimated number and percent of the 1980 youth population who
would have passed the Navy's education and aptitude standards of FY 1983--by
educational level, sex, and Census division--can be found in Appendix Table
D-3.
I .4 With the understanding that enlistment standards are flexible and subject
to change in accordance with manpower supply and demand, population eligibil-
a iL'- ity rates were also calculated on the basis of various alternative standards.
;t: Four sets of alternative or "simulated" criteria were selected for analysis.
The statistical results and a brief discussion of the findings are presented
[4 in Appendix E.
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Table 35 was extracted from the data appearing in Appendix E. This
excerpt shows the enlistment qualification rates for each of the Armed Ser-
vices using actual and lower aptitude standards. The "lower" aptitude stand-
ards used here are the minimum scores for high school diploma graduates
applied by each of the Services during FY 1983 (thus eliminating education
differentials or the higher minimum aptitude requirements currently set for
nongraduates and GEDs). While the data for all four Services show increases
in the proportions of persons eligible, these increases are rather modest
(i.e., from a low of two percent for the Air Force to a high of seven percent
for the Navy). Obviously, the four Services share the manpower pool and
therefore no one Service could actually expect to increase its pool by these
amounts under such reduced standards. (More simulations, demographic details,
and discussion can be found in Appendix E.)
Table 31
Istimated Percent of American Youth (16-23 Years) Who Would
Qualify for inltieant Under Actual and Lower Standardsa
(1363 Standards)
.Arm Nvy Marine Corps " Air Force
Sab Actual Lowierc Actual Lower A0t0a Lower 4  AGWua Lowrer
Male 76.3 02.3 75.0 61.6 68.3 77.0 62.6 65.2
Female 78.3 02.0 78.1 84.4 46.4 61.2 60.4 02.0
Total 77.3 62.6 76.5 83.6 57.8 64.3 61.5 63.5
Soure:i Derived from special tabulations provided by tho Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Manpower. Installations and Logistics).
i95tltAtel of the percent of youth qualified for military service were calculated or, the bas4s of results
from the "Profile of American Youth" (Administration of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
EASVA5] to a national probability sample in 1960) and the 1_3 education/aptitude standards used by the
Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for en-Tistment would also depend on other factors--
Including medical and moral requirements.)
bAMrIcan youth population Includes all persons born between January 1. 1957 and December 31. 1962.
CThs lower standards used here are the minimum aptitude standtrds for hi h school diploma graduates within
each of the Aimed Services. For example. In FY 1963, non-high school graduates and GCDI applying for
enlilotent In the Army were required to attain a percentile score of at least 31 on the AroT along with
required minimum scores on ASvAS composites. High school diploma graduates were required to Attain a
lower score of at least AFQT 16 with minimum ASYAB composite scores. The "lower' requirements shown in
this table are thus the minimum aptitude scores for high school graduates, as applied to all applicants
repardless of education. Although the specific standards used by the different Services vary7they are in
al/ cases more lenient than the standerds actually used for non-high school graduates or GEDS.
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Military Participation Rates
IP A popular subject of discussion, beginning around the middle of the 1960s
and extending through the period of the All-Volunteer Force, has been the
representativeness" or statistical description of the youth population in the
American military. 6 4  Over the years, numerous attempts have been made to
describe the cross-sectional character of the Armed Services by estimating the
:participation rates" of various demographic subgroups. The rates of partici..
pation for all youth (or specific age cohorts) can be determined easily with
.. .Department of Defense statistics on active duty personnel and Bureau of the
Census population estimates. However, the "participation rates" of potent-
b [ially qualified youth--a more refined measure of participation--must obviously
be based on a reasonable estimation of the number and characteristics of the
specific portion of the population that could be expected to pass through the
military's enlistment screens.
In 1976, Cooper drew upon examination data on preinductees and, assuming
that the population of preinductees approximated a representative sample of
military-age youth, derived the several estimates of the population classified
as AFQT Categories I through 111.65 These estimates are shown in Table 36.
"The projected population scores on the AFQT were then combined with Cen-
. :sus data and Defense Deptrtment statistics on active duty recruiting, and a
4 ;. "
-I
64Mark J. Eitelberg, Mlita, Representation: The Theoretical and Practical
S"Imrllcations of Populon Re resentation in the American Armed Forces,
AD-AU93-391 (Alexendria, VA: - efense Technical Information Center LDTICJ,
October 1979).
J , 65Richard V.L. Cooper, Military Manpower and the All-Volunteer Force,
R-1450-ARPA (Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, September 1977), p. 213.
=,, .... 3 - 4 9
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Table 
36
Previously Estimated Percent of Male Population
Scoring in AFQT Categories I-111
Estimated Percent of Male Population Scoring
in AFQT Categories I-III
Year White (Nonbiack) Black
1971 83 33





rough estimate was derived of the proportion of higher-quality youth (AFQT
FIR.q
Categories I through III or AFQT percentile 31 and above) who had Joined the
Armed Services. 6 6  These so-termed "participation rates" among young men in
the top three AFQT Categories are displayed in Table 37.
More recently, the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) of Youth Labor
Force Behavior (but without the "Profile of American Youth" component) was
used to estimate military "participation rates" for males (18 to 21 years) ".
during 1979 (the week of survey administration). The authors of one report on
the NLS results, for instance, found generally higher participation rates for
minorities than for whites, especially when level of education is taken into
64
66 1bid., p. 216.
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Table 37
Previously Estimated Percent of Male Population
In AFQT Categories I-IlI Who Enlisted in the Military
Estilmted Percent of Male Population in AFQT
Categories 1-111 Who Enlisted In the Hilitar.
Year White (Nonblack) Black





account (see Table 38).67 (It should be noted here that Cooper's estimates
are participation rates for Category 1-111 males of all ages--all of whom
"would generally qualify for enlistment--while the rates from the NLS analysis
are percentages of the total population ages 18-23.)
Both of the previous studies summarized above show that minorities--
particularly those with higher levels of education and those in the higher
aptitude categories--participate in the military at relatively greater rates
than their white counterparts. This is not unexpected, considering the fact ,::
that the Armed Services have heen a traditional avenue of social mobility and
(frequently) an employer of last resort for qualified minorities.
6 7Choongsoo Kim et al., The All-Volunteer Force: An Analysis of Youth
Participation, Attrition, and Reenlistnent (Columbus, OH: center for' Human
Resource Research, The Ohio State University, May 1980), p. 213.
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Table 38
Previously Estimated "Military Participation Rates" for Males
(18-21 Years) by Racial/E-thnic Group and Education
Military Participation Rate (Percent) for
Males (18 - 21 Years)
Racial/Ethnic All Levels of 12 to 15 Years




Total 6.7 7.4 2.,
Source: Kim, et al. 1980.
Nevertheless, although the analysis by Cooper seeks to discover the participa-
t:on rates of higher-quality youth, it is based largely on data obtained from
the less-than-representative population of preinductees. And, while the study
by the Center for Human Resource Research uses the NLS national probability
sample to estimate general rates of participation, it did not yet have the
benefit of aptitude testing results from the "Profile of American Youth".
"In the present analysis, the military "participation rates" of American
male youth were calculated with aptitude and education data from the "Profile
Study" and recruiting statistics compiled by the Defense Manpower Data Center.
The "participation rate" is defined as the percentage of male youth born
between January 1, 1957 and December 31, 1962 (18 through 23 years old at the
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actually enlisted in the military (for the first time) between July 1, 1973
and September 30, 1981.68
Before the participation rates could be calculated, it was first neces-
sary to obtain a detailed computation of all males born during the appropriate
time period who had ever enlisted in the military. Table 39 shows this base
population arrayed by racial/ethnic group, educational level, and Service in
which enlisted. Using these statistics on male enlistees provided by the
Department of Defense and the estimates of the general population (Table 20)
"and "qualified" population (Tables 25 through 28), it was possible to derive
two ratios: (1) the proportion of all male youth (within selected categories)
who have ever participated in the active duty military; and (2) the proportion
of all Potentially qualified male youth who have ever entered active duty
military service.
Tables 40 through 44 present the results of this analysis for each of the
.S four Armed Services and all Services combined. It should be noted that the
cross-sectional participation rates displayed In the tables actually under-
• jthe true percentages of male youth who join the military, since they do
"not include individuals who either (a) enlist after September 30, 1981,
(b) enter officer programs, or (c) directly Join the Reserves or National
Guard. It should also be pointed out that eligibility for enlistment would
depend on other factors in addition to aptitude and education--including
medical and moral requirements--which would reduce again the potentially
"6 8The aforementioned ASVAB miscalibration affected the test scores of
"recruits who tested from 1 January 1976 through 30 September 1980. The scores
of AFQT Category IV examinees were Inflated approximately 15 points; thus, the
participation rates" shown in Tables 40-44 are higher than would be expected
without the calibration error.
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Table 39
Base Population Used to Derive Participation Rates by
Racial/Ethnic Group, Educational Level, and Military Services
Raaial/Ethnic ALL
g roup and ARMY NAVY MARINE CORPS AIR FORCE SERVICES
Educational Levelb
NHSG 189,163 91,377 10,966 16,584 347,400
GE0 20,275 23,952 1,668 18,490 68,382
HSG 211,043 241,033 104,167 204,941 761,188.
IUd180,274 JE4kAL ?.LL74A2dJ
NNHS 86,390 8.146 10,710 1,046 76.347
GED 4.813 1,813 713 1,805 9,229
HSG 119,060 37,922 33,288 33,023 223,263
HispnhicI l LZ II6.1
NHS4 10,681 2.182 3,785 420 17,472
ago 1,653 669 409 717 3,618
HSG 17,677 9,395 8,277 7,407 42,759
Eanknow LMIm S LMI IIjE
NHSG 2,717 319 246 110 3,432
SID $i5 209 66 148 1,018
HSG 2,126 2,307 1,074 2,131 8,033 d
NH5G 258,401 102,424 65,766 18,160 444,741
BED 27,341 26,884 6,893 21,170 82,288
MSG 350,306 290,660 . 146,776 247,506 1,031,248
Sourest Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
Safse population Includes all males barn between January 1, 1987 and December 31, 1962 who enlistd in
the military (for the first tine) between July 1973 and September 1981.
bcducational level at time of entry Into military service. NN~I is non-high school graduate. I~i
recipient of General, Educational Development (010) high achiiW equivalency certificate. HSG i1igh
school diploma graduate Or Above.
cwhits category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.
dilack category does not include persons of Hispanic origin.
11ncludes persons for whom educational level could not be determined. Unknown cases are distributed
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ku Populationo Hi "1lckd Hispanic TOTAL
Below High SCo graduate
All Youth 4.4 1,3 0.8 3.3
Qualified Youth 12.4 20.2 8.6 12.7
u10 HIh School Equlvalency
All Youth 6.5 2.8 3.4 6.9
"Qualified Youth 8.9 7,5 7.0 8.8
.g .~c.,ool 01o0m Graduate
All Youth 3.1 3.8 2.3 3.2
Qualified Youth 3.2 569 2.7 3.4
All Youth 3.1 2.8 1.7 3.3
Qualified Youth 4.2 G.8 3.3 4,4
Sourcest Derived from data that appear In Department of Defense, Ile of American YoVthl
11110 j1V.Olnwtd@ AdlllnjjlZtjnof of $hj Armed Segglcus Sigt~lnal A0%lUdj pganry
S(HWlltin %one O..',I Office or %rno A8111116% 5ecreovery af Defense Utelnpower. electroe
Affairs, and Logisticl], March 1982); and special tabulations provy dd by the Office
W •of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics).
aParticipation rate Is the percentage of mile youth born between January 1, 1957 and December 31.
1962 who enlisted In the military (for the first time) between July 1973 and September 1981.
Participation rates are shown for two base populationsi 1. all male youth within the racial/
ethnic and education categoryl and 2. all male youth who would Wo6-expte''qualify for ,n1ist-
ment under 1981 aptitude test standards (by racial/ethnic and education category-- The cross-
sectional participation rates uqdlrs the true percentage of male youth who join the military
since they do not Include Individuals who a) enlist after 30 September 1981 and b) enter officer
proars. Estimates of the number of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the
basis of results from the 'Profile of American Youth' (administration of the Armed Services Voca-
tional Aptitude Battery to a national probability sample In 1980) and the 1981 education//.ptitud.
standards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for onlistm. -t would
also depend on other factors--including medical and moral requirements.)
bFor military personnel, education at time of entry (and Initial qualification) into service.
* ,,• Approximately one percent of the male youth population could not be Identified on the basis of
.,,' educationj and one percent of military personnel could not be Identified on the basis of racial/
"ethnic group. These unknown cases were not Included in the calculations of participation rates.
cWhite category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.




Military Participation Rates of Male Youth Born 1957
Through 1962 by Racial/Ethnic Group and Educational Levels
- MARINE CORPS -
Rocial/Ethnic Group
[ducational Level and
moo PopultIomb 1hitec Dlackd Hispanic TOTAL
%Wlow HKh School Graduate
All Youth 2.4 1.7 1.1 2.1
Qualified Youth 4.1 26.1. 11.0 7.2
QED '11oh School loEuivalnc.
All Youth 1.6 1.2 1.6 1.5
Qualified Youth 2,3 4.3 4.2 2.6
1h 19022 01gh 1 O o rol duatlll
S'.
All Youth 1.3 3,3 2.0 1.6
Qualified Youth 1.5 6.4 2.1 1.8
All Youth 1.6 2.7 1.6 1.7
Qualified Youth 2,0 7.8 3,4 s.4
j ..
Sourcell Derived from data that appear In Department of Defense, Profi!! of Amer anYouht 1980 JAStSngidl Adm, nistriltln ,9f the Arg 5erlt©el 9251%'20l4A1 tl
go IPPY110 lNiinsngwon, . !epa office or %no AioleJa secretary or vefes
on power, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics], March 1982)1 and special tabula- .
Vtons provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower,Reserve Affairs, and Logistics).
&Participation rate is the percentage of mule youth born between January 1, 1957 and Decem-',
bar 31, 1962 who enlisted in the military (for the first time) between July 1973 end
Soptember 1961. Participation rates are shown for two base populations: 1. LLI m I
0 yLaithin the racal/othnic and education categoryl and I. all male youth who woulI"t1161lted to oualIfy for enlistment under 1961 aptitude test standards (by raciall/ethnic
And education catgory). The cross-sectional participation rates understate the true
percentage of male youth who join the .military since they do not Include ini1Viduals who
a) enlist after 30 September 1361 and b) enter officer programs. Estimates of the number
of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the basis of results frnm the
'Profile of American Youth" ?administration of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery to a national probability sample In 1960) and the 1961 educetion/aptitude stan-
dards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlistment
would also depend on other factors-'including medical and moral requirements.)
bror military personnel, education at time of entry (and initial qualifi'talon) into
service. Approximately one percent of the male youth population could not be identified
on the basis of education; and one percent of military personnel could not be Identified
on the basis of racial/ethnic group. These unknown cases were not included in the calcu-
lations of participation rates,
CWhite category includes all racial/ethnic groups other then black or Hispanic,






54$1|t1ry1orticlpation Rates of Plo Youth Boan 1957
Through It t by Racil/Ethnic Group and Educational Levels
*AIR FORCE - .'
Racl0llEthnIc Group
.ducatiomal Level aid
Base Populattonb WhiteC |lackd Hispanic TOTAL
Below High School GrAduate
All Youth 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.6
Qualified Youth 6.7 20.5 18.1 7.1
610 Hioh School nuivollency
Qualified Youth 0.3 16.4 14.4 9.7
All Youth 1.6 3.3 1.8 2.7
Qualified Youth 3,0 0.1 2.6 3.3
All Youth 2.3 2.1 1.1 2.3
Qualified Youth 3.3 9.9 3.0 3.6
Soureust Derived from data that appear in Department of Defense, Profil f American YoUthSNa•,ltoanwide Administration of the Arnmdset•y,161 Vocit!9n4i Altitude atter
as hngton, D.C.: Office or the Assist an a3crelary O ofense Lmanpower, ReServe
ffairs and Logistlcs], March 1982); and Special tIulations provided by the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics).
AParticipation rate is the percentage of male youth born between January 1. 1957 and December 31,
1962 who enlisted in the military (for the first time) between July 1973 and September 1981.
Participation rates are shown for two base populatIlons 1. f ll th within the racial/
ethnic and education categoryl and 2. all male youth who wourdb i"pe to ogili •L for anllst-
mint under 1981 aptitude test standards (by racial/ethnic and education categoryy----Te cross.
sectional participation rates umndlin&es the true percentage of male youth who join the military
since they do not include indtWIdi wTFo a) enlist after 30 September 1981 and b) enter officer
,progrims, Estimatee of the number of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the
basi of results from the "Profila of imorican Youth" (administration of the Armed Services Voca-
tional Aptitude Battery to a national probability sample in 1980) and the 1981 education/aptitude
standards used by the Armed Services. (it should be noted that eligibility for enlistment would
,also depend on other factors--including medical and moral requirements.)
bFor military personnel, educAtion at time of entry (and initial qualification) Into service.
Approximately one percent of the male youth population could not be Identified on the basls of
educationi; ad one percent of military personnel could not be Identified on the basis of racial/
ethnic group. These unknown Cases were not included In the calculations of participation rates.
cWhite catpqory includes all racial/ethnic groups other thin black or Hispanli;.
dildCk Cate.ory does not include persons of Hispanic Origin.
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Table 44
tilitary Participation Rxtes of Nale Youth Born 1957
Through 1962 by Racial/Ethi0c hroup wnd Educational Level&
Rocial/Ithnic Group
gducational Lovelb hiltac Blackd Hispanic TOTAL
"**.: ~
.Mi
1*l91 Niel School frodyste
*1All Youth 16.6 12.1 5.3 14.6 .
.1Qualified Youth 39.0 135.70 45.7 41.1 ::
lED High School [ouivslumc
All Youth 18.6 14.2 14.1 18.0
Qualified Youth 25.5 37.6 29.7 27.0.1
All Youth 9.6 22.3 10.3 11.2
Qualified Youth 10.2 33.7 11.1 12.2
All Youth 11.5 16.2 8.3 12.3
Qualified Youth 13.6 41.6 15.3 16.0
Sources: Derived from data that appear In Department of Defense, Prsfil of American Youth:
irs, nd Logistics], March 1962)1 and special tabulations provided by t .fic
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reservi Affairs, and Logistics).
&Participation rate is the percenta of mile youth barn between Januar" 1, 1957 and December 31,
1962 who enlisted in the millltry ?fear the fi rst time) between July 1%7 and September 19681.
Participation rates are shown for two base populations., 1. all mAle1 1wh within the racial/ ..
ethnic and education categoryl and 2. all male youth who wou' -.I sci to q 7.0lif for enlist-
Ment under 1961 aptitude standards (by racialthnic and education Category) ,The cross-
seQonal participation rates unr the true percentage of male youth who oin the military'
oAth nmbr fout qalfid ormiitr ser.ie wer calulte ..n.the
since they do not include ddv ua s o a) enlist after 30 September 1961 and b) enter officer
rOjraOs. OEstimaes ofr dith numbe ofel youth ipirtmet forf" Oeinayse rvic1e wer Amrcalculated on th
fresults from the Profile nYouth (administration of the Armed Services Voca-
Aptitude Ba t o a national pro1bbility sample in 1960) and the 1981 education/aptitude
used by the Amed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlistment would
asdeedon other factors--Including medical and moral requirements.)
iltay ronhlA education at time of entry (and initial qualification) into service.
Approximately one percent of the male youth population could not be identified on the basis of
educationl and one percent of military personnel could not be Identified on the basis of racial/
etlhic group. Thes unknir owa n cases were not included in the calculations of participation rates.CWhite Cadtagory includes all racial/thnic groups other th'di black or Hispanic.
d 1Iack C tegory does not include persons of Hispanic origin.
*This figure reflects the fact that during the FY 1976.80 period the Armed Services unknowingly
acceptead volunteers who did m t meet. ligibility standards because of errors in test calibration. *ul
Since these errors affected principally non-high school graduates with low aptitude scos the .
Services enlisted many more black male droouts than would have been qualified in the relevant
population group.
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:i qualified population (especially for those in the lower socioeconomic strata)
i N and further increase the corresponding participation rates.69
S;:'iThe statistics on the separate Military Services (Tables 40 through 44)
•'• tndicate, as expected (particularly from end strength requirements), that the
participation rates for young men are highest in the Army, followed generally ,
in order by the Navy, the Air Force, and the Marine Corps. Participation
.• ,•lrates are presented also for the selected demographic categories. Among white
• •;imale youth with GED certificates or high school diplomas, the participation
S";rates in the Navy are higher than those in the Army--and thepatcaio
d • rates of white males at these educational levels in the Air Force are about
Sthe same as the rates in the Army (if not sltghly higher). The participation
. .i•rates for blacks are usually equal to or higher in the Marine Corp; then in
'•the Navy (with the exception of blacks po3sessing GED certificates). The
i I total rates for Hispanics are lowest in the Air Force, and the rates for
1* 1 non-high school graduates generally are lowest in the Air Force.
I,-,
Sfl The attraction of the military for minority youth is most vividly
portrayed when the participation data for the separate Armed Services are
;• .•combined. As seen in Table 44, black and Hispanic youth who are "qualified"
for military service have generally enlisted in proportionately greater levels
d69Vriations exst a n the definitions of "hggh school graduate" applted by
eacT Melstary Servtice and the definition used pn the NLS d(ta base. Indeed,i path-ie re about n fne dyfferent categor hes ent i n the available types of
ihqn orr thepNavyo or equivalency credenthal s--and no two Services treat
ratsall types lke. Persons who complete a correspondence school program as a
S~subs tlttace for formal gradliation (with diploma), for example, are treated as
lCED yiuvalents in the Navy, but as do ploma graduates in the other Services.
aTh definhltlons used in the NLS data base, on the other hand, tend to
generalts q -thuit gh it ts unknown how soml of the types of credentials arebo
'• d',f~n,d.d ,'ot a further discussion of the various types of education creden- .tham avolable r, the U.S. today, see Jantice H. Laurence, Secondary Educatio
Credcnt-ls: A Malitary Enlistment Policr Dilemma, FR-PRD-M3rn22 A tlexandr in
VA: Hue Navy (wtr h the exce organization, November 1983)c i t T
tfa Fh
no-ihsho rdae eealyaelws nteArFre
than their white counterparts. This is particularly true for blacks: as of
September 1981, almost 45 percent of all potentially qualified black males inSi
the United States (born In 1957 through 1962) had entered military service.
One out of three black male youth who had a high school diploma or a GED, and
would probably qualify for enlistment, had enlisted by September 1981--while
the comparable rate for black high school dropouts was a whopping 136 percent.
(This unusually high rate reflects the fact that ASVAB misnorming during FY
1976-80 principally affected the eligibility of non-high school graduates with
low aptitude test scores. Many more black youth in this category consequently
were accepted for military service than would have qualified with a correctly
calibrated test.) In contrast, the participation rate for potentially quall-
fled white high school graduates was 10 percent; and the overall rate for
white males who would qualify for enlistment was about 14 percent.
The participation rates presented in Table 44 were updated to cover
the next two years of military eligibility (through September 30, 1983) for •
younger males in the group. (Males born in 1957 through 1962 would have been
between the ages of about 21 and 26 in September 1983. The median age of new
enlistees is 19 years; so the vast majority of all men in the relevaiiL group
who planned to join the military would have probably enlisted already by the
end of FY 1983.)
.'.'
The revised participation rates for all Services combined are shown In
Table 45. The addition of two more years of enlistment experience resulted in
a modest increase in the participation rates of all youth and in those who




Military Participation Rates of male Yot on ewo
1957 through 12byRca/tncgroup andEdctoaLel
(Updated Through September 1983)
Racial/Ethnic Group
Educational Level White Black Hispanic TOTAL
lowHigh School Graduate
All Youth 17.0 12,3 5.4 14.9
Qualified Youth' 40.0 137.8* 46.5 4.
up0 High school Eauivalencv
All Youth 21.4 16.2 16,1 20.4
Qualified Youth 29.4 43.0 33.2 30.6
Ujo So I 10PmG4
All Youth 11.1 21.6 12.0 13.2
Qualified Youth 12.1 42.0 14.0 14.4
All Youth 13.0 20.3 9.3 13.9
Sources: Derived from data that appear In Department of Defense, Profile of American
Youth: 1980 Vationwide Administrations of the Armed services Vocationiial t1
tias Ist1jrt3Ywasnington, D.C.: Office or the Assistant Secretary of Defense
tLMUPe, 4eaerve Affairs, and Logistics], March 1992; and special tabulations
,e ~provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve%
Affairs, and Logistics).
4 ',
This figure reflects the fact that during the FY 1976-80 period the Armed Services unknow-
ingly accepted volunteers who did not meet eligibility standards because of errors in test
ca &bra tio. Since these errors affected principally non-high school graduates with low
aptitude scores the Services enlisted many more black male dropouts than would have been




"qualified" black males increased from 45 percent to 50 percent. It is
estimated that, if disqualifications for medical and moral reasons were also
taken into account, the participation rate for all potentially eligible
blacks at this point would be as high as 60 percent. That rate would even be
slightly greater if officers and nonprior service reservists were counted as
"military participants.",
Perhaps an even more revealing aspect of the youth participation statis-
tics lies in the fact that potentially qualified youth who do not have a high
school diploma or equivalency certificate--regardless of race--find military
service an especially appealing job or education alternative. Almost half of
all high school dropouts who could probably pass the military's aptitude test
standards had enlisted; and more than one out of four qualified GED recipients
had made the same choice. In fact, the impact of the Armed Services as a
place of relative opportunity, equal acceptance, and involvement, regardless ... '
of prior social disadvantage, has helped to make the military a traditional
channel for social mobility. The participation rates displayed tend to con-












Study Implications: Looking Ahead
The implications of the research reported here are, needless to say,
far-reaching for both the military and society. The causes and conse-
quences of screening for military service are intertwined with the lives
and futures of individuals and their families, with social categories and
a.,
communities, and with every person or group of persons touched by the
nation's military. Scr-eening for military service may likewise affect our
institutions, our domestic policies, international relations, and the tran-
quility and security of the nation. And the list goes on.
In this section, several separate, yet interrelated, implications of
the study results are briefly explored. First, the discussion looks at
factors or supplementary criteria (in addition to formal aptitude and edu-
cation requirements) that may play an important roie in determining who is
or is not eligible for enlistment. Emphasis here is placed on the added
selection standard3 used variously by the Armed Services, as well as the
job placement actions that occur during the enlistment process. The dis-
cussion then turns to the special problems and issues--underscored by
discrepancies in test score performance--regarding the selection and clas-
sification of women and minorities. A short note concerning the future
need for military personnel with high levels of ability is presented, fol-
lowed by an examination of multiple standards and current definitions (as
applied by the Armed Services) of "high school graduate." The section
closes with a concise review of current research efforts in the areas of
initial screening and placement, along with a "look ahead."
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Other Factors In Eligibility for Enlistmnt
The present study examines the qualitative character of military pre-
inductees, inductees, voluntary applicants, and enlistees over time. The
"study also describes the relative ability of different segments of American -
youth to qualify for enlistment in each of the Military Services and devel-
ops estimates of participation, Throughout the analysis, aptitude test '-
I.• scores and other individual attributes are treated in the context of
minimum requirements for enlistment or induction. In the case of induc-
,.V tion, where young men are selected, classified, and then assigned (by
directive) to military jobs where they are needed most, minimum require-
ments draw a clear-cut lin& between the qualified and the unqualified. For
volunteers, however, minimum aptitude/education, medical, and moral stand- .%-I
ards may be only the first among many "gates" that the individual will have
to pass through before gaining admission. Eventual enlistment often
depends on several other factors, including additional requirements for
persons with marginal qualifications and the offer of guaranteed placement
in a specific military occupation for those whose qualifications are well
above the minimum.
In the Army, for example, all applicants are evaluated at the recruit-
ef, level on tneir background characteristics and behavior while in school.
In addition, applicants who have arrest records, numerous traffic viola-
tions, or a history of alcohol abuse or drug use are ordinarily required to
gain a special "moral waiver," before they are allowed to enlist. The Mili-
"tary Services each have their own guidelines and regulations for processing
waivers and judging the merits of a case. There is an increasing tendency -
for individuals who fall Into this category to have little chance of being
4-2
K, -
accepted--particularly in a good recruiting market--unless they are clearly
desirable candidates on other grounds (such as education or training). The *
final decision on a waiver is left largely to the discretion of the desig-
nated authority.
7 0
The Navy also uses a method for assessing the qualifications of appli- K
cants that produces a general score or indicator of the individual's poten-
tial for successful service. This evaluation technique, called SCREEN (an
acronym for Success Chances for Recruits Entering the Navy), uses the
individual's educational attainment, age, and AFQT score to estimate the
relative probability that the applicant will effectively complete the first
year of service, Minimum SCREEN scores are established to prohibit enlist-
ment of those applicants who, on the basis of previous experience, have the
personal characteristics, background, and ability that increase their sta-
tistical likelihood for failure. Waivers can be granted to those with
SCREEN scores below the minimum level, and for certain categories of appli-
cants (such as those with prior drug involvement), the minimum scores are
raised.
Another consideration when viewing the enlistment process is the pre-
screening of applicants that occurs through the use of shortened versions
of the AFQT. The policies of the Armed Services vary concerning the use of
these prescreening tools, but they may be applied on a large-scale basis
(depending on the supply and demand for new enlistees). The abridged -
versions of the enlistment test are seen to offer a preview of the 'I
70Barbara Means, Uoral Standards for Military Enlistment: Screening Pro- 64
cedures and Im act, FR-PRD-83-26 (Alexandria, 
VA: Human Renources Research
Organization, November IgB43).
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individual's performance on the full-length test. If a prospective recruit
fails to achieve an acceptable score on the short test, he or she may be
advised by the recruiter (who administers and scores the test) to pospone
efforts to enlist or to seek entry into one of the other Armed Services.
The entire enlistment process for some applicants may thus end here, even
before it is allowed to formally begin.
In addition to their use in the enlistment screening process, aptitude
test scores are used to classify the recruit or potential recruit and to
determine eligibility for training and occupational assignment. An appli-
cant may thus be able to pass the minimum criteria for enlistment--but, if
he or she cannot meet the requirements for an available occupation (that
is, one in which the yearly quota of openings or training "school seats"
has not been filled), or is unable to qualify for any career field he or
she is willing to enter, enlistment may be postponed indefinitely or ruled
out entirely. For all intents and purposes, then, an applicant who is able
to pass the minimum entry criteria but unable to qualify for the "right"
job is an enlistment reject. (However, some Services do have a system for
granting waivers for occupational assignment to candidates who are other-
wise qualified.)
Indeed, as the authors of one study point out, recruiting is a func-
tion of training requirements: "The services attempt, primarily on the
basis of written tests, to decide the capabilities a person must possess to
be trained In a given occupation. Then, the services try to recruit
personnel that meet these test-established qualifications." 7 1  "Hence,"
71Herbert R. Northrup et al., Black mnd Other Minority Participation in D
the All-Volunteer Navy and Marine Corps (Philadelphia, PA: The Wharton
.School, University of Pennsylvania, 1979". p. 48.
1Si ,4-4isk,
the authors find, "mental testing, the keystone of the service's recruiting
programs, is used as a determinant of who is recruitable and who Is train-
able and as a limiting criterion In meeting recruiting mix objectives." 7 2
In a syndicated article, a news service journalist similarly observed
that "plainly, the ASVAB has power":
Whether a recruit becomes something fancy like a
microwave transmitter repairmen or something dreary
like what the Army calls a "laundry and bath special-
ist" depends on a power higher than the recruit or the
sergea&.. .
It depends on the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery, one of the most powerful Instruments In the
U.S, military this side of nuclear weapons. Score a 30
and you're out for deferred enlistment next June.
"Grab a lucky pencil," as one recruit put It, score a31 and you' re i n.:'
Drop out of high school and you'll need an ASVAB
score of 62 (sic] to enlist immediately and get the
next green bus to$ Fort Dix, N.J. Be a graduate and a
49 [sic] will do. 
3
"In the course of one afternoon," the journalist adds, "overseeing one
sergeant's transactions, four points on an ASVAB subtest kept a bright
adventurer out of the Special Forces, one point denied a young man enlist-
ment entirely and another young man--an electronics wizard by his test
scores--nearly picked that field instead of his dream: to become a truck
driver." 7 4 Because the ASVAB scores are so important, and because minori-
ties tend to score lower than whites on the test, it is noted, minorities
tend to be consigned to the "soft skills" or low-level military Jobs: -
72 1bid., p. 53o
73Frank Greve, "Vocational Military Tests: Powerful, Controversial,"





"It's a statistical tendency that played a part in the futures of 930,000
young adults who took the ASVAB test last year.'47 5
The influence of aptitude test scores on Job assignments and the gen-
oral opportunities for technical training tis illustrated in Table 46, The
percent of male youth (18 through 23 years), according to racial/ethnic
group and educational level, who would probably qualify for two occupation-
al specialities in the Army was estimated using "Profile of American Youth"
results and 1983 occupational classification standards. The two special-
ties represent (a) a basic, common occupation in the Army (Infantryman) at
one extreme; and (b) a highly selective and technically specialized occupa-
tion (Calibration Repair Specialist) at the other extreme. (Males were
singled out in this analysis because of the current prohibition on women
serving in combat-related occupational specialties.)
The results of the analysis shown in Table 46 demonstrate, once again,
the differences In eligibility rates (and accompanying opportunities)
between the racial/ethnic groups and educational categories. About 81
percent of all white young men, for Instance, would probably qualify for
X the Army Infantry, compared with 47 percent of Hispanics and 26 percent of
all black young men. The racial/ethnic differences are accentuated In the
highly technical field of Calibration Repair Specialist: just under one
out of three whites could expect to pass the minimum standard, compared
with one out of ten Hispanics and virtually no (three percent) blacks.
At the same time, one is struck by the degree to which requirements
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potentially eligible recruits: although 76 percent of all young men
nationwide would probably qualify for enlistment in the Army (see
Table 21), fewer than one out of four would be available for training in
calibration repair. And, since test scores vary considerably by geographic
pregion, the respective pools of potentially qualified recruits are also
quite different from one region to the next. Further analysis shows, for
example, that 49 percent of all young men in New Fngland would probably
pass the minimum standard for the calibration repair specialty, compared
4 .. , with a regional iow of only 16 percent in the East South Central area of
the country.
i ,1Military Selection and Cassification Standards for Minorities and Woman:
Some Problem and Issues
As observed, In FY 1981 women who did not have high school diplomas or
equivalency certificates were not eligible to enlist in either the Navy or
the Marine Corps; women with equivalency certificates were also barred
from entering the Marine Corps. Females who qualified on the basis of
p ,their education In these Services were required to meet different, higher
aptitude standards than those established for men with similar education.
By FY 1983, the differential standards for female applicants in the Navy
had been abolished.
It should also be pointed out that, until recently, the Army used a
different test composite for male and female applicants in determining AFQT
I . scores. The net effect of this practice was a relative reduction in the
supply of qualified female appllcants--even though It appeared, ostensibly,
that males and females were being evaluated equally in terms of mental




the enlistment of females, and informal barriers are periodically placed on
the eligibility of female nongraduates. The Services point out that female
applicants are treated differently than their male counterparts because
they have a separate "selection ratio." Legal and policy restrictions that
bar females from serving in certain occupations along with other recruiting
limitations, have permitted the Services to establish more stringent
enlistment criteria for selecting among the pool of female applicants.KT
The movement of female recruits into certain nontraditional (i.e.,
male-dominated) and mechanically technical occupations is also hindered by
the disparate performance of females on the aptitude subtests and compos-
ites that ftguro so prominently in the minimum requirements for assignment
to these specialties. On the Mechanical composite (comprised of the
Mechanical Comprehension, Automotive-Shop Information, and General Science
subtests), for instance, a large gap is found between the scores of males
and females: the mean standard score (on a standardized scale having a
mean of 500 and a standard deviation of 100) for males was 545, compared
with a mean standard score of 454 for females. Males also outperformed
females on the Electronics composite (a mean score of 521 compared with a
score of 479 for females) and, to a lesser degree, on the General composite
(506 compared with 494 for females). Females, on the other hand, achieved
a higher mean standard score than did males on the Administrative composite
(513 compared with 487 for males). 7 6  The Administrative composite (coin-
prised of the Coding Speed, Numerical Operations, and Verbal subtests), in
76janice H. Laurence, Mark J. Eitelberg,- and Brian K. Waters, "Subpopuln-
tion Analyses of 1980 Youth Population Aptitudes," Paper presented at the
90th Annual Convention of the American Psychological Association, Washing-
ton, D.C., August 1982.
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contrast to the Mechanical and Electronics composites, is commonly used to
U determine eligibility for the Llerical-administrative military occupations
in which women have traditionally served. 4,
Differences in the measured mental aptitude between blacks and whites
Swere used during the 1950s to justify segregation, racial restrictions, and .4
quotas within the military. Historically, the military's aptitude tests
also once served as a convenient device to regulate the enlistment of
C IQ blacks.77 The predictability of average race differences on certain test
items and subtests permitted the creation of test composites that, with a
fair degree of confidence, could be used to "favor" one race over another.
In 1960, the Army agreed to an abolition of racial quotas based on the
belief that blacks could be "counted on" to score well below whites on men-
tal qualifying examinations. The minimum mental aptitude standards could
thus be manipulated, it was believed, to keep the proportion of blacks
below 10 percent. 7 8  Indeed, in 1975 and, again, in 1979 the Navy was
accused by a Congressman of using a disguised racial quota in the form of
lrestrictions on the percentage of recruits scoring In AFQT Category IV (the I
Si•,•i lowest acceptable category). Ironically, in 1980 Congress itself imposed a."•
7-it should be noted that tests of aptitude, achievement, literacy, or the
like have been a traditional tool for discrimination in this coun;try and in
many others. The examples are numerous--from instances in granting voting
privileges, admission to jobs And educational inntititions, inruigration
policies, and so on. The military has .orely mirrored the tenor of the
times in this respect. (See Chapter 2' 'V Martin G-Inkin and Mark J.
Eltelberg, with Alvin J. Schexnider and Marvin M. Smith, Blacks and the
IN Militgry (Wasnington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1982), pp. ZI-?8.)




ceiling on the percentage of AFQT Category IV recruits who were permitted
to enter military service between FY 198' and FY 1983.79,80
One lingering effect of racial differences in performance on tests of
mental aptitude is the existence of a detinite pattern of black participa-
tion in the military's occupational areas. His'orically, blacks were rele-
gated to service and supply units--a trend that can be traced back as far
as the American Revolution. Recent experier% exposes the enduring social
class and color lines of the military's occupation,,1 olacement system: in
1964, the last peacetime year before the Vietnam conflict, blacks were
greatly overrepresented in the Service and Supply Handler occupational area
in all four Armed Services; in every succeeding year, blacks have remained
overrepresented in this occupational area.81
It does not appear that this trend in the occupational placement of
minorities will change very much in the near future. The margin of differ-
ence in the average educational level of whites and blacks nationwido and
the test score differences revealed in the "Profile of American Youth"
imply that, unless the Services change their clasgification criteria,
blacks (as well as Hispanics) may bp disproportir.nately relegated to the
military's "soft skills" for some time to come. 82
79Military Selective Service Act. 50 U.S.C. App. s 451-71a.
80 Departmeot of Defense Authorizdtion Act. FY81 P.L. 96-342; FY82 P.L.
97-86; FY83 P.L. 97-252; FY84 P.L. 98-94.
8 1Binkin and Eitelberg, Blacks andthe Military-, p. 112-173.
8 2 1t should be noted that the Navy, through iti classification and assign-
ment system known as CLASP, has been consciously working toward balancing
the distribution of ethnic minorities within all ratings. .1
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There is also some question as to the relative effectiveness of the
military's minimum entry requirements for minorities. As noted above, the
.- first-term attrition rates for high school graduates are typically half as
large as the attrition rates for nongraduates. This historical trend
"serves as the principal reason for the present use of differential aptitude
standards based on high school graduation status. Higher aptitude test
scores are required for non-high school graduates. The Intent is to accept
only the "best" (i.e., those with higher aptitude scores) from among non-
high school graduates, a generally less-preferred group of candidates.
*• Thus, while aptitude does not control attrition, it does provide a means by
"which to reduce the number of enllstment-eligible nongraduates. The first-
term experience of white male enlistees who entered military service
between 1973 and 1978 tends to support this policy: the attrition rate
_ (Defense-wide) for non-high school graduates in AFQT Categories I and II
(combined) was 44 percent, compared with a rate above 50 percent for those
"In Cateqory IIIB and those in Category IV. Among black male enlistees dur-
* Ing the same period, however, the attrition rates for nongraduates did not
vary much at different aptitude levels. In fact, the historical attrition
rate for black male enlistees who were nongraduates was generally slightly
higher among those with test scores in Categories I and I than those with
"scores in Category IV. 8 3
The creators and users of aptitude tests in higher education and
civilian industry periodically have contended with critics who assert that
most standardized testing is unfair and culturally biased, As one
83E1I S. Flyer and Richard S. Elster, First-Term Attritlon Among Non-Prior )
Service Enlisted Personnel: Loss ProbMFilties Based on Selected tntry
Factor. (Monterey, rA: Naval Po'stgraduate School, July 19T3. "
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scientist and controversial author points ouit, "certainly no theory or
practice in modern psychology has been more attacked than mental testing." 74
It is "the only topic in psychology that in recent years has consistently
been showered by brickbats from the popular media." 8 4  The Military
Services are likewise subjected to the skepticism expressed in certain 7
circles concerning their methods of selection and classification.
The Military Services are, by far, the largest single employer of
initially unskilled labor in the nation. Several hundred thousand young
"men and women are "hired" each year and then trained in jobs as dissimilar
as cannon crewman, clinical nuclear medicine technician, calibration
specialist, cryptologic technician, computer programnmer, or cook. The
military is a massive training institution that annually teaches technical
skills to young adults in numbers equivalent to the entire population of
some states, At the same time, the military's enlistment standards and
screening policies have a direct effect on the employment and training
opportunities of millions of young men and women who are just starting out
in the world of work. For many, acceptance or rejection by the military
can affect not only their Immediate opportunities for employment, but the
total sum of their early "life chances" and the eventual course of their
job histories. And, for some, service in the natirn's military could even
be a sort of crossroad or Junction between a path to either failure or
success. At a point when testing in general is under fire and widespread
public scrutiny, it I" not surprising to find the nation's Defense policy-
makers and testing psychologitt: fending off the same charges and
.1'





"complaints that have been leveled at aptitude screening for education or
civilian employment.
Test Bias and Differential Validity: Evaluating the ASVAB
The subject of bias In standardized testing is complicated and beyond
the scope of the present study. Nevertheless, one may gain a feeling for
the major issues involved by reviewing the definition of test bias con-
tained in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (as interpreted by the
Supreme Court in 19/1):85 tests are considered fair and unbiased when
either (a) the use of tests in selection have a numerically equal impact on
minority and nonminority groups or (b) any numerical advantage of one group
•. .~:over another empirically reflects a corresponding job-related advantage.
(The latter criterion more nearly reflects the psychometrician's stand-
ard.) 8 6
' The ASVAB has been evaluated by civilian test experts. Extensive.
research studies have been performed to investigate the empirical validity
of the military's test for predicting training and job performance. As
part of these efforts, the utility of the ASVAB in predicting the
8 5Title X of the United States Code provides the governing statutes appli-
cable to military personnel. Accordingly, the Department of Defense
General Counsel has ruled that Title VII does not pertain to military
personnel testing. Nevertheless, Defense Department psychologists
recognize the need to have an equitable selection and classification
i.Idtrument, and they follow the principles of test development and
validation set forth in the testing standards of the American Psychological
Association, the Americii Educational Research Association and the National
Council nm Moosurement in Education.
8 6 R.A. Weitzman, Racial Bias and Predictive Validity in Testing for
Selection, NPS 54-83-008 (Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School, July
.. 1983) pp. 9-10.
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performance of the sexes and minority groups has been assessed. 8 7  The
battery has been shown to be equitable in predicting success in technical I.
training for diverse military occupations among males and females, and
majority and minority group members alike. In fact, most studies show that.
ASVAB scores have a slight overpredictive tendency with respect to minority
group performance and a modest underpredictive tendency with respect to the
performance of whites, Triat is, the test generally predicts that minority
examinees will do better and majority examinees will do less well in
training than has been thE case.
There is some evidence to suggest that the mechanical, electronic, and
science areas of the ASVAB are statistically biased against females in
pred4 cting performance. Experts point out, however, that this outcome on
experientially-based subtests is consistent with the social and cultural
factors that currently affect the intellectual development and education of
young men and women.
87The following represent a sample of available sources:
R. Darrell Bock and Robert Mislevy, lhe Profile of American Youth: Data
*uality and Analysis of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude B'a• TT
(Chicago: National Opinion lResear7' Center, August 1981).
R. Darrell Bock and Elsie G. J. Moore, The Profile of American Youth:
Demographic Influences on ASVAB Test Performance (Chicago: National - n-
ion Research Center, May 1984).
R. F. Boldt, M. K. Levin, D. E. Powers, M. Griffin, R. C. Troike, W. -
Wolfram, and Forrest R. Ratliff. Sociolingistic and Measurement Consider-
ations for Constructinn of Armed servce Selecton Batteries, AFHRL-TR-77-
76' (.rookS AFB, TX: Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Tricember 1977).
Lonnie D. Valentine, Prediction of Air Force Technical Training Success
from ASVAB and Educatiol-a 'Background, AFHR'-TR-77-18 (Brooks AFB. TX: Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory, may 1977).
Nancy Guinn, Ernest C. Tupes, and William E. Alley. Demographic Differ-
ences ir, Aptitude Test Performance, AFHRL-TR-70-15 (Bro AFB, TX: A
Force "Fuman Resources Labcratory, May 1970).
Nancy Guinn, Ernest C. Tupes, and William E. Alley. Cultural Subgroup
Differences in the Relationshi s Between Air Force Aptitu e om posites and
raninc Tei, AFHRL-TR-0-35 .(Broos M', TX: Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory, September 1970).
C. Wayne Shore and Rodger Marion, Suitability of Using Common Selection
Test Standards for Negro and White Airmen,•AF'HRL-TR-72-,53 (Brooks AFB, TX:
Air Force Human Resources LaFbory, May 1972).
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Thus, the lower predictive validity for females as compared with males in
certpn test areas is not necessarily a weakness of the ASVAB, but a
reflection of the previous experiences of the two sexes up to the time of
testing. 88
; •The purpose of the military's aptitude test is to predict accurately
. the in-service parformance of applicants for enlistment and to consequently
provide a means for selection or rejection. The true gauge of bias in the
AFQT is not the test's worthiness in estimating the intellectual ability of
test takers, but its capacity to predict accurately the relative military
performance of individuals so that no particular group or sex is given an
unfair advantage over Lnother when the scores are actually used. As
'I "Weitzman notes:
Whereas the public at large might condemn as biased
a test on which white and black people have different
means, a test expert is likely to consider this Judg-
ment to be premature. In the expert's view, more may
be involved than simply a difference in test means.
,' Particularly if the use of the test is to select appli-
cants for work or school, the final verdict on test
bias must also take into account subsequent performance
on the job or in the classroom. If the racial group
having the higher test mean tends to perform
correspondingly better at work or school, then the
difference in means may be a more accurate reflection
of test validity than of test bias. 8 9
%71 In 1981, the Defense Department formed the Defense Advisory Committee
on Military Personnel Testing, an independent panel of nationally
recognized psychometricians. One of the first tasks of the Advisory Coin-
mittee was to evaluate the possible existence of test bias in the ASVAB.
I,' *.. 
*
In its 1983 report to the Secretary of Defense, the Committee concluded:
8 8Bock and Moore, The Profile of American Youth: Demographic Influences
on ASVAB Test Performance.
8 9Weitzman, Racial Bias and Predictive Validity in Testing for Selection,
pp. 2-3.
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"The evidence clearly shows that the ASVAB has sub-
•. ,.' stantial operational value for purposes of predicting
training criteria in a wide rcnge of military special- ,
ties. There is also substantial evidence that the
"tests provide reasonable predictions for minority as
"well as majority group applicants, and do not systemat-
ically underestimate the performance of minority group "
members. 9U
This conclusion was consistent with the findings of other independent test
experts who had previously given the ASVAB a favorable rating:
Data from responses to the ASVAB are free from major
defects such as high levels of guessing or careless-
ness, inappropriate levels of difficulty, cultural
test-question bias, and inconsistencies in test admin-
istration procedures. They provide a sound basis for
the estimation of population attributes such as means,
*-1 medians, and percentile points in the youth population
as a whole and tn lybpopulations defined by age, sex,
and race/ethnict.
Thus, the overall consensus Is that the ASVAB is a valid predictor of in- 
p
service performance for all groups, regardless of minority status or sex.
Selection Testing In our Society
The National Academy of Sciences' Committee on Ability Testing
"C.
observed that "every society develops some sort of formalized criteria for
making selection decisions." Social characteristics and intuitive opinions
have typically offered a convenient basis for making these selection deci-
sions. However, "given the great tide of immigrants seeking to find a
place in America and the expansiveness of the economy," writes the Commit-
tee, "ability testing offered an ordering device that traditional
KIN.•
9 0Bennial Report of the Defense Advisory Committee on Military Personnel
Testing (Washington, DC: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense .
6%%ianpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics], June 1983), p. 2.
9 1 R. Darrell Bock and Robert Mislevy, Data Quality Analysis of the Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (Chicago: National Opinion Research





institutions could no longer provide and that accommodated the aspirations
of the ambitious. The convergence of these intellectual, economic, and
social forces produced a climate conducive to the acceptance of tests and
•'•1 testing in Industrial, educational, and governmental settings during the
•.• • first half of' this century', g2
,• Many Institutions had adopted the practice of using paper-and-pencil
aptitude tests for screening without adequate evidence that the tests
actually identified the best performers on the job. Now, amid the lively
"controversy over the use and misuse of standardized tests, there is a some-
what declining reliance on traditional paper-and-pencil tests of ability.
Many employers and educators, in an effort to reduce their vulnerability to
charges of discrimination and unfairness--from the public and federal
government alike--have curtailed use of certain tests in favor of alterna-
tive selection criteria.93 Yet, tests still determine to a large extent
whu goes to college, who gets hired, promoted, retained, licensed, and
certified--or who gets life's "chances" and who does not, And the costs
and benefits of these tests are enormous to the user, the individual test
takers, and the society itself.
For the test takers, the Committee on Ability Testing points out, "the
consequences of testing are the opportunities gained or lost. Unsatisfac-
"F ' ~.tory performance will cost the test taker access to one sort of future." On
, 92-•exandra K. Wgdor and Wendell R. Garner, eds., Ability TeytinS: Uses,
m mConsaentes. and Controversies, Part 1: Report of the committee (Washing
II• ~ton, D(.C.: Nqational Academly Press, 1982)), p. 9.
9 3Toby Friedman and E. Belvin Williams, "Current Use of Tests for Employ-
ment," Ability Testing: Uses Conseouencesm and Controversies, Part II:
Documenlatton Section, eds. .A K, Wgdor and W. . Garner (Washington,
D.C.: National Academy Press, 1982), pp. 99-169.
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the other hand, "the benefits of testing accrue to the taker who gains
access to a limited opportunity, Is assigned ýo a potentially more reward-Ii.
Ing position, is barred from an opportunity that would have led to failure,
or cdn gain self-knowledge that will help in choosing among educational or
vocational options." 94  The impact that the elimination of screening based
upon test scores will have upon any particular group of applicants will
depend upon the nature of the criteria used in place of tests. A major
argument for the use of standardized tests in educational and employment
settings has been that, in spite of their shortcomings, they are less "ft
biased and more valid than other selection methods, such as personal inter-
views.
The search for answers to these questions is difficult and tied to
many other social, political, and philosophical concerns. But the general
topics and issues that are presently being thrashed out in public, acad-
emic, and government forums serve to emphasize the substantial consequences .4
of testing on the individual and the entire nation.
Ability Levels and the Changing Military
Some observers take note of the fact that technological advancements
are rapidly changing the face of the American military as well as our
traditional concepts of war and strategy. They also express concern
that--along with trends in declining test scores and an apparently waning
national interest in mathematics and sclence--new weapons, communication
systems, vehicles, and military equipment in general are becoming too
94WIgdor and Garner, eds., Ability Testing, Volume I, p. 23.
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complicated and demanding for military personnel to operate effectively.
They point out, too, that today's selection and classificaton standards are 40.1
but the outdated, imprecise, and simplistic artifacts of a simpler time;
and, new, more discriminating job-related selection criteria are needed to
keep the modern military in step with the latest technological revolution. 04
As the authors of a Brookings Institution study observe:
Advances in technology since World War II have had a
dramatic influence on the U.S. defense establishment.
Unlike the armed forces of an earlier period, which
were dominated by relatively unskilled infantrymen and
able-bodied seamen, the majority of military personnel
today are involved In providing support for the combat
forces. 95
For example, in 1945, about 13 percent of trained enlisted personnel were
assigned to technical skills. Today, better than one out of four (28 per-
cent) enlistees are serving as technical workers (computer specialists, ,
electronics technicians, medical technicians, and similar occupations).
And a total of approximately 46 percent of current enlistees are performing
p work that would be classified as "white collar" in the civilian sector. 9 6
"Despite the popularized image of the automated Buck Rogers-style
"battlefield of the future, characterized by small numbers of highly trained
operators remotely commanding electronic tanks and laser death rays," the
Brookings analysts write,
N4 95Btnkin and Eltelberg, Blacks and the Military. p. 132. See also Martin
Binkin and Irene Kyriakopoulos, Youth or Experience? .Mannin the Modern
Mtlttary (Washington, D.C.: The BrookIngs Institution, 1979..-
96 Binkin and Eitelberg, Blacks and the Military, p. 133. In comparison,
about 52 percent of the civilian workforce are currently classified as
"white col lar."
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the composition of the U.S. ground combat forces will
probably change little over the next twenty-five years,
if experience is any guide. Although major advances
are expected in precision-guided munitions and perhaps
in improved battlefield mobility, the demise of tradi-
tional ground formations and their heav dependence on
the combat infantryman seems unlikely.7-
Yet, the Air Force projects that its requirements for specialized
technicians will rise by 34 percent through the 1980s. The Army, whose
need for trained specialists has grown by over 30 percent In just the a.
past two years, has only recently embarked on Its weapons modernization
program, And, as observers point out, today's modern weapons may actually
be simpler in some respects to operate, "but their heavy use of microchip
technology makes them logistics and maintenance nightmares, demanding
better-educated technicians and more intense and expensive training.",9 8
Whatever may be the pace of changes in the future, it is clear that
the aptitudinal basis for picking and placing new recruits has remained
intact for the past thirty years. The only major modifications, other than
the periodic raising and lowering of minimum scores, were the institution
of an education standard with different minimum aptitude requirements in
the 1960s, the use of certain aptitude composites, and the establishment of
supplementary screening techniques (by the Navy). The following two sub-
sections place the use of multiple standards (including several aptitude
composites) and educational criteria In proper perspective.
Multiple Aptitude Standards for Selection
All of the Military Services, except the Navy, currently use multiple
aptitude standards in determining basic eligibility for enlistment. High
97Ibtd., p. 134.
98favid Wood and Alan Citron, "Enlistment Surge Falls to Solve Military
Woes," Los Angeles Times, November 1, 1982, p. 11.
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"7 school graduates who apply for enlistment in he Army, for instance, are
required to score at least 16 on the AFQT and no lower than 85 on any one
of the aptitude composites. High school graduates seeking to enlist in the
Marine Corps are required to achieve a score of at least 21 on the AFQT and
80 on the General-Technical Composite. Candidates for enlistment into the
Air Force must meet minimum AFQT requirements as well as minimum scores on
*,*
the General Composite and a minimum score on a combination of the Mechani-
cal, Administrative, General, and Electronics Composites.
The "Profile of American Youth" offers the opportunity to investigate
the effects of the separate components of Service aptitude standards on the
enlistment eligibility of the general population. Table 47 shows the esti-
mated percent of American male youth (18-23 years), by educational cate-
gory, who would qualify for enlistment under the AFQT requirement alone,
under other composite criteria without the AFQT, and under the currently
required combination of aptitude standards. 99
It can be seen in Table 47 that the multiple aptitude standards used
to screen applicants during FY 1983 have various effects on the qualifica-
tion rates of male youth. In the Army, the minimum AFQT standard, not the
composite requirement, is the effective determiner of eligibility (regard-
less of educational level) for enlistment: about 85 percent of all male
youth would probably qualify based on the minimum scores on othier aptitude
composites, compared with 77 percent using the AFQT alone. In contrast,
aptitude composites othel- than the AFQT act as the determinant of Anlist-
ment eligibility for non-high school graduates and GED recipients in the
99Janice H. Laurence and Mark J. Eitelberg. E l bllty for Milltar
Servlce: Operational and Alternative Aptitude Standards RU Profes-





Estimated Percent of American Male Youth (18-23 Years)'
Who Would Qualify for Enlistmnt Under AFQT, Composite, and
Combined Minimum Aptitude Requirements by Service and Educational Lavelb
Service




AFOT Alone 32.2 26.4 32.2 8.3
0i!i4• a Alone 6,.0 e 16.6 39.4
ANJT a Other Composites 32.2 26.4 11.6 8.3
a10 High School
[uvlency
ArOT Alone 46.6 66.6 66.6 47.8
Other Composites Alone 89.1 e 42.0 78.4
AFQT and Other Composites 66.6 66.6 41.0 4718
&ra U -1~ _And ANem ..
ANT Alone 912. 91.6 87.6 67.5
qjh Col~ooites Alone 93.4 e90.4 04.4 •
AFQT and Other Composites 9104 91.6 87.2• 01. 4 r
TOTAL 4 q.l
Ri Alone 77.1 75.0 73.1 67.0
OW tr mpe!n.te Alone 84.7 e 70.7 73.4
AFQT jU Other Composites 76.3 76.0 68.3 63.1
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).",,.
4American male youth population Includes all males born between January 1. 1957 and December
31, 1961.
btstimates of the ercent of youth who would qualify for military service were calculated on
the basis of resulte from the "Profile of American Youth" (Administration of the Armed Ser-
vices Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVASI to a national probability sample in 1980) and the
1983 education/aptitude standards used by the Armed Seivices. (It should be noted that eligi-
bility for enlistment would also depend on other factors--including medical and moral require-
ments. )
c[ducational level as of September 1960 (start of 1980-81 school year).
d~ach Service (with the exception of the Neuy) requires that enlistment applicants achieve -
minimum scores on the Armed orces Qualificat on Test (AFQT) and certain other Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) aptitude composites. Mooise minimum scores differ by
Service and within Service by educational level.
eThe Navy's enlistment aptitude standards are based on AFOT only.
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Marine Corps, and the combined effects of the AFQT and the other aptitude
composites determine the qualification rates for high school graduates in
this Service. Nongraduates and GED recipients who apply to the Air Force
are affected principally by the AFQT: the qualification rate for nongrad-
uates based on the minimum AFQT score is eight percent, compared with a
rate five times greater using only the other minimum composite scores;
about 48 percent of GED recipients would probably qualify on the basis of
the AFQT alone, compared with 78 percent using only the other composites
without the AFQT. At the same time, the multiple aptitude standards used
by the Air Force to screen high school graduates appear to have an inter-
active effect on the eligibility of persons within this educational cate-
gory.,
Although Table 47 does not show the interaction of multiple standards
on the eligibility rates of male youth (and subgroups), the implication
here Is that certain combinations of aptitude standards for persons in cer-
tain education categories are superfluous. The use by the Armiy of compos-t
ites other than the AFQT during FY 1983 appears to have no bearing in
determining basic eligibility for enlistment. For nongraduates and GED
recipients seeking to enter the Marine Corps, it is the minimum required
score on the General composite, not the AFQT requirement, that operates as
I'•; an enlistment screen. And, in the Air Force, there appears to be no reason I
for having an additional aptitude composite requirement other than the AFQT
is
for persons who do not have high school diplomas. "1
The High School Diploma in Fact and Fiction
In the classic American film, the Wizard of Oz (1939), four slightly
unusual characters (and a small dog) set off on a strange journey down a
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yellow brick road to find a mysterious and omnipotent ruler of an emerald
city. Dorothy sought the Wizard's help in getting back to Kansas and her
Auntie Em. The Tin Woodman wanted a heart. The Cowardly Lion wanted cour-
age to make him king of the forest. The Scarecrow joined the pilgrimage in
search of some brains. -3
To make a long story short, Dorothy (and her dog Toto) got back to
60.
Kansas (through no help of the Wizard) by clicking her heels and saying
magic words. The Tin Woodman settled for a ticking clock. Instead of
courage, the Cowardly Lion got a medal for bravery. In lieu of brains, the
Wonderful Wizard gave the Scarecrow a document certifying and symbolizing
the powers of intellectual prowess. The Wizard instructed the Scarecrow:
Why, anybody can have a brain. That's a very medi-
ocre commodity. Back where I come from we have great
universities, seats of great learning where men go to
become great thinkers. And when they come out they
think deep thoughts, and with no more brains than you
have. But, they have one thing you haven't got: a
%ldlipl omak.
In the world of work, symbols of accomplishment, such as diplomas,
are often treated as tickets to employment or promotion. Recognition of
previous accomplishments, or abilities, or special achievements In the form
of certificates or awards, It is believed, provide a fair indicator of the
personal attributes of those who hold these symbols. Young men and women
who have no previous record of employment have few indicators of their
relative worth as potential employees other than the diplomas or academic
degrees they have earned. Indeed, the main mark of distinction for those
seeking entry-level Jobs has traditionally been the educational equivalent
of a red badge of courage: pieces of fancy paper or parchment with foreign 4
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words, lots of loops and curls, gold seals, and impressive-looking signa-
U tures. To get a good job, teenagers are told, get a diploma.
In some ways, the military shares a perspective with the Great and
Powerful Oz. For, in the world of the military's policymakers and data
p ianalysts, in the realm of placement officers and recruiters alike, diplomas
and degrees hold an almost mystical property. These documents are regarded
highly--not so much for what they say about a person's intellect or know-
ledge or "brains" (according to the Wizard)--but for what they say about
the statistical probability of i person's chances for performing well in
* military service. To those who review applications for enlistment, diplo-
mas suggest that the recipient possesses a fair amount of Intellectual
Q ability and a store of learning that was adequate enough to achieve t.he
necessary passing grade. But, even more Important, the diploma certifies a
person's value to the military by placing him or her in a desirable section
of the military's actuarial table: Individuals with diplomas stand a much
better than average chance of fulfilling their initial term of enlistment
in satisfactory fashion.
This understanding, of course, is based on the assumption that there
Is some sort of common definition of "high school graduate" and an estab-
lished method for determining who gets the treasured credential. The fact
of the matter is that there are numerous types of high school diplomas,
equivalency certificates, and alternativj credentials. Furthermore, there
is a wide and almost limitless variety of "graduation" standards now being
used in the states, school districts, and even in Individual secondary
schools. The problem is compounded when one examines the way In which the
2 •,separate Military Services treat these credentials under their e-.listment
• "-" screening process.
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As shown in Table 48, there have been distinct variations in the
Services' definitions of the nine most common categories of education
credentials.100 For example, in FY 1983, the Air Force treated recipients
of non-state accredited diplomas as non-high school graduates. The Navy
evaluated these individuals on a case-by-case basis under their waiver
procedures, while the Army and Marine Corps called them high school diploma
graduates. The Air Force, but not the other Services, recognized the
California High School Proficiency Examination (CHSPE) as a valid diploma.
All Services except the Air Force recognized high school completion certi- ..
ficates as diplomas. All Services except the Navy recognized (under specd-
fled conditions) correspondence school programs as an alternative source of
high school diplomas. All Services except the Marine Corps recognized
(under specified conditions) the authority of adult schools to grant high
school diplomas. And there were, and continue to be, several other varia-
tions between the enlistment policies of the individual Services.
These differences in the treatment of educational credentials bear
upon the qualification rates presented above. (The analysis presented in
this study used the general definitions provided in the NLS along with
supporting material collected from the high schools that were attended by
the survey respondents.) As far as can be determined, there is no com-
pelling reason why one Service should recognize a particular credential as
a high school diploma and another Service should not. Without a strong
argument in support of one policy over another, the present education stan-
dards appear arbitrary. More precise standards can be developed to coin-
cide with the substantial changes that have occurred in the secondary
ii
1005ee Janice H. Laurence, Education Standards for Military Enlistment and
the Search for Successful Recruits, FR-PR'-84-4 (Alexandria, VA: Human
Resources Kesearch OrganizatIon, February 1984).
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Table 48
Treatmnt of Secondary School Educational Credentials
for Enlistment Purposes During FY 1983. by Service .
V Treatment for Enlistment Purposes*
Secondary School Credential ARMY NAVY MARINE CORPS AIR FORCE
Hi gh School Diploma Grad Grad Grad Grad
S(State Accredi ted)
High School Diploma Grad Grad1  Grad Non
.J (Non-Staste Accredited)
hN High School Attendance Certificate Grad Grad Grad Non
r4 High School Completion Certificate Grad Grad Grad Non
QED Certificate GED 2  GED 2  Non GED 2
High School Diploma Based on GED GCC 2  GED2 Non GED 2
Adult High School Diploma Grad 3  Grad4  Grad$ Grad6!
California High School Pro~iciancy Non Non Non Grad
Examination (HP)Certificate
~N correspondence ScolGrad? QED Grad7  GradO
Sources: Department of the Army (DAPE-MPA-CS), Memorandum for Director, Accession Policy, OASD(MRA&L),
19 June 1982. Department of the Navy COP-136L/0127irk), Memorandum for Director, Accession
Policy, OASD(MPIPM)AP). 7 July 1982. Department of the Navy Headquarters United States
Marine Corps (MPP-39-msh, 5000/k), Memorandum for the Assistant Secretary of Defense CNPSFM),
29 June 1982. Department of the Air Force (MPXOA), Memorandum for Director, Accession Policy,
OSD(MRAIL) (MP8FM), 30 June 1082.
*Grad Is high school diploma graduate. 0CC Is high school equivalency. !on is nnn-high schoolgiiliiate.
MillIrg iýynlisjiwtt.I Paper presented at the Annual Convention o? the American Educational
Kest Assoiao! ti n, Montreal April 1083. This updated vtrsion was obtained through
subsquent Communication vIth the offices listed above.
tinlisted as high school diploma graduates on a case-by-case waiver basis.
2Dj~ nder standards separate from both high school diploma graduates and nongraduates but rpre~-ITr66-high school graduatea.
3Enlisted as high school diploma graduates provided that the diploma was awarded or authorized by the
Ista to.
4Enl istorj as high school diplumla graduates provided that the program is recognized b~y the state.
SOnly Individuals accessed as part of test programs (to determine success rpktes of adult high school
programs) are enlisted as high school diploma graduates; all others are enlisted as non-high school
graduates,
OEnlisted as high school diploma graduates provided that the diploma was not issued as a result of the
0CC test only.
7Enlisted as high school diploma graduates provided that the course/program Is accredited by the National%
Home Study Council.%
BEnlisted as high school diploma graduates provided that the school is accredited by the state or
jurisdiction.%
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schoo) systems oF this country over the past two decades. Clearly some
applicants woo should not be allowed to enlist are being accepted; on the
other hand, it is quite likely that some individuals who would perform well
in the military are being eliminated from consideration due to educational
standards that are outdated, unnecessarily rigid, imprecise, and overly
• .". I*generalized.
Screening for Service In the Years Ahead
",, Recognition of the consequences of personnel screening decisions in
the Armed Fo'rces--on the individual "life chances" of today's youth as well
1 "as the nation's own defense capabil;ties--has operated to place the mili-
tary's enlistment criteria under greater scrutiny than ever before. As the
authors of one recent study observe:
Whether the standards used for enlistment, job clas-
sification, and assignment are as valid as adherence to
them implies is an open question. Whilc in many cases
present standards are based on years of experience and
N., are the products of extensiva and riqorous research, In
"others they appear to be nothing r,',- then leqacles of
the conscription era when there ',. vlrtuflly no pres-
.sure on io¶e arrr,.3d forces to Justify the.r manning"" ' criteria.N
Cuongress has strongly urged the Department of Defense and the Mili-
tary Services to develop a solid empirical and analytical foundation for
enlistment standards presently in use.1 0 2  Indeed, major efforts are cur-
rently underway to validate existing standards and to expand the selection
and classlication measures applied by the military (particularly aptitude
10 113inktn and Eitelberg, Blacks and the Military, p. 155.
102Department of Defense, Department of Defense Efforts to Develop Quality
"Stanoards for Enlistment, Reýport to the House and Senate Cnmmittees on
Armed Services (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense [Manpower, Reserve Affp.•.rs, and Logistics], December 1981), p. 1.
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test scores). Research is also in progress now to include several addi-
SP tional predictors--such as various high school credentials, supplementary
test scores, high school academic records, and attendance and behavioral
.' records--in an effort to refine further the recruit screening process.
The most extensive, and potentially most rewarding, research project
in this area is a joint effort by the Department of Defense and the Mill-
tary Services to link enlistment standards directly to Job performance on a
• large scale, As the Department of Defense notes in a report to Congress,
"the methodology and technology used by the Services to measure the sulta-
"": • bility of applicants for military services have changed little over several
decades":
The primary source of aptitude information has been
paper-and-pencil tests which in turn have been vali-
dated against training success. While job performance
has always been considered the "ultimate" basis upon
which to validate tests used to screen military appli-
cants, the state-of-the-art In job performance measure-ment has not been adequate to permit evaluation of on-
the-job performance and yBs of this information to con-
duct validation studies.U
- ,Pilot studies conducted by the Services suggest that the further
development of job performance measures is now feasible. The major
research undertaking is scheduled to continue for up to five years. And,
although some technical problems are yet to be worked out, the overall out-
S.look is promising: "The preliminary data suggest that, if job performance
measures can be developed, future attempts to link enlistment standards to
103Department of Defense, First Annual Report to the Congress on Joint-
40m r•,,Service Efforts to Link Standards for Enlistment to On-theJob PerfoIrmance,
A Report to the House Committee on Appropriations (Washington, D.C.:
,7.. Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense [Manpower, Reserve Affairs,




the resultant job performance information may yield significant improve-
ments in DoD's ability to enlist and classify individuals in jobs for which
they are optimally suited." 104
The military's changing needs and progressive, views of what consti- .i
tutes an effective force have variously affected the history of aptitude
and education standards over the past several decades. Basic tests of
literacy have given way to combinations of interrelated aptitude and educa-."
tion requirements covering a range of individual attributes and abilities.
At the same time, screening for military service has remained a flexible
and adaptable process that fits the unique demands of recruitmwnt within
each of the Armed Services during any particular period. In the past, the
exigencies of war have often forced the military's qualitative barriers to
be lowered. Now, over ten years after the nation's last major armed con-
flict, the Services fine themselves placing a rapidly expanding emphasis
and importance on the Intellectual capabilities of new recruits.
Throughout the evolution of screening for militar.: service, the pro-
cess has been able to cope sufficiently with the distinct circumstances and
demands of the military. Yet, the flow of prospective recruits and the
quality of new enlistees has characteristically fluctuated both in terms of
quantity and quality. And, as the data on recruiting outcomes suggest, the ?*
qualitative profile of each new batch of enlistees from one year to the
next is not entirely a function of efficient military management.
104Ibid., p. 111. See also Department of Defet.;,, Conference on Joint-,
Service Efforts to Link Enlistment Standards and Job Performance (Washing-
ton, D.C.: Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense LManpower, Reserve




Recruiting outcomes (except at the lower levels of "quality") bear little
i I relationship to the modifications in selection criteria.
Screening for service can help to produce a solid and proficient mill-
tary force by taking the best cut of the available crop of applicants each ".
year and then matching them with the most suitable job. Current and
planned research for improving or refining the screening process should
help the scientific and policymaking conununity mitigate many of the prob-
lems mentioned here. After more than 10 years with the All-Volunteer
Force, the Armed Services have accumulated enough experiential information
j '--often obtained through trial and error--to approach more effectively the
manpower troubles and recruiting difficulties that undoubtedly lie ahead.
Now, the military stands at the edge of a new age, when the strength of its
forces and effectiveness of its weapons are increasingly influenced by the
education and aptitudes of its personnel. If all-volunteer recruitment is
to survive the next decade, it must learn how to pull, even harder, and
"pick, even better, the capable and the qualified from the young population.
The latest efforts by the military to remedy a time-worn system for select-
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Minitm Aptitude Standards for Induction Into the
Military from .940 to 1973
Effective Period Minimum Aptitude Standards
Oct, 1940 - May 1941 --------- Ability to comprehend simple orders given in
the English language.
May 1941 - July 1942 -------- Ability to read and write the English
language as commonly prescribed for thefourth grade in grammar school.
Aug. 1942 - Oct. 1942 --------- Ten percent quota of illiterates (i.e.,
those who did not meet the fourth grade
requirement), later reduced to 5 percent.
Oct. 1942 May 1943 --....... Standard score of 90 on R-1 test (equivalent
to a percentile score of 31 on the ArmedForces Qual1if1cation Test [AFOTj for '.
induction of limited service (physicially
restricted) personnel.
June 1943 Oct. 1945 -------. -Mental capacity above the lower 3/5 Grade V
on Army General Classification Test
(AGCT).
Nov. 1945 - Oct. 1948 ----.---- No inductions.
Nov. 1948 - Jan. 1949 --------- Standard score > 70 on R-5, R-6.
Feb. 1949 - Aug. 1950 --------- No inductions.
Aug. 1950 - Nov. 1950 --------- Standard score > 70 on R-5, R-6.
Nov. 1950 - June 1951 ----.---- Percentile ("converted") score of 13 on
AFOT-1,-2 (equivalent to a standard score
of 70 on R-5, R-6).
June 1951 - Aug. 1958 --------- Percentile score of 10 on AFOT-1,-2
until 1956, then AFOT-3,-4 (equivalent to
a standard score of 65 on R-5, R-6),
supplemented by additional screening with
subtests.
Aug. 1958 - April 1963 --------- Percentile score of 31 on AFOT-5,-6; or
AFOT 10-30 and standard scores of > 90 in
two or more"atitude areas of the "rmy
Classification Battery (ACB).
A-1.'
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Table A-i, Continued:
May 1963 - Oct. 1965 --------- Percentile Score of 31 on AFQT-7,-8 or
AFQT 10-30 and General Technical (GT)
score > 80 and standard scores of > 90 in
two or more additional aptitude areas ofthe Army Qualification Battery (AQB).
Education Differential Introduced.
Nov. 1965 - March 1966 --------- (a) High School Graduate (HSG) with AFQT
between 16-20 fully qualified; or HSG
with AFQT 10-15 and GT > 80 and standard
scores of > 90 i7wo additi"Ml AQB
aptitude aeas.
(b) Non-high school graduate (NHSG) with
AFQT 31; or NHSG with AFQT 10-30 and GT
> 80 and standard scores of > 90 Tn'two
"Tddito•`nel AQB aptitude areas.
April 1966 - Sept. 1966 --------- Eliminated GT requirement for NHSG within
the AFQT 21-30 range (See [bJ above--Nov.
1965-March 1966).
Oct. 1966 - Nov. 1966 --------- Eliminated GT requirements for HSG witchin ,
the AFQT 10-15 range (See [a] above--Nov.
1965-March 1966). ]
Dec. 1966 - June 1972 --------- (a) HSG with AFQT 10 (i.e., no AQB require-
ments for HSG). All HSG in mental cate-
gory IV were considered mentally
qualified.
(b) NHSG with AFQT 31; or NHSG with AFQT
16-30 and a standard score of > 90 in one
AQB apTrtude area; or NHSG wlt'F AFQT 10-15








July 1972 - Dec. 1972* -------- (a) HSG with AFQT 31; or HSG with AFQT
21-30 and a standard score of > 90 in one
AQ8 ap'Trude area; or HSG with-AFQT 16-20
and standard scores of > 90 in two AQB
ap•itude areas; or HSG ;ith AFQT 10-15 and
GT > 80 and standard scores of > 90 in Tw--
add'tionfa-rAOB aptitude arteas.
(b) NHSG with AFQT 21-30 and standard score
of > 90 in one AQB aptiTue area; or NHSG
witF AFQT 16-20 and GT > 80 and standard
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Table A-2. lei
dJ
Minimum Aptitude Standards for Enlistment of Males
(Without Prior Service) into the Am from 1946 to 1983
6n 0
Effective Period Minimum Aptitude Standards
"April 1946 - April 1947 --------- Standard score of 70 on R-1, R-2 or R-3/R-4.
April 1947 - July 1948 --------- Standard score of 80 on R-1, R-2 or R-3/R-4. ll
July 1948 - Nov. 1948 --------- Standard score of 80 on R-5, R-6.
Nov, 1948 - Dec. 1948 --------- Standard score of 70 on R-5, R-6.
Jan. 1950 - July 1950 --------- Percentile score of 31 on Armed Forces
Oualification Test (AFOT) 1,2 (equivalent
,A to a standard score of 90).
July 1950 - June 1951 --------- Percentile score of 13 on AFQT (equivalent to
a standard score of 70).
June 1951 - Dec. 1965 --------- Percentile score of 10 on AFQT (equivalent to
a standard score of 65).
Jan. 1956 - June 1957 --------- Percentile score of 10 for 2-year enlist-
ments; AFQT 21 for over 2-year enlistments.
July 1957 - July 1958 --------- Percentile score of 31 on AFQT.
Aug. 1958 -Dec. 1958 .--------- Percentile score of 31 on AFQT or AFQT 21 and
standard scores of > 90 in two or more
aptitude areas of Army Classification
Battery (ACB).
Jan. 1959 - May 1962 --------- Percentile score of 31 on AFOT.
Education Differential Introduced
June 1962 - Oct. 1965 --------- (a) High School Graduate (HSG) with AFOT 31
fully qualified; or HSG with AFOT 21-30 and
standard scores of > 90 in three Army
"Oualification Batte7ry (AOB) aptitude areas;
(b) Non-high school graduate (NHSG) with
AFOT 31.
Nov. 1965 - March 1966 --------- (a) HSG with AFOT 16 fully qualified.
V. (b) NHSG with AFOT 31; or NHSG with AFOT
16-30 and General Technical (GT) score > 80
and stan-dard scores of 90 in two additional
Wff aptitude areas.
A- 4
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Table A-2, Continued:
April 1966 - Jan. 1967 --------- (a) HSG with AFQT 16 fully qualified;
W(b) M4SG with AFOT 31; or NHSG with AFQT
16-30 and standard scores of > 90 in two
AOB ap•r~ude areas. VIA-
" Sept. 1967 - Feb. 1968 --------- (a) HSG with AFQT 10; (b) NHSG with AFOT 31;
or NHSG with AFQT 16-30 and a standard
score of > 90 In one A0B-aptitude area; or
NHSG withAFQT 10-15 and standard scores of
> 90 in two AQB aptitu-r areas.
March 1968 - June 1971 --------- (a) HSG with AFQT 16 fully qualified;
(b) NHSG with AFQT 31; or NHSG with AFOT
16-30 and standard scores of > 90 in two
AOB arie-s.
June 1971 - Oct 1971 --------- Above two-year enlistments:
(a) HSG with AFOT 16 fully qualified;
(b) NHSG with AFOT 31; or NHSG with AFOT
21-30 and standard soore of > 90 in one AOB
aptitu e'-area ; or NHSG with 'PQT 16-20 and
standard scores of > 90 in two AQB apti!u'e
areas. .,
/* Two-Year enlistments:
(a) HSG with AFQT 10; (b) NHSG with AFQT 16
and a standard score of > 90 in one AOB
api-pitude areas; or NHSG •ith AFOT 10-15 and
standard scores of > 90 In two AQB aptitue-'
areas.
Nov. 1971 - March 1972 --------- Change with respect to NHSG requiring, in .
addition to standard scores of > 90 in two
AQB aptitude areas, a standard Tcore > 80
on GT for NHSG with AFOT 16,-20 enlistTng
for, longer than two years.
March 1972 - July 1974 ---------- Above two-year enlistments:
(a) HSG with AFOT 31 fully qualified; or HSG
with AFQT 21-30 and a standard score of >
90 In one AOB/ACB-73 aptitude area; or HWG
with AFOT 16-20 and standard scores of > 90 -w
fn two AQb/ACB-7T aptitude areas; (b) NITSG
with AVOT 31; or NHSG with AFOT 21-30 and a





(a) HSG with AFQT 10 and GT > 80 and standard
"scores of > 90 in tw-daddilionarT-QB/ACB-73
aptitude a-eas; (b) NHSG with AFQT 10 and
GT > 80 and standard scores of > 90 inEWo
'" addTtiona-AOB/ACB-73 aptitude Treas.
SAug. 1974 - July 1976 --------- (a) HSG or General Educational Development
(GED) high school equivalency with AFQT
16-30 and a standard score > 90 in one
ACB-73"-atitude area; (b) NfrSG with AFQT 31
and standard scores > 90 in two ACQ/ACB-73
apTitude areas.
* Age Differential Introduced
July 1976 Age 17:
(a) HSG with AFOT 16; (b) GED and NISG with
AFQT 31. Aptitude requirements remain the
same.
Age 18 and above:
(a) HSG and GED with AFQT 16; (b) NHSG with
AFQT 31. Aptitude requirements remain the
same,
Nov. 1977 - March 1979 -------- Requirements raised with respect to GED and
.. INHSG, requiring an AFOT of 50 for 17 year
old GEDs and NHSGs. For 18 year olds and
above, the requirement fnr GEDs was also
raised to AFOT 21.
SApril 1979 - Feb. 1980 -------- (a) High School Diploma Graduate (HSDG) with
AFQT 31 and a standard score of > 90 in one
Armed Serv-Tces Vocational Aptitude Battery
, (ASVAB) aptitude area or HSDG with AFQT
16-30 and standard scores of > 90 in two
ASVAB --titude areas; (b) GED~with AFQT 31
and a standard score of > 90 in one ASVAB
ia7Titude area; (c) NHSG 7ith AFOT 31 and
standard scores of > 90 In two ASVAB
aptitude areas. (GT scores not used to
qualify for enlistment. NHSGs below 18
years old must score > 62 on the Military
Applicant Profile EMArl).
.' Feb. 1980 - Sept. 1980 -------- Change with respect tc 17 year old NHSGs,
requiring a score of > 50 on MAP.
* Oct. 1.980 - Nov. 1980 ---------Map qualifying score for 17 year old and NHSG
changed back to > 62. ASVAB aptitude mini-
, mum qualifying sc-ores > 85 if tested with
~' *,: ASVAB 8, 9, 10 and > 91 if tested before
Oct. 1980 with ASVALT 6 and 7. All other





Dec. 1980 - Present --------- (a) HSDG with AFQT 16 and a standard score of
> 85 in one ASVAB aplTlude area; (b) GED
•ith AFQT 31 and a standard score of > 85
in one ASVAB aptitude area; (c) NHSG 7lth






Note: This table was reviewed by the Department of the Army, Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (DAPE-MPA-CS), 23 May 1983.
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Minima Aptitude Standards for Enllstment of Males
(Without Prior Service) into the Navy from 1951 to 1983
Effective Period Minima Aptitude Standards
July 1951 - Nov. 1951 .-------- Percentile score of 16 on Armed Forces
Qualification Test (AFQT).
Dec. 1951 - April 1957 -------- Percentile score of 10 on AFOT.
May 1957 - Aug. 1957 --------- Percentile score of 21 on AFQT.
Se. 1
• Sept. 1957 - Oct. 1957---------.Percentile score of 31 on AFOT.
Nov. 1957 - June 1961 -------. -Percentile score of 21 on AFQT.
July 1961 - March 1962 --------- Percentile score of 15 on AFQT.
April 1962 - Oct. 1965 --------- Percentile score of 21 on AFQT.
Nov. 1965- Dec. 1966 --------- Education Differential Introduced
(a) High School Graduate (HSG) with AFQT 16;
(b) Non-high school graduate (NHSG) with AFOT
31, or NHSG with AFQT 16-30 and General
Technical (GT) > 80 and standir-d scores of
- > 90 in two addTtion5fa-Army Qualification
Tattery (AQB) aptitude areas.
Jan. 1967 - Feb. 1972 --------- (a' HSG with AFOT 10; (b) NHSG with AFOT 31,
3r NHSG with AFOT 16-30 and a standard
score of > 90 in one AQB-atitude area; or
" tSG with-AFOT 10-15 and standard scores of
> 90 in two AQB aptitude areas.
Age Differential Introduced
Feb. 1972 - April 1972 --------- Percentile score of 21 on AFQT. 17-year-olds
must be high school diploma graduates
(HSDG). Persons 18 and over must be HSG or
have an Odds for Effectiveness (OFE) score
of 69. OFE was designed to provide success
probabilities of an applicant for enlist
ment based on aptitude score, number of
years of school completed, number of
expulsions/suspensions from school and
number of non-traffic arrests.
SA-C
S- .. ,S *. . % ,, ...... • ,.. . . , .,. ,,.,... .. . *.,.. . .. ., . .b.. ..... .'' ' .* ,., , . . ,,.5 .,, ,,, . . I•
Table A-3, Continued:
April 1972 - Oct. 1972 --------- Percentile score of 21 on AFOT, or AFQT 10-20
and a standard score of > 37 on General
Massification Test (GCTT of Short Basic ,
Test Battery (SBTB). 17-year-old NHSGs
were acceptable. OFE nminimums were can
celled. -
Oct. 1972 - Dec 1972 --------- (a) HSDG with AFOT 21; (b) General Educa-
tional Development (GED) high school
equivalency with AFQT 31; (c) NHSG with
AFQT 31.
Jan. 1973 - Dec. 1975 --------- New OFE tables established from SBTB. While
waiver policy fluctuated, generally the OFE q.
minimum score was > 69. During this period
SMI" served as the-Navy's entrance test and
minimum standards were expressed in terms
of standard score requirements as follows:
(a) HSDG with a combined standard score on
GC'r + ARI + MECH > 125.
(b) GED with GCT + TRI + MECH > 134.
(c) NSG with GCT + ARI + MECH-> 134.
Jan. 1976 ....----- Standards remained the same but ASVAB became
the sole entrance test.
Oct. 1976 ------ SCREEN (Success Chances for Recruits Entering
the Navy) was developed, replacing OFE.
SCREEN considers factors such as: educa-
tional attainment, age, AFQT scores, and
dependency status in estimating the chances
that an applicant will effectively complete
the first year of service. The minimum -.
SCREEN score was set at > 70.*
Sept. 1979 - Aug. 1980 --------- (a) HSDG with AFOT 21; (b) GED with AFOT 31;
(c) NHSG with AFOT 49.
SCREEN > 70.
*According to SCREEN, for example, a ±7-year-old applicant having an
AFQT score of 35-49 with no dependents and more than 12 years of schoolingwould be assigned to a SCREEN score of 86 (i.e., an 86 percent chance of
successfully completing the first year of Service). With other factors held
constant, if the applicant had 12 years of schooling, the SCREEN score would
be 81; with 11 years of schooling, the SCREEN score would be 70; and with less b*
than 11 years of schooling, the SCREEN score would be 66. Waives, policy has
varied with SCREEN as with the previous OFE and in some cases (e.g., appli-




Sept. 1980 - Present ........ (a) HSDG with AFOT 17; (b) GED with AFQT 31;
(c) NHSG with AFOT 38.
SCREEN score > 70. SCREEN was revised to
I' delete "dependency status" as a factor for
estimating the chances that an applicant






Note: This table was reviewed by the Department of the Navy, Office of the




Minimum Aptitude Standards for Enlistment of Males
(Without Prior Service) into the Marine Corps from 1951 to 1983
Effective Period Minimum Aptitude Standards
July 1951 - March 1956 --------- Percentile score of 10 on Armed Forcesi Qualification Test (AFQT).
April 1956 - June 1957 --------- Percentile score of 21 on AFQT.
July 1957 - Nov. 1958 --------- Percentile score of 25 on AFQT.
Dec. 1958 - Dec. 1959 --------- Percentile score of 28 on AFOT.
Jan. 1960 - May 1962 --------- Percentile score of 25 on AFOT.
June 1962 - July 1965 --------- AFQT 31; or AFOT 21 and standard scores of >
"90 in three Army Qualification Battery -
(AQB) aptitude areas.
Aug. 1965 - Oct. 1965 --------- AFOT 31; or AFQT 21 and General Technical
(GT) > 80 and stan"Wrd scores of > 90 in
two a~ditiW"ai AQB aptitude areas.
Noy. 1965- Dec. 1966 --------- Education Differential Introduced
(a) High School Graduate (HSG) with AFOT 10;
(b) Non-High School Graduate (NHSG) with AFOT31; or NHSG with AFOT 16-30 and GT > 80 and .'
standard scores of > 90 in tw"additionaT
AOB aptitude areas.
Jan. 1967 - June 1971 --------- (a) HSG with AFQT 10; (b) NHSG with AFOT 31;
or NHISG with AFQT 16-30 and a standard
score of > 90 in one AQB'-Ttitude area; or
NHSG with-AFOT 10-15 and standard scores of
> 90 in two AQB aptlt'R-- areas.
JMly 1971 - Jan. 1972 --------- (a) HSG with AFQT 10; (b) NHSG with AFQT 16
and a standard score of > 90 in one AOB
ap•itude area; or NHSG wTth AFOT 10 and
standard scores of > 90 in two AQB aptitude
areas. All applica7ts with AFOT 10-15 must
have an Odds for Effectiveness (OFE) stand-
ard score of> 50. In addition, 17 year
olds must be FTSG or have AFQT > 50. .
A-li
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Table A-4, Continued:
Feb. 1972 - Jan. 1973 --------- (a) HSG with AFOT 21 and a standard score of
> 90 in one AQB aptitude area; or HSG with
""FQT 10-20 and GT > 80 and standard scores
of > 90 in two AQB aptitude areas; (b) NHSG
witF AFOT 21 and a standard score of > 90
in one AQB aptitude area. The OFE require-
ments and the requirements for 17 year-
olds remained the same.
Feb. 1973 . March 1973 --------- AFOT Category IV acceptable only for 2-year
enl i stments.
April 1973 - Aug. 1973 --------- Percentile score of 21 on AFQT. All acces-
sions within the AFOT ranges of 21-30 and
31-49 were required to have a GT > 80 and
standard scores of > 90 in two ad'ition-iT
ASVAB-3 aptitude arias.
Aug. 1973 - Sept. 1973 --------- GT and aptitude area requirements were
*1 dropped for HSG within the AFQT range of
31-49.
Sept. 1973 - Oct. 1973 --------- 17-year-old NHSGs were acceptable within the
AFOT range of 40-49 provided they had a GT
> 80 and standard scores of > 90 in two
""idditional ASVAB-3 aptitude Treas. NHSG
with AFOT > 50 had no additional require-
ments.
I Oct. 1973 - Dec. 1973 --------- A standard score of 80 on Skilled Technical
(ST) subtest of ACB-73 was acceptable in
lieu of GT.
Dec. 1973 - Aug. 1974 --------- The requirement of a standard score > 80 on
ST or GT was dropped for NHSG withTn the
L AFOT 31-49 range; for all HSG accessions
within the AFQT 21-30 range, and for
17-year-old NHSG within the AFOT 40-49
range.
Aug. 1974 - Feb. 1975 --------- The requirement for 2 aptitude areas > 90
for 18 year old and older NHSGs sco•ing
AFOT 31-49 was removed.
Feb. 1975 -Marc.h 1975 --------- AFQT 21 and GT > 95 for all applicants.
March 1975 Aug. 1975---------(a) HSG with AFQT 31 and GT > 90; (b) NHSG
with AFQT 31 and GT > 95. -
Aug. 1975 - Jan. 1976 ----------- (a) HSG with AFOT 21 and GT > 90; (b) NHSG
with AFOT 31 and GT > 95.
A-12 I
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In Table A-4, Continued:
I--.
Jan. 1976 - Oct. 1981 --------- (a) High school diploma graduates (HSDG) with
AFQT 21 and GT > 80; (b) NHSG with AFNT 21 •;
and GT >-nJ•. - '
Oct.. 1981 - May' 1982 --------- (a) HSDG with AFQT 21 and GT > 80; (b) NHSG
with AFOT 31 and GT 7M•.".y
May 1982 -Oct 1982 --------- (a) HSDG with AFQT 21 and GT > 80 ; (b) NHSG-.
with AFOT 31 and GT 7-MO0 ..
Nov. 1982 -Present ----- (a) HSDG with AFQT 21 and GT > 80; (b) NHSG




Note: This table was reviewed by the Department of the Navy, Headquarters "
United States Marine Corps (MPI-20:clk '200), May 1983. "
h-...
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' I ,, .* •• * Jan. • ., 196.Ot 91-----a ihsho dilm gradate (HSDG) with ,, .. m-*.
Table A-5.
Minimum Aptitude Standards for Enlisument of Males L .
(Without Prior Service) into the Air Force from 1946 to 1983
Effective Period Minimum Aptitude Standards
April 1946 - March 1947 --------- Standard score > 70 on R-1 (Raw score of 15).
March 1947 - Sept. 1949 --------- Standard score > 90 on R-3/R-4, R-5/R-6.
Oct. 1949 - Dec. 1949 --------- Standard score > 100 on R-5/R-6.
Jan. 1950 - May 1950 --------- Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) > 49.
May 1950 - June 1950 ---------- Percentile score of 31 on AFQT.
June 1950 - July 1950 --------- (a) High school graduates (HSG) with AFQT 3:
(b) Non-high school graduate (NHSG) with AFC.
49.* "
July 1950 - Nov. 1950 ---------(a) HSG with AFQT 21; (b) NHSG with AFQT 31.* "'""
Nov. 1950 - April 1951 -------- Percentile score of 21 on AFQT.
May 1951 - Aug. 1951 --------- Percentile score of 13 on AFQT.
Aug. 1951 - March 1958 --------- Percentile score of 10 on AFQT.
April 1958 - Feb. 1961 -------- Percentile score of 10 on AFQT and a standard
score of > 40 on any one of t e•following
Airman's 1ýualifying EAamination (AQE) apti-
tude areas: Mechanical (M), Administrative
(A), General (G), or Electronics (E). It
should be noted that each aptitude area had
certain career fields that required higher .4
(i.e., 60 or 80) scores if applying to
those specialties.
Feb. 1961 - July 1961 ----------"Dual 25" minimum entry requirement estab-
lished. While the AFQT requirements
remained the same as above, AQE require-
ments could be satisfied by a standard
score of 25 in each of two of the four
aptitude areas (i.e., M, A, G, E) or a
score of 40 in any one area.
*Although other sources report that education differentials were
introduced into the Air Force in 1961, a "temporary change" directive -- TWX,
AFPTP-2, 43066, 20 June 1950 (AFR 39-9, 15 April 1949) -- indicates that these





Aug. 1961 -Dec. 1961----------(a) HSG with AFQT 26; (b) NHSG with AFQT 31.
"The AOE requirements remained the same as
specified above.
Jan. 1962 - Sept. 1966 ------.-- The minimum AFOT score was lowered for HSG
from AFQT 26 to AFQT 21. All other stand-
ards r•mained the same.
Oct. 1966 - March 1967** -..-..... Under Priject 100,000 guidelines the stan. -
dards were as follows: all applicants with
AFOT 21
April 1967 Sept. 1967"* ........ Percentile score of 10 on AFOT.
Oct. 1967 May 1972** --------- (a) HSG with AFQT 21 or HSG with AFQT 10-20
and a standard score of 25 in two aptitude
arTas or a score of 40 in any one area
(i.e. M, A, G, E).
(b) NHSG with AFQT 31 or NHSG with AFOT 10-30
and a standard score of 25 in two aptitude ..- ;
areas or a score of 40 in any one area
(i.e., M, A, G, E).
May 1972 - June 1973 --------- (a) HSG with AFOT 21 and a standard score of
> 40 on either M,A,W" or E; (b) NHSG with
QFOT 31 and a standard score of > 40 on G
and a stEaTard score of > 40 on Wither M,A,
or E
June 1973 - Jan. 1975 --------- The minimum AFOT requirement was raised for .*
NHSG from AFOT 31 to AFQT 65. No other
changes in minimum aptitude requirements.
%I0 Jan. 1975 - March 1975 --------- (a) HSG with AFOT 21; (b) NHSG with AFOT bS.
All applicants must have a combined
standard score of > 170 across M,A,G,E with
a minimum standard-score of > 45 on P.
"**These standards were in effect under the DoD Project 100,000 program,
implemented on 1 October 1966. Under this program the intake of AFQT Category
IV personnel was increased by lowering minimum aptitude requirements.
A--15
Table A-5, Continued:
March 1975 - Sept. 1980 -------- DOD modified the definition of HSDG to
exclude non-state certified GED applicants.
Such applicants must meet the same qualifi-
cations as NHSG. No other changes in mini-
mum aptitude standards.
Oct. 1980 - Nov. 1980 --------- (a) High School Diploma Graduate (HSDG) with Vo
AFQT 21, and G > 30, and combined M,A,G,E >
170; (b) 9 wiTh AFQT 50, G > 30 and comr-
bined M,A,G,E > 170; (c) NHSG with AFOT 65,
G > 30 and comlined M,A,G,E > 170.
Dec. 1980 - Present --------- Combined M,AG,E score minimum was lowered to
120 for all applicants. All other stand-
ards remained the same.
U I
Note: This table was reviewed by the Department of the Air Force, Head-
quarters United States Air Force (MvPXOA), 10 May 1983.
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Table 1-6
P CaComparison of the Percentage Distributions of Male Enlistees
and Draftees in the Army by AFQT Category. FY 1955-83
Fiscal %Year-A 91tegors I Pate0ory I1 I ate ry II I1 ýIteqgry IV L
gnilltee Oraf~irt Jn1is188 Draftee ilee rflnlia" ua" 11stee 9 Oaf teeu
1955 7.1 10.9 24.9 27.7 44.7 31.2 23.3 30.2
Be 7.1 9.4 26.1 26.8 46.7 32.0 20.1 31.8
57 8.5 8.2 25.7 23.5 49.2 32.9 !6.6 35.4
s8 9.6 7.8 28.4 20.2 57.6 32.5 4.4 39.5
59 8.6 9.1 25.7 22.8 55.4 37.3 10.4 30.8
1960 8.4 7.9 27.4 20.7 64.2 36.6 0.0 34.8
61 5.7 6.8 31.0 21.0 63.3 35.7 0.0 3.6.
62 6.6 5.1 33.8 22.5 56.6 33.9 1.0 38.5
63 5.6 4.6 30.9 20.7 56.9 31.9 6.7 42.9
64 6.4 5.2 31.6 25.5 54.8 40.4 7.2 28.9
1965 5.1 4.5 29.1 240J 58.3 40.9 7.5 30.3
66 6$1 4.3 33.6 25.9 41.7 42.9 15.7 26.9
67 7.3 s.0 31.3 26.8 37.6 40.3 23.8 27.9
68 5.9 4.6 30.1 25.7 38.8 39.5 24.2 30.2
09 6.3 5.9 28.9 27.9 37.5 38.6 27.3 27.6
1970 6.1 5.2 28.0 28.0 43.1 39.4 23.8 27.4
71 4.1 5.6 25.8 28.4 45.9 38.5 22.8 27.6
72 3.9 4.7 28.5 27.5 50.2 40.6 17.4 27.2
.................. ...... ALL-VOLUNTEER FORCE TRANSITION ..................-..........................
473 3. .6 26.8 30.6 53.3 45.1 15.7 19.7
74 1.9 0 - 22.8 -5.8 19.5
1975 3.5 -- 25.4 -- 57.9 . 9.9 --
76 3.4 -- 25.6 6. 54.8 16.0 -.
77 2.4 -- 18.0 38.3 39.8 --
78 2.3 -- 18.8 -- 39.4 -- 38.8 -
79 1.8 -- 14.9 36.9 46.3 --
1980 1.6 -. 13.8 -° 34.8 49.7
81 2.2 -- 21.5 -- 45.1 31.2
82 3.0 -- 29.0 - 48.6 19.4 --
83 3.4 -- 32.1 -- 50.8 13.7 -
Sourcei Statistics for FY 1956-74 were derived from data appearing in Department of Defense .1j .
tiye D12tributlon of Mil tary vMnoower, ODO-P& ()344 (Washington, D.C.: Department of the
ArnM Office of Personnel Operations). 1955-74. Statistics for FY 1975-82 were provided by the
Defense Manpower Data Center.
tAFQT category distribution for FY 1976 does not include the transition quarter (July through September).
boraftees who failed the aptitude test but who were declared administratlvely acceptable (on the basis of
personal Interviews and some additional aptitude testing) are included in AFOT Category IV.
* B-6
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Table C. I
U.S. Bureau of Census Classification of States by Region and Division
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Estimated Neumr and Percent of American Youth
(18-23 Years) Who Would Qualify for Enlistment
By Educational Level, Racial/Ethnic 6rouo. and Sex&
- NAVY-
(1963 Standards)
ARacial/Ethnic kelow High School ED High School High School Diploma Total
Group Mad Sexb Graduate Equivalency Graduate and Above
Percent Nlimber(000) Percent Nuber (000) Percent Number(000) Percent Nuiber(OO)
Qualified Qualified Qualified Qualified Qualified Qualified Qualified 0uaitfied
Male 35.2 739 73.0 2568 96.5 7,438 82.3 8,445
Female 32.0 613 79.2 266 96.4 7,644 85.3 8,423
Total 33.8 1,252 76.0 534 95.9 15,082 83.8 16,868
Male 6.4 40 37.5 25 63.7 637 41.4 702
'N Female 4.2 19 32.4 19 64.8 783 48.1 821
Total 5.5 59 35.2 44 64.3 1,420 44.8 1.523
I oan 1C
Male 9.1 30 48.7 12 85.1 353 51.3 395
F3m1le 9.9 29 31.8 9 80.5 349 51.2 387
Total 9.4 so 40.4 21 82.8 702 51.3 782
Male 26.4 809 66.6 305 91.6 8,428 75.0 9,542
Female 24.0 560 69.6 294 91.7 8,776 78.1 9,630
Total 25.4 1,369 68.0 599 91,6 17,204 76.5 19,172
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics). wit
4[stimetes of the number and percent of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the baisls of mm
results from the "Profile of American Youth* and the 1983 education/aptitude standards used by the Armed
Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlistment would also depend on other
Vfctors--including medical and moral requirements.) Numbers are expressed in thousands (000).
bAmerican youth population includes all persons born between January 1, 1957 and December 31, 1962.
C[ducitional level as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 school year). a..
dWhite category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.





Estimated Nimber and Percent of American Youth
(18-23 Years) Who Would Qualify for Enlistment
By Educational Level, Racial/Ethnic Group, and Sexa ,
- MARINE CORPS -
(1983 Standards)
Educational Leveic
Racial/Ethnic Below High School 00 High School Htgh School Diploma Total
Group and Sexb Graduate Equivalenm Graduate and Above
Percent NoMberOOO) Percent iNer(O00) Percent Number(OOO) Percent Number(OOO)
Oualified Quali•ied Qualified Qualified Qualified Qualified qualified Qualified
Hale 21.1 443 49.8 183 92.1 7,172 76.0 7,798 .1
Female 0 0 0 0 67.6 5:367 54.4 6,367 ,' .o
Total 12.0 443 26.0 183 79.8 12,539 65,4 13,165 P
mi aMle 3.0 19 8.0 5 52.1 522 32.2 546
Foele 0 0 0 0 18.5 224 13.1 224
4 Total 1.8 19 4.2 5 33.8 745 22.6 770
Male 4.5 1is 16.2 4 ;9.0 327 45.0 346
Female 0 0 0 0 31.1 137 18.0 137
Total 2.4 is 7.8 4 54.7 464 31.7 4$3
Male 15.6 476 42.0 192 87.2 8,021 68.3 8,690
Fenls 0 0 0 0 59.8 5,727 46.4 5,727
r~i Total 8.8 476 21.8 192 73.2 13,748 57.5 14,417Sourcel Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secre•ay ofDefense (Manpower, Installations and LogiatIcs).
SI[simaltel of t.he number and4 per~ent: of youth1 qualified for military service wone calclated on the basis of i.
results from the 'Profile of American Youthm and thei t1983 educationtaptitude stan~dards used by tho Armed ...
"Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlistment would also depend on other
factor:--including medical and moral requirements.) Numbers are exoressed In thoulanOds (000). I
%. oAmorin youth population includes all persons borm between Januars 1, 1967 and 0ecember 31. 1962.
'.'i Onal level as of Seltsmber 1980 (start of the 1980-81 school year).
dIhlte category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.
e*lack category does not Include persons of Hispanic origin.
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Detailed statistics on the number and percent of American youth who
would be expected to qualify for enlistment under existing aptitude/education .
standards are presented in Section 3 of the report. This appendix presents
qualification rates for population subgroups based on alternative or "simu-
lated" standards. First, the effects of using alternative standards for
persons with General Educational Development (GED) High School Equivalency
N
Credentials are examined in Tables E-1 through E-4. Secund, the effects of
eliminating the educational differential--by requiring a11 youth to meet the
aptitude standards currently established for either high school diploma gradu-
ates or for non-high school graduates--are explored in Tables E-5 through
E-12. The effects of instituting an across-the-board minimum AFQT of 50 are
then examined in Table E-13. Finally, the impact of using equivalent aptitude
requirements for males and females in the Marine Corps Is investigated in
Table E-14. Some of the alternative aptitude standards analyzed here would be
more stringent (e.g., applying universally the aptitude requirements for non-
high school graduates), while others would be considered more lenient (e.g.,
using the minimum aptitude requirement for high school graduates as a standard
for everyone).
This analysis demonstrates the consequences of selected changes in
enlistment requirements on the quantity of the "eligible" manpower pool and
upon subgroups within the pool. Examples of conditions that might encourage
the use of more stringent standards include extended recruiting and retention
success, a sizeabie decrease in strength requirements, increases in occupa-
tional requirements or technology, and Congressional influence. Reduced apti-
I Yrtude criteria might be instituted in an effort to increase the "eligible" man-





Persons with General Educational Development (GED) high school equiva-
lency credentials constitute approximately three percent of the overall youth
population (ages 18-23) and six percent of military nonprior service acces-
sions. Despite the relatively small size of this group (compared with high
school diploma graduates and nongraduates), they constitute an important
component of the military manpower pool. High school equivalency (or GED) is
one of three education categok les used by the Services when applying different
aptitude standards for enlistment. Because of higher attrition rates, persons
with GEDs (and non-high graduates) are required to achieve higher AFQT and
ASVAB composite scores than diploma graduates. There seems to be a general
lack of understanding outside th* military as to why such education policies
exist. While a GED credential may be the legal equivalent of a high school
diploma, persons holding the former certainly do not, on the average, have
S equivalent performance records. In light of Congressional and national educa-
tional associations' (i.e., American Council on Education) questioning of the
current practice of applying such differential standards as well as Service
recognition that GEDs are an important manpower resource, the impacts of
eliminating higher requirements for GEDs are presented below.
Tables E-1 through E-4 compare the proportion of GEDs and the total
S youth population eligible for enlistment in each Service under existing stan-
dards (1983 for the Navy and the Marine Corps, and 1980-83 for the Army and
the Air Force) with the corresponding proportion of GEDs if they were treated
as either nongraduates or high school diploma graduates for enlistment pur-
poses. It can be seen here that using these simulated standards for GEDs
would not substantially alter the size of the total manpower pool. For
example, if the nongraduate (i.e., more stringent) standards were used, the
E-2
overall population eligible for the Navy and the Air Force would be reduced by
only 0.3 percent and 0.6 percent, respectively.
Existing Marine Corps standards treat GEDs as non-high school graduates
for enlistment purposes. As.shown in Table E-1, Army standards functionally
accomplish the same result. The Army, consequently, would not decrease its
total eligible pool or GED pool by raising its standards in this fashion.
If the more lenient aptitude standards used for high school diploma
graduates were also used for GEDs, the total eligible pool would increase by
less than one percent (i.e., approximately 200,000 persons) in all Services
except the Marine Corps, which would experience an increase of approximately
1.6 percent (see Table E-3). Thus, the size of the eligible manpower pool
(total) would not be substantially altered by allowing persons with GEDs to
enlist under the minimum aptitude standards for high school diploma graduates,
The effects of eliminating the differential aptitude standards applied
to broad educational groups (e.g., high school diploma graduates, GEDs, and
non-high school graduates) are analyzed for each Service in Tables E-5 through
E-12. When education differentials were eliminated and replaced by the lower
minimum aptitude standards required for high school diploma graduates (Tables
E-B, E-7, E-9, E-11), the total eligible pool increased variably in each of
the Services: 5 percent in the Army; 7 percent in the Navy; 7 percent in the
Marine Corps; and 2 percent in the Air Force.
While the percentage increase in the overall pool would be relatively
small, the increase in the percentage of eligible non-high school graduates
would be quite substantial. Over 50 percent of nongraduates would qualify for 3
E-3
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both the Army and the Navy under these simulated standards, as compared with
S between 25 and 30 percent under the existing standards. Eliminating education
differentials In the Marine Corps and the Air Force would also result in a
sizeable increase in the proportion of non-high school graduates eligible for
enlistment in these Services--from just under 10 percent to approximately 30 /1
percent.
If the more stringent non-high school graduate standards were used for
all youth (Tables E-6, E-8, E-10, E-12), the Army would experience the smal-
lest absolute decrease in its total eligible pool (approximately 8 percent or
from 77 to 69 percent eligible), while the Marine Corps would have the largest
absolute decrease (31 percent). The rather large Jecrease in the Marine Corpsil I.
could be accounted for primarily by the different (more stringent) standards
for women. That is, since female nongraduates and GEDs are presently inelig-
ible for enlistment in the Marine Corps, absolutely no women would be eligible
if nongraduate standards were used for high school diploma graduates as well.
Since the qualification rates for high school graduates are still much higher
than those for nongraduates under these non-differentiated standards, a
substantial percentage of graduates would be lost from the pool. The Air
Force, for example, would lose approximately 32 percent of its pool of high
school diploma graduates. 1..
Table E-13 shows the population eligibility rates under a minimum stan- ,
dard of AFQT 50 for all persons. A percentile score of 50 on the AFQT repre-
sents the median of the World War II reference population. This particular
standard wY1'-i§TO1dIrd for analysis because the Services use this score as a
dividing line of recruit "quality". As can be deduced from Table E-13 (in 
lop
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conjunction with the information from previous tables), if persons with apti-
tude scores at or above AFQT 50 were eligible for enlistment, the Army and
Navy would each lose approximately one quarter of the overall manpower pool
eligible under existing standards. The Air Force would lose only 9 percent of
its currently eligible pool, and the Marine Corps would lose about 5 percent.
If propensity estimations and "quality mix" (to name just two of the important
variables) were not considered in setting standards, it appears possible that
the Air Force and Marine Corps could meet existing numerical requirements
under such a standard. However, it should be pointed out, that, although the
percentage of the overall pool would not decrease dramatically, the high
school graduate group would be primarily affected--a group that also defines
"quality" among recruits.
The simulations presented and discussed above involve the elimination of
education differentials. In addition to using different sets of aptitude
4) scores for various education groups, the Marine Corps presently requires
higher minimum aptitude scores for females than for males. The effects of
"U'
eliminating these sex differentials are shown in Table E-14. The Marine Corps 5
standards (which also vary according to high school graduation status) for
males in 1983 were applied In similar fashion for females, This "reduction"
in standards would increase the female pool by approximately 25 percent and
the overall pool by roughly 12 percent. Most of the increase In the female
pool would be within the GED and high school diploma graduate groups (10 and
14 perceil", respectively) rather than among female nongraduates (5 percent).
While there are obviously many different scenarios under which enlist-
ment standards might be adjusted, the simulations presented here would not,
o for the most part, alter the size of the manpower pool substantially. While
E-5
some gains would occur in the pool under more lenient criteria, most of the
added members would not be among the preferred high school diploma graduate
group. That is, most of the gains would occur among GEDs and nongraduates--
groups that have not performed as well (on average) as diploma graduates In
the military. The answer to screening in subsets of the nongraduate group
that perform well is not reduced aptitude requirements but rather alternative
predictors such as a biographical and/or more detailed educational background
information.
While more stringent criteria would increase the quality of personnel
entering the Services, it would also restrict flexibility and perhaps result
in strength shortfalls. Under current standards, the Services are afforded
the opportunity of using higher cutting scores during favorable market condi-
tions. The bottom line is that current minimum standards seem to be set
at levels which still allow for much flexibility to meet changing market
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Table E-i
istimted Number and Percent of American Youth (10-23 Years)Who Wlould Quality for Enlistment Under Actual Standards and Under
Simulated Standards for Youth Who Possess a General Educational
Developmnt (BED) Nigh School Equivalenc Certificafte
(Nuimer In Thousands)
-ARMY-
A~~~~ t l l0 1 I I n d r s l l t d t N r d s d
A~r'I'][ I ONi OIIilt 'VOT83II Il an I Goopll U AFQT-101i 0l On a CompositeJ
Raciallltlmicb
ue p , Sa Toaa dip .. Total
1W4 66 73.0 8,603 83.9 268 73.0 6,603 93.9 353 96.2 8.689 04.7
Female 166 79.2 1,416 86.0 M6 79.1 6.486 16.0 330 90.1 0.550 06.6
Total 134 76.0 17,089 04.0 134 74.0 17.009 84.9 603 97.1 17,13 065.6
11 37.7 491 40,7 13 36.0 600 40.7 34 51.5 700 41.3
Female 19 31.4 . 776 48.5 19 31.4 776 55.5 38 62.7 796 46.6
Total 44 36.1 1,467 43.1 41 34.3 1.466 43.1 71 66.9 1,495 43.9
M~-12 46.7 406 51,0 12 46.7 406 51.6 21 61.3 414 53.9
Female 9 31.6 397 12.5 9 31.0 391 52.5 it 69.0 407 53.9
Total 21 40.0 001 12.7 21 40.0 Sol 51,7 40 75.9 611 53.9
S305 8., 9,.99 7.,3 304 6.,4 0,,9 7.,3 ,07 solo 9,o02 7.,1
FIN It 294 dl0.d 9,059 78.3 204 $Ij4 9,080 78.3 386 91.3 91751 70.1
Total M9 68.0 10,310 77.3 108 67,0 19,398 77.3 793 904l 19,660 70.1
Sour"eI Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistnat Secretary of Defense (Manpower,Installaitons and Looltsics).
ati tae of the number and p 7r6ent of youthqullfd for military service were Calclatod On the bUsi of
results from the "Profile of American Youth (administration 0f the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
EASVAS] to 1s national probibslit lam tn 1980) and the education/aptitude stadards used by the Armed
Services. (it should be noted Ith,, ,11ig11, y for ,nitat would also despend on other ,,factors-- Including
bmediCS1 and moral requirements.)
Oarican youth population Includes all persgons born between January 11 1957 and December 31, 
1902.
CTh actual aptitude standards in effect for 1EDs enlisting in the Army refer to the Armed Forces Qualification
Test and additional ASYAB aptitude requirements In effect since 1980. .
dThe simulated standards refer to the application of more stringent and more lninent Armed Forces Qualification
Test and additional ASVAB aptitude requirements (i.e.. those In effect for non-high school graduates and high .
school diploma graduates respectively).
*white includes all racial/ethnic groups other thin black or Hispanic.
filack does not Include persons of Hispanic origin.







E[tiMthd I8ter and Percent of American Youth (16-33 Years)
NO Wuld Qualiy for Inlhithmnt Under Ac al Standards and Under
Simulated Standards ?or Yout VhM Possess a general Educational
Devalopmnt 161() High SchOol [qsivamncY Clrtificat4$4
(Number In Thousands)
-NAVY- Sl ted
Iail llll li q I [ ihnn ii d ii |Vow and soa I f
26 30 844 8. 47 67.4 6,424 62.1 347 94.6 6,523 83.1
Fafle 162 72:9 $543 88.3 227 67.6 8:384 84,9 329 97,9 8,416 84.0
total 634 76.0 16.46? 83.8 474 67.8 16,808 83.8 676 M.1 170,09 84.5
WF2 71 72 41.4 11 23.6 603 40.19 36 63.1 712 42.0
•mle 19 32,4 oil 48.1 9 14.6 810 47.8 39 41.4 840 49.3
Total 44 36.2 1,113 44.8 24 19.2 1,503 44.2 74 19.0 1,553 45.6
ItiJ9I1 42 8.7 391 51.3 7 27.2 389 50.6 22 66.5 404 12.5i
Female 9 31.8 387 11.2 1 23.6 361 10.9 22 79.8 400 52.9
Total 21 40.0 762 61.3 13 21.3 774 10.6 43 83.0 604 12.6
305 66.6 9,541 75.0 270 68.9 9,06 74.7 404 88.2 9,640 7,.8
Female 194 69.6 9,631 76.1 142 87.2 9,578 77.7 390 92.1 9.726 78.0
Total 9 6 19,173 76.1 1it U.1 109,04 76.2 793 90.1 19.346 77.3
MlurteI Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower.
F bi Installations and Logistlcs).
;Val $9stimates of the number and percent of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the basis of
results from the OProftle of American Youth' (?iministration of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
[ASVA6I to a national probabilit sample In 1983) and the education/aptitude standards used by the Armed Services.
I(t should be noted that eligibility for enlistment would also depend on other factors--including medical and: moral requtrements.)
bAjperican youth population Includes all persons born between Ja . 1987 and December 31, 1962.
COhe actul opti u•d Standards in effect for 0908 enlisting In thehlNvy refer to the Armed Forees Qualifica-
o tion Test and additional ASVAI aptitude requirements in effect lince 1983.
dTha simulated standards refer to the application of more stringent and more lenient Armed Forces Qualification
Test and additional ASVAI aptitude requirements (i.e., those In effect for non-high school graduates and high
school diploma graduates respectively).
@White Includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.
fmlack does not include persons of Hispanic origin.
Note: Numbers may not sum due to rounding.
Table E-3
Istimated Number and Percent of American Youth (18-23 Years)
Vim Would Quallify for Enlitm~ent Under Actual Standards and Under
Simulated Standards for Youth Who Possess a General Educatioual
D01el00unt (mE) High School Equivalency Certificates
(Numer In Thoisands)
N AARI NI CORAP S -
hdia/KU ~ rcb mleg Not Eligible emlet AFQT'mi
W"euand Sax Tou ,I1y ,J il.
R"113 49.8 7,796 76.0 343 93.4 7,9618 77.6
FORAlog 8 36,37 64.4 3?7 65.8 1,514 66.3
Total 1a3 "*.0 13,161 66.4 130 76.4 13,512 67.1
1 8.0 546 32.2 25 66.3 669 33.6
F40a149 - 224 13.1 7 11.9 231 13.5
Total 6 4.2 770 22.6 36 28.6 600 23.5
4 16.2 344 41.0 i8 70.3 360 44.82Forselo 137 18.0 4 13,8 140 18:6
Total 78 0 17 2 1450 3.
131 41.0 0,690 68o3 349 85.1 6,8ll 63.9
8el - * 1727 46.4 138 44.9 6,326 48.0
Total 132 21.8 14,417 67.1 688 66.7 14,812 19.1
Isouc Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant
SecretarY Of De111n2e (Man1PIowe, Installations and Logistic$).
Agointl o th nuberandperentof youth qualified for military service were
calculated on the basis of results from the 'Profile of American Youth' (adinis-
tration of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude flattery EASVAI3 to a national
Irobailit Smle In 1963) and the education/aptitude standards used by theAmead Serv co.It should be noted that eligibiity for enl istmsent would also
depnd n oherfactors--including medical and moral requirements.)
b~eicnouilhopulation includes all persons born betweeen January 1. 1317 andI Cih~e actual aptitude standards in effect for KO~S enlisting In the Marine Corps'-refer to the Armed Forces Qualification Test and additional ASYAS aptitude"Ireirmenta In effect since 1963.
din, simulated standards refer to the application of more lenient Armed Forces
Qualification Teat and additional ASYAI aptitude requirements (i.e., those In
effect for high school diploma a-duates). Since the aptitude standards for QEDs'.
are the same as for non-high mc oci graduates, the effects of more Stringent cri-
teria were not simulated.
lWhite Includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.I tglack does not Include persons of Hispanic origin.
Weisele lDs and non-high school graduates are not eligible for enlistment In the
Marine Corps. Female high School graduates Must meet sore stringent aptitude
requirements thati their male counterparus.
Note: Numbers may not sum due to rounding.
- . ..E-:
Table 9-4
iStlmmd omber and Percent of American Youth (18-23 Years)
Win Would Qualiy• for Enlistent Under Actual Standards and Under
Simlated Staidards for Yuth Who Possess a General Educational _40I
Development (60) High School Equivelony Certificats 6
(umber in Thousands)
II I I I II I I I FI 0l A CI I - tr
6131al~-A Sfts SimOaedCE-ig
P•VM rimi'/Eti a 9o Ib Iin - 1,30I A.qT=1&j M 13,
'.•
i stdaexlot.
207 56.3 7,316 71.3 134 37.1 7,241 70.6 300 81.8 7,409 72.2
female 187 16.8 6:874 69:6 107 31.8 6,794 68.3 165 76.9 0,942 70.3
Total 394 .1 14,190 70.8 143 34.6 14,019 69.7 666 79.0 1.436 71.3
~ Il~7 10.6 311 21.3 3 443 317 21.0 18 27.6 372 21.9 4
Female 7 11.9 371 21.7 2 3.7 366 21.5 10 17.1 374 21.9
Total 14 11.2 732 21.6 6 4.0 722 21.2 28 22.6 746 21.9
5w 101.9 288 37.6 3 10.1 266 37.2 16 16.3 298 36.8
femals 4 13.8 210 27.9 0 0.0 207 27.4 6 23.6 213 21.2
Total 9 16.8 499 32.7 3 4.9 492 32.3 21 4044 611 33.6
219 47.8 7,965 62.6 141 30.9 7.8us 62.0 333 72.7 6,079 63.1
female 198 46.9 7.466 60.4 109 25.8 7,366 69.7 272 64.3 7,629 61.0
Total 417 4. 11.411 61.8 211 26.1 16,264 60.9 605 60.7 15,006 62.3
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (manpower,Installations and Logisetics). ..
, lstimtaes of the number and percent of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the basis of
results from the "Proflle of Ameri can Youth' admininltration of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
CASVA83 to a national probability sample In 1980) and the education/aptitude standards used by the Armed Services. MkV
(It should be noted that eligibillit for enlis•ment would also depend on other factors--Including medical and
moral requirements.)
op~erican youth population includes ill persons born bereen January 1, 1917 end December 31, M2. .
CThe actual aptitude standards in effect for MOe enlisting In the Air Force refer to the Armed Forces Qualifile-
tlion lest and additional ASVAK aptitude requirements in effect since 1980.
Ohie simulated standards refer to the application of more stringent and more lenient Armed Forces Qualification
Test and additional ASYAB aptitude ivqulrsemnts (i.e., those in effect for non-high school graduates and high
school diploma graduates respectivelyl.
@White includes all racial/eothnic grouts other than black or Hispanic. -.
fulack does not Include persons of Hilsanic origin.
eotet Numbers may not sum due to rounding.
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Table E=-
Estluated Percent of American Youth (18-23 Years)
Who Would Qualify for Enlistni Under Actual and
Simulated Standards Using the High School Graduate
Minim. Stores For All Youth'
- ARMY -
(Actual Standards vs. Lower Standards)
[ducational Level,
Racieallthmic Blow High school GEO High school High School Oiploma Total
Group and osmb Gredu. [V-Vyalng..... Graduate .nd Above ,. .,
.Aeiel Sli~ltedd Actual 3Iu1ltedd Abtual Actual Si.ulstedd
Hale 42.4 87.2 73.0 96.2 96.6 83.9 89.8..'
Female 40.6 , $3.8 79.1 91.1 01.4 66.0 90.3
TYtal 41.7 65.6 74,0 97.1 95.5 84.9 90.0
Male 6.9 21.8 37.7 81.8 61.0 40.7 46.4
Female 4.6 17,1 32,4 62.7 61.1 46.5 49.9
Total 7.1 20.7 31.2 16.9 61.0 43.1 48,2
Male 11.6 30.7 48,7 82.3 85.1 52.6 62.1
female 15.3 19.1 31.8 60.8 79.1 52.5 59.3
Total 13.4 29.9 40.0 76.9 82.4 51.7 60.7
hile 32.2 14.2 66,6 69.0 91.4 76.3 82.3
Female 30.8 50,7 69.6 91.3 90.3 78.3 82.8
Total 31.6 62.6 68.0 90.1 90.8 77.3 82.6
Souores Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, 'nsitallations and Logistics). ,.1
*Estimates of the percent of youth qualified for military service were calcul4ted on the basis of
results from the M"Profile of American Youth' (administratiod of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitu•e Battery [ASVABI to a national probability sample in 1980) and the 1983 education/aptitude
standards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlistment would also
depend on other factors--including medir.al and moeal requirements.)
bAmerican youth population Includes a1 persons born between January 1, 1917 and December 31, 1962.
cEducational level as of September 1960 (start of the 1980-81 school year).
dThe simulated standards are those used operationally for high school diploma graduates, thus they are
more lenient than the standards actually used for non-high school graduates or GED0.
"eWhite category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.





!,'i Table E-6 .
Estimated Percent of American Youth (18-93 Years) "
Who Wlould Qualify for Inlistaunt Under Actual and-,
Simulae~d Standards Using the Men-High School Graduate'•
HIliow Scores for All YouthA
' ~(Actual Standards vs. Higher Standlards) ,
EIducaitonal •|tno I
Racl~l/hni lo Hi.,lib scoo 01 ihSchool High Scooel Olplome Total T.
!•Or 6rvp and Sexb 6radualm [oulvallegY .. Graduao and Above - ••
Actual Actuall Steijlndd Actual, Stinlitdd A•qt•4 1suliatedd [:
K4ale 42,4 73.0 73.0 96.6 67.4 03.9 77.7
Fremale 40.8 79,.2 79,2 98.4 sole Bela 78,4
i T tl4167 7060 75,0 06.5 86,7 84.9 78,0 .
a.6
Hillo 6. 37.? 36.0 61.0 37.7 40,7 2e.9 .
Female 4.6 31 ,4 32.4 Gi ,ll 36.7 4 ,65 20.3'.-
Itunk
gS
mile 11.T 48.7 48.7 86.6 69.7 6,8 44,1.
• Female 18.3 31.8 31.8 79.1 $3.2• 59.6 37.6,•'"i
Total 13.3 40.0 40.0 49.4 6112 62.7 40.0
lis e 31.1 86 ,6 66.4 01.4 61.2 76.3 68.9•.
Fremale 30.8 09g.6 60.0 90.3 78.2 78.3 60.9
Total 31.6 60.0 66.0 90.6 79.7 77.3 I6,.g
$swieet Derived from special tabulations provided by ,the Office of the Aestisnt Secrealry of
Defense (Manpower, Installations ano Logistics).E~stimatem of the percent of youth qualified for m(l3tary service were calculatd on the basis of
results from the "Prof'ile of American Youth' (adminitrJation o? t:he. Armed Services Vocationail.,
4Aptitude Battery [AaVA8] to a national probability sample In 1900) and the 1983 educe tion/apti tudestandards used by the A Wrmd Services. (It should be noted thal eligibility for enlintitnt Uould A a no
•depend on other factors-- I ncl udi ng medical and moral requirements.)
[•* bAmertcan youth population Includes all parians born between January 1, 1967 And Decnlmber 31, 1962. '





estiimted Percent of American Youth (1W-23 Years)
Who Would Qualt1y for Enlisteant Under Actual and
Simulated Standards Using the Higjh School Grdut
Ninisme Scores For All Youthd
-NAVY -
iActual Standards vs. Lower Standards)
S[ducotional Lve.c
Racial/Ethnic Below High School W High school High School 01plow Total
Q en ad Seib 4 s tduat n Above ... . . ,
Actual Simlatedd Atoal SIMlptI d' A,1Wf Actual Simlt a eg'
St.,,.
Mail 35.2 67.4 73.0 94.6 96.5 62.3 89,7
Paeala 32,0 66.5 73.2 97.9 96.4 61.3 91.6
Total 33.8 67.0 76.0 96.1 96.9 83.8 90.6
Mail 6.4 25.3 37.7 3.1 3.7 41.4 48.7
Female 4.2 21.4 32.4 65.4 64.8 49.1 93.7
Total 5.6 23.7 35.2 69.0 64.3 44.8 52.0
Feffale 9.g 30.0 31.8 79.8 80.5 51.2 60.8
Ma •le 9.1 32.4 48.7 86.1 85.1 61-3 62.6
Total 9.4 31.2 40.0 83.0 82.8 61.3 51.1
Male s0.4 16.0 64.6 88.2 91.6 76.0 82.6
Female 24.0 63.6 49.6 92.1 91.7 78.1 84.4
""Total 26.4 54.3 66.0 90.1 91.6 76.4 83.1
k;, Weral Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Oeft-Isl (Menpower, Installat1OMs and Logistics).
4l6tiate, of the p!rcent of youth qualified for military service w ere Calculated an the bails of
results trom the "Profile of American Youth" (administration of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery [ASYAB to a national probability ,asmple In 1080) and the 1903 education/apt•tude
standards usedbr the Armed Services. (It should bb noted that eligibility for Onlis•hent would also
dpeond on other factore--including medical and mnral requirements.)
bAmerican youth population includes all persons born hatwaon ýjnuary 1. 1957 and December 31. 1962.
ClducationAl level as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 schnoo year).
dThe simulated Standards are those used opetstionally for high school diploma greduatus' thus they are
more lenient than the standards actually used for non-high school graduates or GEDs.
Si~htl category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.





Estimated Percent of American Youth (18-23 Years)
Who Would Quality for Enlistment Under Actual and
Simulated Standards Using the Non-High School Graduate




Pt acial/tthnic "lomw High Schoo =I Hig0 school High School Of lo Total
group And Sexb Grdut Eouiwelemc Graduafto and A ve ________
Actual Actual Sioulatedd Actual Simulgted Actual Simulatedd
mile 35.2 73.0 67.4 96.6 83.2 62.3 78.2
Female 32.0 79.2 67.6 96.4 79.7 86.3 71.6
Total 33.8 76.0 67.6 96.9 61.4 83.8 72.2
Male 6.4 37.7 23.5 63.7 34.9 41,4 21.8
Female 4.2 32.4 14.6 64.8 30.6 48.1 23.2
Total 5.6 36.2 19.2 64.3 31.0 44.8 22.5
Malt 9.1 46.7 27.2 85.1 62.2 61.3 38.3
Female 9.9 31. A 23.6 80.S 45.4 51.2 30.8
T.Total 9.4 40.0 25.3 82.8 53.6 51.3 34.6
Male 26.4 66.6 66.9 91.6 76.6 75.0 63.9
Female 24.0 69.6 57.2 91.7 72.0 78.1 62.4
Total 26.4 68.0 58.1 91.6 74.2 76.5 63.2
Source: Derived fros special tabulations provided bf the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, Initallations and Logi stics).
&Estimates of the percent of youth qualified for mili tary service were calculated on the basis of
results from the "Profile of American Youtoo (adinistration of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery CASYABI to a national probability sample In 1980) and the 1983 education/Aptitude
standards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlistment would also
depend on other factors--including medical and moral requirements.)
DAmerican youth population Includes all persons born between January 1, 1957 and December 31, 1962.
CEducational level as of September 1980 Istart of the 0980-81 school year).
d~hs, simulated standards are those ussi operationally for non-lhigh school graduates; thus they are
more stringent than the standards actually used for high school diploma graduates or GEDs.
~White category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.
fulock category does not include persons of Hispanic origin.
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Table E-9
% EstImated Percent of American Youth (18-23 Years)
Who Would Qualify for Enlistment Under Actual and
Simulated Standards Using the High School Graduate
Minim Scores For All Youtha
M ARINE CORPS -
(Actual Standards vs. Lower Standards)
Educational Le•v•e
Racial/Ethnic Below High School 680 High School High School Diploma Total
Group and Sexb are _31.uvlency. Graduan-ond Above
Actual Simulatedd A.tual SIM1Latedd Actual Actual Simulatedd
Hale 21.1 66.6 49.8 93.4 92.1 76.0 84.9
Famalef -- 22.8 .- 66 8 67.6 54.4 60.0
Total 12.0 41.9 26.0 75.4 79.8 66,4 72.6
Male 3.0 18.3 8.0 56.3 52.1 32.2 39.3
amalef -- 2.3 -- 11.9 18.5 13.1 14.L
Total 1.8 11.7 4.2 28.5 3318 22.6 2d.7
Hale 4.5 24.1 16.2 70.9 79.0 46.0 65.2
Femalef 5.5 -- 13.8 31.6 18.0 20.7
Total 2.4 15.3 7.8 41.4 54.7 22.6 38.1
TOTAL
i omalst 14e.7 - 4.9$9.8 46.4 $1.2SoMale 15.6 45.2 42.0 86.1 07.2 60.3 77.0
Total 8.3 32.9 21.8 66.7 73.2 57.5 64.3
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
"aEstimates of the percent of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the basis ofresults from the 'Profile of American Youth" (administration of the Afrmed Services Vocational "
Aptitude Battery CASVAB] to a national probability sample in 1980) and the 1983 education/aptitude
standards vied by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlisbuent would also
depend on other factor--including medical and moral requirements.)
bAmnrican youth population Includes all persons born between January 1, 1957 end December' 31. 1962.
Ccducational level as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 school year).
dThe simulated standards are those used operationally for high school diploma graduates; thus, they
are more lenient than the standards actually used for non-high school dip oma graduates or GEDS.
"eWhita category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.
fUnder attual Marine Corps aptitude standards in effect In 1983. female GEDs and non-high school
graduates are not eligible for enlistment. Female high school graduates must meet more stringent
aptitude requirements then their male counterparts. The simulated standards also reflect the
relatively high standards for females.
gelack catagory does iOit include persons of Hispanic origin.
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Table 1-lO
SEstimted Percent of merican Youth (10-23 Years)
Who Would Qualify for Enlistment Under Actual and
Similated Standards Using the Non-High School Graduate
Mini"am Scores For All Youths
,M ARINEI CORPS -
(Actual Standards vs. Higher Standards)
Educational Leyelc
Racial/Ethnic Blow High School ED High School High School Diploma Total
Group WA 5exOb . rmate Equivalency- Graduate And Above
Actual Actual Actual Simul#Aedd Actual Simulatodd
Male 21.1 49.8 92.1 70.3 76.0 59.5
Female. 67.6 -4,54.4
Total 2;.o 79.8 34,9 65.4 30.3
Male 3.0 8.0 62.1 19.8 32.2 13.1
-eeT. 18.5 13.1
Total 1.8 4.2 33.8 O. 22., 6.5
Nispsaic
Male 4.6 16.2 79.0 44,0 45.0 26.2
Female t  .... 31.6 18.0 .
Total 2.4 7,8 54.7 21:5 31.7 13.2
Male 16.6 42,0 87.? 63.7 68,3 51.3
,m .8 *- 46,4 -.
Total8.8 21,8 73.2 31.2 67.5 26.1
Source: Derived from special tbulatlons provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manp, wr, Installations and Logistics).
,Estima, of the rcent of youth qualified, for military service ere calculated on the basis of
results from the Pr•.jfle of Anerican Youth" (administration of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery CASVAB] to a national probability simple In 1980) and the 1983 education/aptitude
standerds used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlistment would also
depend on other factors---ncluding medical and meral requirements.)
bAnerican youth population Includes all persons born between January 1, 1957 and December 31, 1962.
C~ducational level as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 school year).
dThe simulated standards are those used operationally for non-hi h school diploma graduates and GENsl
"thus, they are more striniant then the standards actually used for high school diploma graduates,
*White category includes a I racial/ethnic groups other thae black or Hispanic.
fUnder actual Marine Corps aptitude standards in effect in 1983, female QEDs and non-high school
graduates are not eligible for enlistment. Female high school graduates must most more stringent
aptitude requirements than their male counterparts. The simulated standards also reflect the
relatively higher standards for females.




Estimated Percent of AMrican Youth (18-23 Years)
ho Would Qualify for Enlistesnt Under Actual and
Simulated Standards Using the High School Graduate
Ninmimi Scores For All Youth&
- AIR FORCE -
(Actual Standards vs. Lower Standards)
4 Educillonal LevelC
Racial/Ethnic Beim High School No High school High School Dialope Total
Group ad Ssxb ... RIrNAsdu. [lUivallu GraYduatie and Aov.
Actual Simlatedd Actual Sjilatedd Actual Actual Sit5 _dd
Mile 11.8 46.9 56.3 81.8 88.1 71.3 73.5
Female 10.4 34.5 65.8 75.9 82.2 69.6 71.0
Total 11.2 41.4 56.1 71.0 86,1 70.5 72.3
Male 0.8 5.9 10.5 27.5 34.9 21.3 24.1
Female 0.7 3.2 11.9 17.1 29.9 21.7 22.4
Total 0.8 6.6 11.2 22.5 32.1 21.1 23.2
~Hispanic
Male 0.7 12.6 13.9 58.3 67.8 37.5 41,2
Fmaile 2.3 11.2 13.8 23.6 46.1 27.9 30.5
rotal 1.6 11.9 16.8 40.4 $6.7 32.7 36.0
"Male 8.3 36.3 47.8 72.7 81.4 62.6 65.2
Female 7.8 26.7 44.9 65.6 74.0 60.4 62.0
Total 6.0 31.3 47.4 68.7 77.6 61.5 63.6
Sowrcel Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretaly of
Defense (manpower, Installatione and Logistics).
aistimates of the percent of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the baits of
results from the 'Profile of AIrican Youth* (alilnistration of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Sattery (ASVAS] to a natio al probability sample in 1980) and the 1983 education/aptltude
standards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlistment would also
depend on other factors--including medical and moral requirements.)
bomericm youth population includes all persons born between January , L957 and December 31, 1962.
Cgducational level a of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 schoo year). 4
dThe simulated standards are those used operationally for high school diploma graduates:* thus they are
more lenient than the standards actually used for non-high school graduates or GEDO.
eWhite category Includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.
"Bflack category does not include persons of Hispanic origin.
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Table 1-12
Iatbotud Percent of American Youth (18-23 Years)
Who Would Oualif for Inlistunt Under Actual and
""inmiut Scores For All Youths
- AIR FORCE -
S(Actual Standards vs. Higher Standards)
... uationI Level0
, -14 RaciaIE~tnc S Below High school a High School High School 01plom Total
Sri and Sie Gradult t. vem iGrelwuato uA .. _ __
Atul Actual Siea.latIetd Actal Slmlatodd Actual SipmulatOd
male 11.8 56.3 37.1 8sel $6.2 71.3 46.4
remale 10.4 566.8 31.8 82.2 48.3 69.6 41.6Total 11.2 66.1 34.6 85.1 59.2 70sl 44.1
Hale 0.8 10.1 4.3 34.9 11.7 21.3 7.4
Female 0.7 11.9 3.7 29.9 8. 21.7 6.3
Total 0.8 11.2 4.0 31.1 9.9 21.8 6.8
Male 0.7 19.9 10.1 67.8 30.6 37.6 17.6
Female 2.3 13.8 0.0 46.1 18.4 27.9 11.4
Total 1.1 16.8 4.9 56.7 24.3 32.7 14.3
Male 6.3 47.8 30.9 81.4 60.2 62.6 39.8
Female 7.6 46.9 25.8 74.0 41.9 60.4 34.9
Total 8.0 47.4 28.8 77.6 46.0 61.6 37.2
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, Installationr and Logistics).
tstimates of the percent of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the basis of
results from the 'Profile of American Youthd (administration of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery CASYAI] to a nationel probability sample In 1980) and the 1983 education/aptitude
standards uled by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlistment would also
Sdepend on other factors--including medical and moral requirements.)
American youth population Includes all persons born between January 1. 1967 and Oecemher 31, 1962.
Cldueational level as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 school year).8The simulated standards are those used operationally for non-high school diplomp graduates; thus they
are more stringent than the standards actually used for QED& or high school diploma graduates.
fWhite category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.





Estimated Niaher and Percent of American Youth (18-23 Years)
Who Mould Qualify for Enlistment If Minima Aptitude
Ilequirementa Were Set at the Fiftieth Percentile on
the AFQT For All Youths
(Number in Thousands)
(Simulated Standards) '
S [~~ducational Lo•e, -.,
acial /9thnkiC Below High School BID High School High School Diplools Total
Group and lexb Gredat il5(j01aleny Graduate and A ove ....
. s . . S ... n I.,
Mile 529 24.1 107 64.3 5.729 73.4 6,476 62.4
Female 430 16.0 167 56.8 6,374 67.7 5,99p 69.9
Total 969 24.5 394 66.1 11,106 70,8 12,474 61.2
Male 14 3.7 7 10.6 207 20.7 240 13.8
Femal# i 2,1 7 11.9 124 18.6 244 14.0
Total 36 3.2 14 11.2 431 19.6 484 13.9
Male 16 4.6 6 19.9 196 47.6 220 R6.3 8.
Female t17 5. 4 13.6 137 31.5 157 20.6
Total 3 $,1 9 16.6 336 39.6 377 14.4
1%q
Male S69 17.8 219 47.8 6,134 66.6 6,936 53.8
Female 486 18.5 19 46.9 6,737 59.9 6,400 61.1
Total 1,026 16.1 417 47.4 11,871 63.1 13,331 52.6
Source: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpowsr, Installations and Logistics).
&Estimates of the percent of youth qualified for military service were calculated on the basis of
results from the Profile of American Youth" (administration of the Armed Services Vocational Apti-
tude Battery tASVAI] to a national probability sample In 1980) and the 1963 education/aptitude stan-
dards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlistment would also
depend on other factors--including medical and moral requirements.,
bAmerican youth population Includes all persons born between January 1, 1967 and December 31, 1962.
c[ducational level as of September 1980 (start of the 1080-81 school year).
dWhite category Includes all raciel/ethnic groups other then black or Hispanic,








Estimated Percent of American Youth (18-23 Years)
Who Would Qualify for Enlistment Under Actual and
Simalated Standards For Feales Using the CorrespondingI~iiu S',| ej i€ l n Effect or 1ali.l
M- ARINE CORPS -
"(ctamI Standards vs. 1aleo CLower Standards for Females)
Educational Levtic
1ftbel/Ith cH 1 BD Hig So High Schol 0tplona Total
Group 41W Sexo Grabuill joulvahmeny Groduatq And A•9e
Actual Simalatgdd Actual Sinulatedd Actual SImalatedd Actual SiMUlatodd
Male 21.0 21.0 49.8 49.8 92.1 92.1 76.0 76.0
Femalef ". 16.8 45.6 67.6 93.0 14.4 79.0
Total 12.0 19.2 26.0 47.8 79.8 92.5 65.4 77.5
Ml3.0 3.0 8.0 8.0 52.1 52.1 32.2 3.
Fmnl-- 1.1- 7.3 18,5 50.8 13.1 36,5
Total 1.8 2.2 4.2 7.7 33.8 51.4 22.6 34.4 1,,t
Male 4.5 4.5 16.2 16.2 79.0 79.0 46.0 45.0
Famalef 4.9-- 6.3 31.5 70.3 18.0 42,5
Total 2.4 4.7 7.8 11.1 54.7 74.5 31.7 43.8
Male 15.6 11.6 42.0 42.0 87.2 87.2 68.3 68.3
Femalef 12.4 37.6 59.8 86.7 46.4 70.9
Total 8.8 14.2 21.8 39.9 73.2 86.9 57.5 69.6
Sources Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Manpower, Installations and Logistics).
aEstleates of the percent of Youth qualified for military service wore calculated on the basis of .4
results from the "Profile of American Youth* (adninistration of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery [ASVA8] to a national probability sample in 1980) and the 1983 education/aptitude
standards used by the Armed Services. (It should be noted that eligibility for enlistment would also
depend on other factors--Including medical aid moral requirements.)
bAmerican youth population includes all persons born between January 1, 1957 and December 31, 1962.
c€ducational level as of September 1980 (start of the 1980-81 school year),
dStandards are simulated for females only; thus, the simulated standards represent more lenient
Ienlistment aptitude requirements for females, specifically those in effect for, males. Under this
condition differentill aptitude standards exist for educational levels only, not sex. %
"CWhite category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black ar Hispanic.
fUnder actual Narine Corps aptitude standards in effect in 1983, female GEDs and non-high school
graduates ire not eligible for" enlistment. Female high school graduates must meet more stringent
aptitude requirements than their mile counterparts.
glack category do@e not include persons of Hispanic nrigin.
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